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A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
The Christian in the modern world has problems with culture. One of our greatest problems as
missionaries is that we don't recognize the extent to which our own culture colors all we do, feel, and
say. Everyone, sometime or another, will experience the confusion of clashing cultures, but few will be
able to overcome, and even explain such conflicts and difficulties.
A more subtle problem then emerges. Problems with cultural differences can be blamed on the reality
of different cultures. The cultural diversity of humanity is often viewed as the prime impediment of the
programs of the Gospel. When resistance is encountered, culture is usually considered the enemy of the
Gospel. The attitude then emerges that culture is something to be overcome or broken in order that
Christ might reign. Mission endeavors have often fought to conquer "culture," and when successful, find
the victory empty and fruitless — for there has not been victory but total destruction of lives and
personalities.
Cultural differences are without question a barrier to communication, but if Gospel communication is to
take place, culture cannot be fought on every count or every step of the way.
Culture can be understood and can be an ally to the work of God.
I.

The Concept of Culture.
A.

II.

Culture is the integrated system of learned patterns of behavior, values, beliefs, and world
view.
1. Behavior. What is done? Behavior includes customs, products, and languages which
are learned basically as symbol systems of forms and learned meanings. The linkage
of form and meaning constitutes a symbol. "What is done?" begets the question
"What is meant?"
2. Values. What is good or best? Much behavior is dictated by a system of values:
standards of conduct and judgment which guide in what is good, best, or beautiful.
The value system often overlaps with a given culture's felt needs. "What is good or
best?" is related to the question "What is needed?" The "ought" touches the "sought."
3. Beliefs. What is true? Values reflect an underlying system of beliefs, ideas, or
cognitive patterns. Often theoretical beliefs are held but do not affect values or
behavior as the operating belief system. Beliefs function as a mental map of the
world, guiding in decisions and action.
4. World view. What is real? Beliefs are based on the basic assumptions people have
made about the nature of reality.

Cross-Cultural Differences.
A.

Cultural differences are profound, occurring at all four layers or levels.
1. Misunderstandings commonly result on the behavioral level because of confusion of
form and meaning.
2. Ethnocentrism can be described as judging features of another culture by features of
one's own. Ethnocentrism almost always bases judgment of one level of another
1

culture on a corresponding but deeper level of one's own culture. Most commonly
"their" behavior is judged by "my" values, but other levels can be involved.
3. The newcomer to a certain culture almost always experiences a profound sense of
disorientation when he tries to adopt the behavioral patters of that culture. Such
disorientation results because his theoretical knowledge of the deeper (less obvious)
levels of that culture may exceed his personal relationships which normally would
accompany and introduce these insights.
III.

The Nature of Culture.
A.

B.

C.

D.

IV.

God created culture.
1. God is above culture. He created culture but is not a cultural being per se. God is
supracultural (above culture) and yet is not barred from it.
2. God involves Himself redemptively in culture. The heart of the incarnation of Christ is
not only that He took on human form but that He subjected Himself to the
constrictions of a human culture.
God created man as a cultural being.
1. God created mankind in His likeness. He endowed him with creative powers. He
commanded him to control nature and organize society. Such is the origin of culture.
2. Man abrogated his vice regency in rebellion. This fall did not mean the destruction of
the image of God in man but it was marred. It did mean that only under Christ can
man be redeemed and his culture renewed.
3. Culture, though tainted by mankind's self-centeredness and self-worship, is neither
inherently good nor invariably evil. Culture is, in a sense, "neutral," a potential ally and
an opposing force. No "kingdom" or fully godly culture exists in this world today.
God redeems and renews culture.
1. God possesses culture, using it to communicate and transforming it to bring healing to
mankind and glory to Himself.
Therefore, we can certainly respect other cultures and anticipate God's work in and
through them. We must, on the other hand, take care not to think too highly of our own
culture, confusing God's supracultural truth with a false "superculture" of our own.

Past Traditional Approaches to Culture.
A.

B.

Attitude of condemnation.
1. Everything that was not Western was looked upon as pagan or heathen and
therefore, unworthy of attention.
2. There was failure in distinguishing between the Gospel and Western culture.
3. Missionaries did not understand the significance of culture in the life of a people and
the danger of making unnecessary changes.
The practice of withdrawal — the attempt to isolate Christians from their cultural
environment.
1. Missionaries felt that because the culture of the people was so pagan, it was
impossible for converts to remain in their old surroundings and live a genuine Christian
life.
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C.

V.

Past Traditional Approaches to Culture in Turn Hindered Effective Communication of
the Gospel.
A.

B.

C.
VI.

2. Temptations and pressures to revert to their old customs were considered to be too
strong for new believers to withstand.
3. The converts were taken from their former society and placed in mission stations in
order to protect them and to provide new support systems for their new way of life.
The practice of withdrawal next led to the practice of imposition.
1. This was the attempt to impose Western culture upon converts.
2. Since foreign culture was considered pagan and Western culture was considered
Christian, missionaries naturally sought to spread European culture.
3. Some missionaries actually believed that Western civilization was a preparation for
Christianity.
4. This led to churches on the mission field being modeled after the churches at home.

Western incidentals were added to Gospel essentials.
1. This made it difficult for the people to understand and accept the message.
2. Many have been turned away from the Gospel by it being wrapped in a Western or
American cultural package.
The old negative attitude toward culture prevented establishing a truly indigenous church.
1. Converts simply were not permitted to express their Christianity in the genius of the
own culture.
2. Christianity was made to look like a foreign religion.
3. Creativity was stifled since converts were not allowed to develop their own style of
worship.
Confusing Christianity with Western or American culture is unbiblical and prevents people
from seeing how Christ can become a living, vibrant force in their own culture.

The Holy Spirit and the Word of God Must be Trusted to Do Their Work.
A.

B.

C.

It is not the place of the missionary to sit on the sidelines and arbitrarily say to new
converts, "This must go . . . This can stay, etc."
1. Sometimes missionaries try to change things that don't really need to be changed.
2. Sometimes missionaries completely miss areas that really need to be changed.
It may be necessary to have a cultural substitute for everything that is purged from a
culture.
1. Each ceremony or institution in a culture usually develops in response to some
important emotional or psychological need.
2. Many times when a particular behavior is eliminated and nothing put in its place, a
vacuum develops in the lives of the people.
3. Very often converts will revert to old ways when needs have not been met.
The churches we start must be rooted in Christ and related to the culture.
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QUESTIONS
Lesson
A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
1.

What is culture?

2.

What is ethnocentrism?

3.

Give a brief review of the nature of culture.

4.

Mention three past traditional approaches to culture by missionaries.

5.

How did past traditional approaches to culture hinder effective communication of the
Gospel?
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WORLD PHILOSOPHIES
Prov. 23:7
The way we think is the way we live. We live what we really believe. There are many philosophies, or
ordered ideas for living, in our world. Most have some good points that capture people's interests. All
but one have serious weaknesses and dangerous consequences when a life is based on them. Col. 2:8
I.

Formalism
Formalism is faith in tradition.
A. A formalist is a person not willing to change the way he does things because it has "always
been done this way." He pays too much attention to the past for living now. Men should
be commended for trying to keep great memories alive. We can and must learn from the
past or we repeat its mistakes. But in a world of constant change, the methods of
yesterday may not work today.
B. Formalism denies God's right to change patterns. The Pharisees were the Formalists in
Jesus' day. Their traditions actually broke the very commandments they boasted about
protecting.
C. Formalism breeds the most dangerous kinds of religious selfishness disguised as
righteousness. The Pharisees did not truly love God. Their "god" had become their own
ideas and theories.
D. Formalism can also involve ritual — praising or worshipping some earthly thing or being
other than God. Ritual has the danger of squeezing out true worship. Objects made to aid
worship can themselves become worshipped. God is too big to put into a picture. God is
too infinite to be represented by something that human hands can produce or fashion.
Nothing in the created Universe could describe or contain Him. Any representation is
misrepresentation. "God is Spirit." John 4:23, 24; 20:29; Heb. 11:1; Ex. 20:4; John 1:18;
Col. 1:15; I Tim. 1:17; 6:16.
E. People used or blessed of God can invite the dangers of Formalism. No saint, minister, or
even angel is to be given glory that belongs only to God. I Pet. 1:24. It is thus a sin
against God to "hero-worship" someone He is using. We can pray for them and work and
rejoice with them. But if we copy their mannerisms instead of their Lord and Master, we
hurt God and cause others to stumble. Now do not be afraid to learn from others by
studying their ways to solve problems. I Cor. 11:1. God is grieved when people forget
Him and follow blindly His friends. God is jealous of our devotion and worship. He will
share His glory with no man. Ex. 34:13-15; Deut. 4:23, 24; 5:8, 9; 6:15; Isaiah 42:8;
John 8:50; Acts 12:23; I Cor. 10:31; Revelations 4:11; 19:10; Acts 17:24, 25.
F. God's MESSAGE must never be changed. It is true and always speaks to man. If we are
unwilling to change our methods or patterns, we will fall into Formalism. We must give
strict attention to changing cultures, languages, and issues. Our preaching of the Gospel
must always be framed in fresh ways and understandable terms. God has used men like
Wesley, Luther, Booth, Finney, and Moody who "went against the current" and jumped
out of church-ruts. Our patterns should not come from those who have never left their
marks on history or society. Keep simple and uncluttered.
5

II.

Materialism
Materialism is faith in things.
A. When people get settled and comfortable, they tend to pay less attention to their Maker
and more attention to the things He made. Even useful or needed things can take the first
place in time and affections that rightfully belong to the Lord. Christ taught much about the
danger of Materialism. Many supposedly followed Him because of the miracles, hoping
there would be something for them.
B. Materialism makes creation, not the Creator, the object of devotion. The person who
would be Christ's disciple must hold lightly to the world and tightly to God. Luke 14:33;
Col. 3:2. A disciple of the Lord is no longer his but is "bought with a price." I Cor. 6:19,
20. If you own Christ, all you own is Christ's.
C. Hedonism, as popularized by Hefner's "Playboy Philosophy," would fit in here. The
strange thing is that those searching pleasure for pleasure's sake will never find it. The
person who tries to save his life by living totally to serve himself actually loses it because he
becomes a slave to his lusts and pays the penalty of sin. Luke 9:24; I Tim. 5:6; Rom.
6:16. Man was never meant to live on the level of an animal. Luke 14:26-35; 18:29-30;
John 10:10; Eph. 3:14-21; II Cor. 9:8; I Peter 2:11; 4:2.

III.

Humanism
Humanism is faith in man.
A. It is good to "believe in man" if we mean by this that there is potential in people (in the
Lord and under His care) for kindness, good deeds, creativity, and obedience. Scripture
says man is wonderful because he was made in the likeness of God Himself. This makes
us very special; we are very important to Him.
B. Humanism's fatal mistake is to confuse capacity with choice. A person can know right and
how to do it. However, the whole record of Scripture and history is that we choose
instead to do wrong. Even the seemingly "good" actions of unchanged people are done
from secret selfishness (hope of self-gain or fear of punishment and disapproval). "Too
much good in even the worst of us" is not what the Bible says. Rom. 3:10- 23; 7:18.
Sinful people cannot please God with their excuses for rebellion in "good deeds." Isaiah
64:6; Matt. 7:21-23; Gal. 2:16; I Cor 13:3.
C. A Humanist's answer is not real. It does not account for the disgusting dictatorship of sin
in the human heart. Good future deeds (even if made from the right motives) cannot
cancel out bad ones. If wrong has been done, the penalty of God's broken law must be
passed. God must be strictly fair. Selfishness unchecked would murder God's universe.
Besides this, all sin is a unit; one sin is just as bad as another, because at root, both are
selfish choices to disobey God. Sin, all sin, hurts God and breaks His law, all sin has the
same penalty. In God's government, the very least punishment He can give is to cut off the
sinner from being with people who do love God and obey Him. (A sinner would spoil
Heaven and make it like Hell.) The Bible calls this penalty death. God does not want man
to die, yet he foolishly continues to choose death. All our world is truly guilty before its
grieved Creator. Psalms 14:1-3; Rom. 3:9-28.
6

D.

IV.

Humanists try to deny or ignore sin. To justify themselves, they may do many "good
works." These may seem acceptable in the sight of men, but God searches the heart and
knows our real motives. All our works will be exposed. Psychiatry can at best expose
the cause of sin, but all of its attempts and promises cannot lift us above it. None of our
studies or knowledge can remove sin. Only the Law-Giver Himself can pardon; only the
blood of Christ shed for the forgiveness of all can rescue us through God's conditions of
repentance and trust in His Son.

Modernism
Modernism is faith in men.
A. Modernism grows out of religious humanism. A modernist lives by his feelings like other
selfish people, but the desires that seem to move him most are the needs of the sick,
uneducated, poor, and hungry. How noble such efforts seem, even when a man merely
uses human plight to gratify his selfishness or appease his conscience. What a tragedy that
such deeds of giving can be used as excuses for not doing the first thing God asks of a
person: surrender to Christ. Although Modernism has attempted many needed relief and
social programs that have been of help to the world, it has helped keep alive a terrible lie,
that man can make it on his own.
B. There are serious flaws in the good deeds philosophy, besides those mentioned under
Humanism. Christ taught a life of good works NOT FOR SALVATION but as a natural
result of His Own inner transformation of our hearts.
C. The Gospel has built-in power to change society. Society is simply a lot of separate
people living together and no one can change people like God. The altered living
conditions of people is really only a side issue. The Bible shows us that changing
conditions alone will not necessarily change the ultimate choice of a person's heart.
Environment only influences our decisions — never creates them. We are much more than
our food, houses, and books. Giving selfish people better homes or nicer food will not
transform their natures; they will simply be more refined sinners.
D. Goodwill and popularity are often important to a modernist. Much is sacrificed on the
altar of peaceful relations with all men. A Modernist will usually go out of his way to
compromise rather than offend by the absolutes of Christian commitment.
E. Jesus Christ did not promise His followers popularity, but life. We must agree with the
Word of God. "Friendship with the world is enmity with God." James 4:4; John 15:1819; I John 2:15. People who conform to the world will not change it.
F. In Modernism, miracles also are suspect if not "impossible." Forced to deny plain words
in the Scriptures that expose and condemn all natural man's selfish actions, the Modernist
has to question all Scripture that does not agree with his life. The God of Books becomes
a book "written by man" full of "mistakes." Its plain demands becomes
"misinterpretations." Modernism joins Satan by asking, "Hath God said?" when He very
plainly has said. Gen 3:1. This philosophy tries to take the supernatural from scripture
and society, undermining faith in God and His Word. The Bible is not accepted as man's
absolute guide for life. The Modernist rethinks truth in a way that clouds Christ's clear
commands. He makes darkened reason, not intelligent trust in the Word of a wise and
7

G.

V.

holy God, his rule. Subtle changes in understanding of truth, double-thinking, and silence
on issues that clarify sin are all marks of Modernism.
We cannot just teach man to be good. Today's highly educated generation are only
smarter sinners. The city killer is no less evil than the jungle head-hunter. Both have
selfish hearts, expressed in more or less educated ways. Our conscience needs to be
cleared and awakened; we need forgiveness and cleansing from our past; we need a force
inside of us to guard our minds. We need power to live above ourselves and not be a
slave to self. God, by the Holy Spirit, through Christ, can do this.

Rationalism
Rationalism is faith in mind.
A. After denying God's Word and God's Rights, it is only a simple step to give up all pretence
of religion and deny God Himself. Rationalism leaves out God altogether and starts just
with man. It is a philosophy that tries to find an explanation of man and the universe
without God. A Rationalist prides himself on being a thinker; in trying to deny God, he will
usually end being as foolish in his conclusions as he has been in his premises.
B. God made our world and our lives to blend perfectly only in Him. A man who turns his
back on God has a hard job explaining life! The very universe speaks of God; our own
beings tell us that we are personal, and ultimately, that we must have come from another
PERSON. A Rationalist has big questions to answer; who or what is man: how did we
get here; why is the universe the way it is? It takes more faith to be an atheist than a
Christian.
C. A Rationalist has to do a lot of juggling of facts. Honest scientific study tends to strongly
confirm, rather than deny, intelligent Creation. Today's non-Christian Scientist is in grave
trouble. He is not just living in a world directed by force laws; he is part of the machinery
of the universe. He is thus no longer a person, rather he is nothing more than a mere
highly-developed machine. Things like beauty, art, poetry, faith, morality, and love (if he is
to be consistent) mean absolutely nothing. Man without God has feelings that he cannot
logically fulfill in his non-Christian system. Death is the absolute end of his meaningless
existence. The Rationalist pays an awful price for his pride. He tries to throw out God
and ends himself throwing himself away as well. The Epistle to the Romans reveal that a
man who behaves like a Rationalist gets into trouble with sin of all sorts, from sexual
immorality to merciless violence. He starts off priding himself as a thinker and ends up a
stinker. The Rationalist loses his moorings, his morals, and maybe even his mind. "The
fool has said in his heart." Psalm 14:1; Roman 1:18-22.

VI.

Communism
Communism is faith in Marx.
A. Communist young people are revolutionaries often deeply dedicated, who are shocked,
sickened, and very angry with the mess the world is in. They dislike the rich holding
power over the poor. They hate superstition and empty religious tradition being used as a
tool to control people. They are ready to be interested in people's needs and to teach
8

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

others what they believe. They are often willing to sacrifice time, money, and many times
their lives to change society. Marx and Engels laid the groundwork for this philosophy.
There are two kinds of Communism: paper (theory) and practical (application and
action).
1. Paper (theoretical) Communism proposes to wipe out selfishness from society. It is
the logical result of rationalism; it is materialistic science based on three non-Christian
ideas: (1) There is no God; (2) There is nothing in the universe but matter in motion
(no spirit, no supernatural, no life after death); and (3) Man is wholly made what he is
by his surroundings (totally determined by his environment, and more particularly, by
his economic environment). Communism is a fusion of complex theories of
economics and sociology (the mechanics of people). Marx married these studies to a
discovery he believed was an unchangeable law of history. This "law" had created a
series of "class wars" that are leading to universal Communism. He called his ideas
"dialectical materialism."
In this Marxist journey, every country changes by conflict until it finally ends up
Communist. This belief lies behind all the strange and sometimes contradictory steps of
Marxist strategy. The true Marxist passionately believes he is working with the stream of
history; his every effort simply "speeds up" this law of change. He believes in this law like
a Christian believes God answers prayer. Accordingly, a Communist tactician studies
ways to create tensions that cause the society under attack to react in conflict. The
resulting changes will bring that society one step closer to Communism. Engels claimed
that three main ideas described this process: (1) Any kind of change signals progress; (2)
Retreat is only part of the pattern of attack and advance; (3) To destroy one existing thing
means ultimately the building of a new step towards Communism.
The young Marxist believes that he is working with an unchanging law; history is on his
side; out of the ashes, Communism will one day come! All possible means of creating
chaos are used, from absurdity to violence. Sinful man is by nature chaotic and absurd;
perhaps, this explains some of Marxism's appeal to the frustrated and bitter. The pseudointellectual with a chip on his shoulder over what the world has done to him is a prime
target. He is already at war with society. The theory is especially appealing to students.
The discerning will be able to detect the serious, deadly flaws of Communism. The first is
the religion a Communist makes out of denying religion. Empty superstition, the "opiate of
the people," needs to be taken from men and women. It cannot help anyone and only
hinders progress. But Christian reality must replace that emptiness. An avowed Marxist is
also an avowed atheist. Science, production, and power are introduced into this system to
"replace" God. To Marx, man was nothing more than an animal. Like a dog, he has no
spiritual being. A man is considered "sick" if he cannot put God out of his mind. God's
moral law is suppressed or rejected. Bible absolutes are replaced by careful redefinitions
that give the Marxist a completely artificial morality. There is no "right" other than the
good of the cause. Deception and even murder can be perfectly "right" in Communist
philosophy because truth is redefined to mean anything that advances world Communism.
In practical Marxism, anything is legal that gets Marxist results. This theory makes it easier
to act selfishly in the name of unselfishness. As an example, people can be directed to
needed violence in party thought by preaching "peace," since by Marxist definition "peace"
means Communist world conquest. If on the other hand, only open riot or revolt can
9

G.

H.

VII.

change a situation, a Communist will do all in his power to spark and fire that unrest. In
practical Communism, which is often very different from theory, control can be taken in
the name of the people when it is actually in the hands of a few.
The philosophy of "take according to ability and give according to need" requires an
incentive to prevent loss of initiative. Marxists have developed a basic control system
geared to one of the most powerful psychological drives in the world — fear. There
cannot be real confidence and love in such a force system. On the other hand, God
always changes a person's life in the context of world history. He saves him not only for
himself but for his lost society. Christ gives men meaning in their own lives and their world.
Although Communism copies or counterfeits many Christian methods, it preaches an
opposing message. To think differently in a Communist system is the worst possible
crime. People must suspend all independent thinking and obey fixed rules of thought and
leadership. Ritual Christianity is a greater social force than Communism because it is the
only system that gives a complete, rational dynamic for social change without destroying
the individual.

Existentialism
Existentialism is faith in faith.
A. Some have given up hope of finding meaning in Rationalist logic. Instead they have come
to believe that fact and meaning are not part of the same reality. The German philosopher
Hegel (he gave Marx his basic idea for dialectical materialism) first invented the idea that
has really altered a lot of secular thinking. He said in effect, "Stop thinking of cause and
effect. Think instead of one fact opposed to another fact and the result combining to be a
new fact." The thinking goes like this — first, if there is no God, there are no absolutes.
So, who can say what is "true." Next, if there are no absolutes, then there really are no
opposites either, because opposites come from the absolute ideas of right and wrong, true
and false, etc. Why then should anything really be "opposite" to another thing? Now he
could say that if two things were opposed, they also could be the same. It not only sounds
ridiculous, it is ridiculous. In fact, no one can prove how two things can be opposed and
be the same by finite logic. Hegel hoped some day another person would find a way to do
it. It took a long time for his idea to catch on, but it did eventually. The hippie movement
and drug culture of the 1960's embraced this philosophy.
B. "Facts" (not Christian facts but secular ideas) destroyed the things man found hope in.
Instead of return to Bible truth, non-Christians did something different. They simply began
to accept the idea that meaning had nothing to do with facts. Many "Baby Boomers" and
"Baby Busters" now think that truth can only be found in personal experience. They think
the world has no meaning outside themselves. This way reality can become whatever you
want it to be; there is no reality outside of our mind. This is the basis of the philosophies of
Existentialism.
C. The Existentialist searches for meaning by non-logical "leaps of faith." These "leaps" may
take many forms; the commonest are experiments with sex, drugs, certain kinds of hard
and acid rock music, and various Eastern techniques for achieving mystical experience.
Because these searches are existential (experience-centered), only the person who has
them can know them. They "do not exist" outside of himself. They do not rest on any
10

D.

E.

F.

G.

factual truth that can be shown to be real outside the individual's own being. They are
subjective — no objective. They cannot be given to another; they cannot be seen, felt,
weighed, or measured by someone else; they cannot even be described, thus each person
makes up his own world; it is only real if it is real to him.
Existentialism cannot really be defined. The existentialist does not operate in logical
categories; he does not put things into files in his mind. Existentialism takes many forms, all
of which are searches that seem to bring some kind of meaning. The only thing they have
in common is this: all base hope on a non-rational, non-logical, non-communicable act or
experience. Transcendental meditation, Zen, yoga, and other forms of Eastern
philosophies and religions will fit here. They all reach for meaning in non-rational ways.
What a horrifying alternative to find answers and purpose; failure here has often led to
suicide.
All these ideas may temporarily soothe the mind but cannot clear the conscience. This is
the horrible end of existentialism; here is the tragic result of such non-Christian thinking. If
it is true that modern man can only find meaning by throwing away all logic, then true
meaning ultimately lies in discarding all reason. This would indicate that meaning lies in
madness. If meaning and mind are opposed, true freedom lies in sanity. Temporary
thought disconnection by the use of drugs or semi-religious rites involving this leap could
better be replaced by permanent disconnection of the mind — lobotomy. Few, who begin
this search, see where their non-rational search is leading them — to the darkness of
insanity. What a chilling, shocking choice for secular people, between thinking and being a
machine, or feeling deeply and going mad. The terror of these two non-Christian extremes
is impossible to adequately describe; it can only be measured in the present exploding
insanity and suicide rates.
This same thinking marks the "new theologies;" they unify also in separating the "truth" of
their religious systems from the tests of history and science. True faith is founded in the
character and promises of God, which are both open to the tests of history and science, as
well as experience. Being simple and child-like is not the same as being stupid and
childish. To be a true child of God is to be a thinking person. A child of belief in facts and
is not afraid of them; he knows true facts and true premises will always lead closer to the
God of Truth. Acts 17:2, 17; 18:4, 19; 24:25; 26:25; 28:23. He enjoys the wonder of
worship with both his heart and mind. He has facts to back up his experience; he knows
why he believes.
Without facts and Bible foundations, men in search of religious experiences are
dangerously open to deception. Modern man reacting against impersonal technology is
rapidly moving into a non-Christian mysticism without Bible content. Even the word
"Jesus" has become an enemy of the Person of the Lord Jesus Christ because people use
it to describe a Christ of their own invention that has no relationship to the living Lord of
scripture and history. Many now have Christs of their own imaginations or satanic
counterfeits.

VIII. Spiritism
Spiritism is faith in fear.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Spiritism is a philosophy of Hell. Existential searches almost always open the door to
Spiritism, which is involvement with the occult world of demonic forces. This
communication with deceiving spirits often follows a person's hunger for the supernatural
that has not been met by a powerless "Churchianity."
Spiritists are people who have been tricked by a satanic counterfeit of Christian
communion with God. Curiosity, the death of a dearly loved friend or relative, the desire
for supernatural power, or reality or all may bring a seeker into contact with others who
have knowingly or unknowingly given over their lives, senses, and spirits to communication
with impersonating demons. The Bible is clear and emphatic in warning of the awful
danger of this practice. Leviticus 19:31.
Going outside the Bible, the seeking person falls easy prey to the cunning traps of Satan's
demonic world. Deception, insanity, and a spiritual "giving over," as well as suicide can
result from ignoring the commands of God. Satan is the "Prince of Liars." He can
transform himself into an "angel of light" like that seen in visions and on many LSD trips —
as well as Pentecostal and charismatic experiences. His demonic forces can easily imitate
the voices of dead loved ones, produce light, movement, sound, or even matter. Some
even stage mock "battles" between themselves: when one "drives away" the other, the
person is convinced his demonic guide is "good."
Separate consideration should be given to animism. Animism is defined as: (1) the belief
that all life is produced by a spiritual force separate from matter; (2) the belief that natural
phenomena and objects, such as rocks, trees, the wind, etc., are alive and have souls or
spirits.
1. An animist tries to please the spirits so they will not harm him.
2. An animist believes that all evil, all illness, all accidents, and natural catastrophes, as
well as death, can be traced to some spirit.
3. An animist believes a spirit may be transferred to another object; for example, an evil
spirit may possess a person's body.
Animism is related to Spiritism and is simply another form.
A person can come under special demonic attack by experimentation with any form of
spiritist device or object. Divination techniques, whether it be through Tarot or playing
cards, can open the doors to deception. Fortune-telling tools like the crystal ball, tea
leaves, or palmistry are definitely other avenues. Seemingly harmless astrology and
horoscopes are also open doors. Directly more dangerous are experiments with the ouija
board and seances. Any of these techniques or devices can put the unwary in direct
contact with the forces of Hell. Any form of seeking guidance outside of God's methods
of direction bring terrible danger and is forbidden in the Bible. Those who dallied with
such things in the Bible come under penalty of death. Ex. 22:18; Lev. 19:31; 20:27; Gen.
40:8.
Beware of any technique, game, or entertainment that directs you to even temporarily give
up the conscious control of your mind and will. This includes transcendental meditation,
hard and acid rock music, hypnosis (entertainment or therapeutic), religious chants, as well
as the use of hallucinogenic drugs. At such unguarded moments, you can be directly
attacked by demons and be invaded or demonized by the agents of Hell. All sorcery and
all forms of occultism are condemned without reservation in Scripture. Deut. 18:9-14; Ex.
7:11-12; Lev. 19:26, 31; 20:6, 27; I Chron. 10:13-14; II Kings 21:5-6; Isaiah 2:6; 8:19;
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H.
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J.

Jer. 27:9, 10; Zech. 10:2; Mal. 3:5; Acts 16:16-18; Gal. 5:19-21; II Tim. 4:1; Rev. 21:8;
22:15.
The steps to demonic control usually are: (1) interest or curiosity; (2) some form of
experimentation; (3) fulfillment of the condition of mental passivity; (4) surprise, pleasure,
or thrill in discovering some supernatural reality in the experiment; (5) deeper involvement
— deceiving spirit helps person in some way to gain their trust and confidence; (6)
demonic force tightens control and begins to "hook" or make dependent the personality of
the experimenter; (7) fear begins indicating that slavery of the will has already developed;
(8) deep periods of depression as well as fear as demonic control increases; (9) total
possession, strong suicide thoughts, torment.
Demonic force attack if the will loses control of the personality in sins connected with
violent emotions like hatred, bitterness, lying, stealing, sexual lust, and violence.
Spiritism may be Satan's most powerful counterfeit of New Testament Christianity. The
miracles done by witchcraft or sorcery deeply appeal to the secular thrill-seeker who will
not surrender to the God of the Bible. Scripture reveals that the last days will bring in a
revival of Spiritism. II Thess. 2:1-12; I Tim. 4:1; I John 4:1-3.
To seek God for signs and wonders is wrong and opens up that person for satanic
deception. Luke 1:18-22; Matt. 12:39. God does not put on "shows" to impress people.
God does not have to do miracles to "prove" anything. He does not have to do anything
"spooky" to show His presence. Man now has available God's ultimate and final
revelation of Himself, the Holy Scriptures. Man does not need any more "proof." God
has given to all mankind light — through nature, the incarnation of His Son and the Bible.
He who truly desires the truth will have it revealed to him. John 7:17.
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SUMMARY
These six basic ideas from hell define the enemy's work in men's ideas. Satan's attacks are always
geared to the mind.
To sum up, each denies:
I.

Formalism — Materialism
God's right to change people and work with them; His right to be loved and worshipped as
Creator of all mankind.

II.

Humanism — Modernism
God's revealed judgement of rebellion and sin; His own supernatural powers and His perfect,
error-protected Book.

III.

Rationalism (Atheism)
God's right to be recognized at all; Personal, Infinite, Maker, Ruler, and Judge of the whole
earth.

IV.

Marxism (Communism)
God moves in history on man's behalf; His value on and for the individual man and power to
change society for the better.

V.

Existentialism
God's testable evidences of truth; the fusion of fact and feeling, reason and meaning in Bible
premises of faith.

VI.

Spiritism (Occult)
God's safeguards in His Word and in His Son, the Lord Jesus; His ultimate right to be
worshipped in spirit and truth.

The first idea pair cover RELIGIOUS deceit; the second pair, ATHEISTIC denials; and the last pair
OCCULT deception. This web interconnects the whole world of wickedness. We as Christians must
take firm, necessary, conscious, and deliberate steps to block such thoughts and influences on our mind.
We will live what we really believe.
No one arrives at the philosophic conclusions without first ignoring some protection God has made.
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A religious man's misunderstanding and steps downward usually begins when he denies God the right to
change him (FORMALISM) and begins focusing undue attention to the things God made
(MATERIALISM). This sin prompts him to ignore God's warnings and he then gets involved in over
exalting people (HUMANISM). When next he starts playing with God's Word, he usually argues away
large parts of it or finds some way to cut what is not convenient out of it (MODERNISM). From there
he can just strip away all his dead religious trappings and not even call himself a "believer in God" —
(RATIONALISM). Now he is ready to join in social movements to change mankind without God —
such as MARXISM. Since Communism cannot remove his need for the spiritual and the personal, he
may move into EXISTENTIALISM. This search outside of logic (for his missing meaning) then may
end with him being enslaved in the madness and darkness of Satan's occult world (SPIRITISM).
Two extremes like Marxism (Socialism) and Spiritism (worship of Satan) cannot properly function using
people without each other eventually. Probably these two will unite as the coming of Christ draws
nearer. Mankind is headed for the open worship of the "God of this world." John 14:30. Consciences
have been clouded and millions are blinded to God's warnings. Prov. 14:12.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF DISCIPLESHIP
Real Christian discipleship was designed to meet all man's needs without the fatal flaws of darkened
human wisdom. Accepting Jesus Christ as personal Savior and Lord, obeying the Bible and
surrendering one's life to God's direction and control reveals the many empty promises of other
philosophies and their utter powerlessness to meet the whole man's needs. Churches must return to
Bible Christianity. Much of what passes for Christianity today is a half-hearted attempt to reconcile the
cross-bearing life with comfortable living. We cannot be selfish and saintly too. The world has never
been moved by the mildly interested. Unless you are open to the changes of God and live in utter
obedience to the Holy Spirit's commands, you do not need to continue any farther into this course.
If you want to move your world, you must then be prepared to pay the high cost of discipleship. We
cannot present Christ to the world unless we are convinced that the message of Christ is the one
irrefutable reality that can meet every need.
What will you do?

How will you decide?
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QUESTIONS
Lesson
WORLD PHILOSOPHIES

1.

Eight major world philosophies have been dealt with in the lesson. Memorize the capsule
definition of each.

2.

Study the summary page and write out the six points and the denial that each makes.

3.

The six basic ideas may then be reduced to three pairs. One sentence sums up these three
pairs. Write out that sentence that is found in the summary.

4.

Two extreme philosophies were mentioned that actually need each other. Is it possible they
might unite? Briefly elaborate.

5.

Another philosophy was presented in the end of the lesson. What do you personally think
about discipleship?
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THE NEED TO UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANCE OF
WORLD VIEW
I.

Recognizing the Importance of World View
A.

B.

What is World View?
Definition: The way a people view the world around them. A basic model of reality. A
set of presuppositions (or assumptions) which we hold (consciously or subconsciously)
about the basic make-up of our world.
James Sire, The Universe Next Door.
A world view is the way people see or perceive the world, they way they "know" it to be.
David Hesselgrave.
Why is world view important?
1. A college professor said, "People may not live what they profess, but they will always
live what they believe."
2. World view is what one really believes as opposed to what one may profess to
believe.
a. An important implication of this is that if you want to change the way a person
lives, you must first change the way they believe.
3. Culture and world view are intertwined.
The culture of a people is, then, its total equipment of ideas and institutions and
conventionalized activities. The ethos of a people is its organized conceptions of the
Ought. The national character of a people, or its personality type, is the kind of
human being which generally speaking, occurs in that society. The world view of a
people, yet another of its group conceptions, is the way a people characteristically
look outward upon the universe. If "culture" suggests the way a people look to an
anthropologist, "world view" suggests how everything looks to a people, "the
designation of the existent as a whole."
But if there is an emphasized meaning in the phrase "world view," I think it is in the
suggestion it carries of the structure of things as man is aware of them. It is in the
way we see ourselves in relation to all else.
Robert Redfield, The Primitive World and Its Transformations.

II.

Five Major Functions of World View.
A.

The first function is the explanation of how and why things got to be as they are and how
and why they continue or change.
1. If the world view of a people conditions them to believe that the universe is operated
by a number of invisible personal forces largely beyond their control, this will affect
both their understanding of and their response to "reality."
2. If, however, a people's world view explains that the universe operates by means of a
large number of impersonal, cause-and-effect operations, if learned by people, can be
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B.

C.

D.

E.

employed by them to control the universe, the attitude of these people toward
"reality" will be different.
3. These ideas are customarily articulated in stories (whether historically factual or not),
legends and "myths" of a people.
a. This may manifest itself in a variety of forms from culture to culture.
(1)
In a large number of cultures, one would look to fables, proverbs,
riddles, songs, and other forms of overt and covert indications of world
view.
(2)
In more complex societies, one finds, in addition to the folklore, printed
literature which often overtly philosophies the mythology of, for example,
science, religion, politics, etc.
The world view of a people serves an evaluational — judging and validating — function.
1. The basic institutions, values, and goals of a society are ethnocentrically evaluated as
best and, therefore, sanctioned by the world view of their culture or subculture.
2. Other people's customs are judged to be inferior or at least inappropriate.
3. For most of the cultures of the world, the ultimate ground for these sanctions is
supernatural.
a. It is by their God or gods that most people understand their world view and their
culture as a whole to be validated.
4. The evaluational function of a people's world view is integral to every aspect of the
life of the social group.
a. All important and valued behavior, whether classified as economic, political,
scientific, social, educational, or whatever, is judged in terms of a culture's world
view assumptions, beliefs, values, meanings, and sanctions.
The world view of a group also provides psychological reinforcement for that group.
1. At points of anxiety or crisis in life, it is to one's conceptual system that one turns for
encouragement to continue or the stimulus to take other action.
2. Crisis times, such as death, birth, and illness; transition times, such as puberty,
marriage, planting, and harvest; times of uncertainty; times of elation — all tend to
heighten anxiety or in some way require adjustment between behavior and belief.
3. The world view of a group provides security and support for the behavior of the
group in a world that appears to be filled with capricious uncontrollable forces.
The world view of a culture serves an integration function.
1. It systematizes and orders a people's perceptions of reality into an overall design.
2. Integration helps a people see the "whole" as well as bridge the gap between
"objective" reality outside their heads and the culturally agreed upon perception of
that reality inside their heads.
3. Integration also helps a people filter out glimpses of reality that do not conform to
their beliefs about the way reality should be.
A fifth function of a people's world view may be labeled adaptional.
1. People do on occasion shift or change in their perceptions of reality.
2. They come to see things slightly or drastically different from the ways that their world
view has conditioned them.
3. They change one or more of their conceptual models and reinterpret their
perceptions.
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4. These shifts in perception, especially if engaged in and reported by socially influential
persons, may be accepted by other members of their social group.
5. This results in groups altering their conceptual structuring, their models of reality.
6. Ordinarily such conceptual transformations take place slowly.
7. Sometimes the pressure for rapid change is great. People, by adjusting their world
views, devise means for resolving conflict and reducing cultural dissonance.
III.

Different World View Assumptions Lead to Different Conclusions.
A.

B.

C.

Members of different cultures arrive at different conclusions concerning reality because
they have started from different assumptions or world views.
1. The fundamental processes of reasoning of all peoples are essentially the same, but
the premises on which such reasoning rests and the basic categories that influence the
judgement of different peoples are somewhat different. Men differ, not so much in
their reasoning powers as in their starting points.
Eugene Nida, Message and Mission.
Some New Testament Examples.
1. Acts 14:8-18.
a. Paul and Barnabas had healed a lame man in Lystra.
b. A commotion arose over the event because the Lystrans assumed that only gods
could effect such a healing.
c. They concluded that Paul and Barnabas were gods and began to worship and
offer sacrifices to them.
d. Some say that the assumption in the apostles' minds was that healing the lame
man would enhance their witness in that place.
e. Typical (non-Christian) Americans observing such an event would be likely to
conclude that Paul was simply a good psychologist, as they would assume a
naturalistic (not a supernaturalistic) explanation for such events.
2. Acts 28:1-6
a. When Paul did not die from bite of a poisonous snake, the people of Melita
arrived at a conclusion similar to that of the Lystrans.
b. They assumed that only gods could survive the bite of a poisonous snake.
c. Americans observing such an event would again come to a different conclusion
because their assumptions would be different.
Another example is how people of other cultures come up with different conclusions about
the universe.
1. Their logic may be just as good or bad as ours and the way they reason from
assumption to conclusion may be similar to our way, but their basic (world view)
assumptions may be different.
2. Their assumptions may be just as valid as ours, but focused in on a part of data that
we ignore.
3. For example, there is a great deal about the universe that defies description even
when the most precise western scientific techniques are used.
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a.

D.

IV.

But we, in our faith in the ability of human science to master any and every
problem, ordinarily choose to ignore the capricious unpredictable aspects of the
natural universe.
b. In fact, we are often so focused on the how or immediate why of happenings
(earthquakes and other natural disasters, the march of human history), that we
seldom concern ourselves with the ultimate why of such happenings.
4. Many cultures, however, teach those immersed in them to show much more concern
for the ultimate causes of things and less concern for the details of how they came
about.
a. To these societies, the universe seems a good bit less predictable and
understandable.
b. They cannot be content simply to describe why a person contracted a certain
disease; they want to know how it was that person got ill and not another.
(1)
Their concern leads them to regard the universe as basically capricious
(rather, in the hands of capricious personal beings) and unpredictable.
(2)
If there is a tragedy, it is due to the whim or displeasure of a personal
spirit.
Another example that might serve would be the different views about the status of women.
1. As members of an individualistic western culture, Americans are increasingly
concerned that up to the present, women have not be regarded as "equal" to men.
a. We link equality with freedom.
(1)
We define "equality" in terms of the right to move freely both
geographically and socially, to compete freely for employment or
leadership, to speak out freely, to be free from tasks we regard as
drudgery.
2. In contrast, a large number of the world's cultures assume the most valuable thing a
culture can give to its women is not freedom but security.
a. These cultures conclude that women must be provided with secure marriage and
home, a relatively routine and restricted set of expected achievements in order
that she may in turn provide a maximum of security for the newest and most
vulnerable members of the society, the children.

World View is a Starting Point for Communication.
A.

People in cultural groupings tend to share fundamental commonalties in defining the reality
around them.
1. Human beings are similar biologically.
a. That man's biological makeup is one of the bases of human ways is self-evident.
All societies without exception, for example, need food, drink, and rest; all
human beings must urinate and defecate. Sex, too, is a biological necessity for
the continuation of the human species. All men go through the same phases of
life: infancy, childhood, puberty, youth, adulthood, and old age. All mankind
must cope with time, place, and quantity because all human beings are biological
entities. All men, too, are subject to accidents, disease, injury, and death. In
short, man's biological constitution gives rise to problems that are common to all
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B.

societies; such common problems are a partial reason for the common
framework of cultures.
Louis Luzbetak, The Church and Cultures.
b. Different cultures may care for these needs in different ways, but they must be
cared for.
2. Human beings have basic psychological needs.
a. Safety needs.
(1)
All people have the need for security; stability; dependency; protection;
freedom from fear, from anxiety, and chaos; need for structure, order,
law, limits; strength in the protector; and so on.
Abraham Maslow The Further Reaches of Human Nature.
(2)
If safety needs have been deprived, the individual will feel insecure and
mistrustful; will seek those areas of life which offer the most stability and
protection; will attempt to organize his world to provide the greatest
degree of safety and predictability possible.
Joel Aronoff Psychological Needs and Cultural System.
b. Love and belongingness needs — people need to feel wanted and loved by
other people.
(1)
We need to belong to a group.
(2)
We "hunger for contact, for intimacy, for belonging."
(3)
We "need to overcome feelings of alienation, aloneness, strangeness,
and loneliness."
Abraham Maslow The Farther Reaches of Human Nature.
c. Esteem needs — this, according to Maslow, involves "first, the desire for
strength, for achievement, for adequacy, for mastery and competence, for
confidence in the face of the world, and for independence and freedom.
Second, the desire for reputation or prestige (defining it as respect or esteem
from other people), status, fame and glory, dominance, recognition, attention,
importance, dignity, or appreciation."
Abraham Maslow, The Farther Reaches of Human Nature.
3. Human beings show common spiritual characteristics.
a. The universality of sin.
b. Men and women were made for God and they will not find true meaning until
they are reconciled to God and get into a relationship with Him.
4. Socio-culturally, the high degree of human commonality in biological, psychological,
and spiritual realms is expressed in the development and maintenance of human
society and cultures.
a. Culture responds to these needs by providing these things.
(1)
Communicating.
(2)
Social control.
(3)
Indoctrination of succeeding generations in the cultural system.
It would seem that we possess a kind of grid which we can employ to reinterpret
experience in terms of some other conceptual framework, provided, of course, that there
is a measure of willingness to do so and a degree of good will inherent in the activity."
Eugene Nida, Toward A Science of Translating.
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C.

D.

E.

If we can view the overall, larger significance of men and things in their custom, the aspects
of that culture will begin to take on meaning.
1. One might compare culture to a large and intricate tapestry.
a. The tapestry is made up of numberless threads, various colors, larger shadings,
and lines.
b. All these parts go to make up the overall mosaic or pattern which in turn serves
in interpreting any part.
2. Culture is this wholeness, this larger reality.
People are born and reared "into" culture.
1. Anthropologists use the term "enculturated" as a description.
a. By this process, culture is made uniquely their own.
b. Cultural reality becomes their reality over a period of time.
2. Men living in coherent groups . . . define the world around them, deciding what is real
and how to react to this reality. Failure to grasp this simple fact about culture — that
is, culture, not rocks or trees or other physical surroundings, is the environment of
man — dooms any attempt to work in a cross-cultural context.
James Downs Cultures in Crisis.
People of a culture tend to take their determined view of reality with utmost seriousness.
1. The way of looking at reality in any respondent culture is valid for the members of that
culture.
2. That validity must be taken with utmost seriousness by the missionary.
3. Respondents will decode messages within the framework of a reality provided by
their own culture.
4. The missionary must encode his message with that reality in mind.
5. The communication of most people is circumscribed by the perspective provided by
their own world view.
6. This holds true for the missionary also.
7. It will be true of him until he makes the herculean effort required to understand the
world view of his respondents in their culture and speaks within that framework.
8. It will be at this point that true missionary communication begins.
9. The Christian accepts as axiomatic that his task is to communicate Christ to the
world. That sounds simple enough, but in fact is very complex. It is complex for at
least three reasons: first, there are many views of "Christ;" secondly, there are many
ways to "communicate;" and thirdly, there are more worlds "to which Christ must be
communicated."
A Paper by Norman Geister,
Some Philosophical Perspectives on Missionary Dialogue.
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PYRAMID OF NEEDS
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MAN’S NEED - GOD’S SOLUTION
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QUESTIONS
Lesson
1.

What is world view?

2.

Why is an understanding of the world view of a people important?

3.

List the five major functions of world view.

4.

Give an illustration of an example of how different world views can lead to different
assumptions.

5.

Use at least three sentences to describe the term “enculturated.”
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CHRISTIANITY AND CULTURE
I.

The Definition of Culture.
A.

B.

II.

What is culture?
1. Culture is a style of living. It is a plan in which a society adapts to its physical, social,
and ethnic surroundings.
2. It is a learned behavior. It is socially acquired and passed on from generation to
generation.
3. It is a belief. It is a common knowledge based on how decisions are made and how
society lives.
4. It is a map that guides us within the society.
5. It is complete.
a. It has to do with all the needs and reactions of man.
b. It has to do with every phase of life.
c. It is extremely detailed.
6. It is very complete.
a. A "primitive" people does not necessarily have less culture.
b. To be "advanced" or "primitive," both have to do with culture.
c. Culture deals with: the way of getting food, lodging, clothing, the way of eating,
sleeping, marrying, buying, selling, governing, obtaining status, etc.
d. It also has to do with such things as: motivation, goals, values, thought
processes, etc.
e. There are no two identical cultures.
7. The majority of cultures are neutral concerning Christianity.
a. McGavern says, "Ninety-five percent of culture has nothing to do with
Christianity."
b. To be different does not necessarily imply sin or error.
How does a culture form?
1. Culture is the creation of man.
2. Culture is continually changing.
3. Nevertheless, God also plays an important role in the cultures of man.
a. God has always been working through history.
b. The example of Daniel's day and times is a case in point.
c. The tower of Babel is another.
d. He is the Lord of the harvest, and He prepares His harvest by means of change.

Christianity and Culture.
A.

The effectiveness of Christianity and its relationship to culture.
1. The only way of establishing the Gospel within a society is through the culture.
2. The problems of culture.
a. Our concept of Christianity is conditioned by our culture.
b. The only experience of a missionary with Christianity has been within his own
culture before he goes to the field.
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c.

B.

It is easy to confuse the value of a culture with the will of God. For example:
democracy, socialism, capitalism, etc.
d. Instead of changing culture, the church should utilize it as a channel through
which to preach the Gospel.
e. The church ought to be neutral in respect to culture, except when culture clearly
violates established Biblical mandates.
3. There are two keys to ministering efficiently within a culture: identification and
communication.
a. Identification.
(1)
An attitude of equality.
(2)
An open attitude — to understand thoughts and emotions.
(3)
An external expression conforming to culture — music, food, dress,
architecture, etc.
b. Communication — the language.
(1)
All communication needs to be based upon an identification with culture.
(2)
A lack of identification is expressed in one's attitude toward language.
(3)
Communication is a two-way street. We need to listen in order to be
able to speak. That's the way we learn culture.
4. Establishing points of contact within a culture.
a. We have to distinguish between what is Christianity and what is cultural.
(1)
The problem between Jews and Gentiles.
(2)
Oriental man has need of an oriental church.
(3)
Politics has no place within Christianity.
b. We have to relate Christianity to the cultural norms.
(1)
Peace child.
(2)
Acts 17:23. Paul and the unknown god in Athens.
(3)
The interest of Muslims in the Gospel of Matthew because it begins with
Abraham.
(4)
The interest of Hindus in philosophy.
(5)
The love of Africans for Proverbs.
c. We have to relate Christianity to human needs.
(1)
Mental and physical health.
(2)
Fulfillment of hope.
(3)
The discipline and training of children.
(4)
Combating pressure and personal conflict.
(5)
Finding a complete satisfaction and fulfillment in life.
The absolute Christian norm and the continuously changing culture.
1. We have a tendency to look for security in living conformed to the norms of the
culture in which we find ourselves. There are many paths that take us to salvation
according to the world.
a. Current thought.
(1)
Each culture has a right to exist.
(2)
There is no superior race or culture.
(3)
Neither God nor man has the right to change culture.
(4)
There are no absolute standards.
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b.

C.

D.

E.

Agnostic philosophy.
(1)
All religion is the creation of man.
(2)
Because of that, there is no difference between religions. They are
equally true and wrong.
c. The accusation of committing "cultural imperialism" — forcing change of another
culture.
2. In contrast, Christianity teaches that there is only one way to God. Is it possible to be
a Christian and at the same time respect the culture?
a. The different religions of the world contain a great deal of truth.
b. This truth that is found in human religion is the result of man's discovery.
c. This truth is limited because man is finite and cannot discover all truth.
d. There is no religion that is a final or absolute truth.
e. The unique feature of Christianity is the Word of God — a special revelation.
f. The Bible presents a new lifestyle that can be lived through culture.
Five points of view concerning Christianity and culture.
1. Christ is against the culture.
a. He rejects it.
b. There is nothing good in it.
2. Christ is a product of the culture.
a. Christianity and culture ought to be equal.
b. This is the position of Catholics during the middle ages.
3. Christ exists apart from the culture.
a. An absolute separation.
b. This is monasticism — we should not touch that which is culture.
4. There is continuous tension between culture and Christianity.
a. We need to conquer culture.
b. This is called legalism.
5. Christ transforms the culture.
a. He takes that which is good in culture.
b. He adds His own truth to culture.
The transformation of a culture through Christianity.
1. Culture must change when the Gospel arrives.
2. We don't need to fear this change.
3. The important thing is to preserve the functions of culture but not necessarily its
structure.
Applying Christianity differently in different cultures.
1. Christianity has to be applied within the context of the culture while maintaining its
absolute norms.
2. There are four levels of application.
a. Biblical doctrine.
(1)
The Word of God is truth.
(2)
Truth cannot be compromised.
b. A system of values.
(1)
Paul — to eat or not to eat meat.
(2)
How to honor our parents and ancestors.
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F.

(3)
What is cultural sin.
c. Church methodology.
(1)
Music.
(2)
Prayer.
(3)
Architecture.
(4)
Organization.
(5)
Church services.
d. Christian customs within the culture.
(1)
To play or not to play soccer on Sunday.
(2)
Hair length.
(3)
Dress style.
Three basic principles for relating Christianity to the culture.
1. Believe absolute in God's Word.
2. Respect culture.
3. Permit differences of opinion within the culture. Culture is not an absolute.
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THE CHURCH GAME
--Distinguishing Between Biblical Principles and Culture-Premise:
Many of the conflicts within the church, especially those that are associated with the
“generation gap” are attributable to confusion between Biblical principles and culture. One step toward
resolving conflict is in dramatizing the extent to which tradition, habit and unchallenged cultural
expectations influence one of our basic concepts, the church.
8 to 100 players, organized into 2 or 4 teams, maximum 25 persons per team.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Divide the group into 2 or 4 teams, approximately the same number of persons on a team.
Provide each person a blank paper and pencil or pen.
Leader says: WORKING INDIVIDUALLY AND QUIETLY, EACH PERSON IS TO
WRITE DOWN ALL THE WORDS AND PHRASES THAT COME TO MIND WHEN I
GIVE YOU THE KEY WORD. WORK QUICKLY. WRITE EACH IDEA OR
ASSOCIATION THAT SEEMS IN ANY WAY LINKED TO THE KEY WORD. FOR
EXAMPLE, IF THE KEY WORD WERE SONG, YOU MIGHT WRITE SINGER,
MUSIC, INSTRUMENTS, WORDS, MESSAGE, AND SO FORTH. ANY
QUESTIONS?…..CHURCH! WRITE DOWN QUICKLY ALL YOUR ASSOCIATED
IDEAS. YOU HAVE FIVE MINUTES. CHURCH
After five minutes, call a halt. Ask each group to combine the lists of individual participants.
Which group has the longest list? Allow about ten minutes.
Ask the group with the longest list to read its list aloud.
Each group is now to examine its list and strike out all items that cannot be specifically
supported from Scripture (or scriptural principals). Allow about 15 minutes.
Read aloud the shortened lists and indicate the supporting principle or Scripture for each item.
Conduct a de-briefing discussion along these lines:
a. What sorts of items were the most common on your original lists?
b. What do your original lists show about historical and cultural influences on your concept
of church?
c. Identify some items that are cultural, not scriptural, yet not necessarily wrong or
inconsistent with scriptural principles.
d. Identify some items that are wrong or inconsistent with Scripture or scriptural principles
e. What are the dangers in failing to differentiate between cultural and scriptural elements in
the operation of a local assembly?
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CULTURE SHOCK: HAZARD OF OVERSEAS LIVING
In preparing for the move to another country, it is not unusual to take certain vaccinations and
inoculations. These provide some safety from certain dread diseases.
There is not vaccination for one malady you are likely to encounter – culture shock.
“Culture Shock” is the term used to describe the more pronounced reactions to the psychological
disorientation most people experience when they move for an extended period of time into a culture
markedly different from their own. It can cause intense discomfort, often accompanied by
hyperirritability, bitterness, resentment, homesickness, and depression. In some cases, distinct physical
symptoms of psychosomatic illness occur.
All of us have know and experienced frustration. Although related, and similar in emotional content,
culture shock is different from frustration. Frustration is always traceable to a specific action or cause
and goes away when the situation is remedied or the cause is removed.
I.

Culture Shock.
A.

II.

Culture shock has two distinctive forms.
1. It does not result from a specific event or series of events.
a. It comes from the experience of encountering ways of doing things which are
different from ours.
b. These ways threaten the basic, unconscious belief that our enculturated customs,
assumptions, values and behaviors are “right”.
2. It does not strike suddenly or have a simple principal cause.
a. It is cumulative.
b. It builds up slowly, from a series of small events which are difficult to identify.

Culture Shock May Come From Numerous and Diverse Factors.
A.

B.
C.

It may come from being cut off from the cultural clues and known patterns with which you
are familiar.
1. All of us have subtle, indirect ways of normally expressing our feelings.
2. All the nuances and shades of meaning that we understand instinctively and use to
make life comprehensible are suddenly taken from us.
It may come from living and/or working over an extended period of time in a situation that
is ambiguous.
It may come from having our values (which heretofore have been considered as absolutes)
brought into question.
1. “The moral rug” can be yanked from us.
2. It should be obvious that we must settle on those things that are absolutes and those
that are preferences.
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D.

III.

It may come from continually being put into positions in which we are expected to function
with maximum skill and speed but when the rules have been changed or have not been
adequately explained.
1. These signs and clues include the thousand and one ways in which we orient
ourselves to the situations of daily life; when to shake hands and what to say when we
meet people, when and how to give tips, and how to give orders to servants, how to
make purchases, when to accept and when to refuse invitations, when to take
statements seriously and when not.
Kalvero Oberg

Some Manifestations or Symptoms of Culture Shock
A.

B.

C.

D.
E.
F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

Homesickness.
1. Terrible longing for home.
2. Terrible longing for familiar - be it family, friends, or food.
Boredom.
1. Staring absent-mindedly.
2. Disengaged from the present.
Withdrawal.
1. Spending excessive amounts of time reading or watching TV.
2. Only seeing other Americans.
3. Avoiding contact with nationals.
Need for excessive amounts of sleep
Compulsive eating.
Irritability.
1. Fits of anger over delays and minor frustrations.
2. Slight provocations result in things blown all out of proportion.
Exaggerated cleanliness.
1. Excessive worries about food and water.
2. Abnormal washing of hands.
3. Preoccupation with personal health, minor pains, skin rashes, etc.
Negative feelings toward nationals.
1. Stereotyping all nationals.
2. Fear of physical contact with the people.
3. Excessive fear of being cheated, robbed, or injured.
4. Refusal to learn the language.
5. Refusal to practice common courtesies.
Loneliness.
1. A need to be with only those of your own culture and language.
2. On the other hand, withdrawal, because of guilt and a reluctance to let “own” people
see sorry emotional state.
Chauvinistic excesses.
1. Unreasonable devotion to one’s race.
2. Fanatic patriotism.
Loss of ability to work effectively.
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1. Loss of inventiveness, spontaneity, and flexibility.
2. Work declines in quality.
L. Marital stress.
M. Family tension and conflict.
N. Unexplainable fits of weeping.
O. Physical ailments (psychosomatic illnesses).
Country:

Colombia

Issue:

Customer Service

Source:

The Cultural Dimension of International Business. Gary P. Ferraro. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1990

Tom Bennett, a senior accountant with a major New York accounting firm, had just arrived in Bogota,
Columbia, to assume a two-month assignment to set up an accounting procedure for a middle-sized
local business. On his way to the office Tom stopped to cash a check at the main branch of the largest
bank in the country where he had just opened an account a week earlier. Tom approached the least
crowded teller’s window, which had about eight people crowded around it. After about five minutes of
jostling, Tom worked his way in front of the teller’s window and handed the teller his check. But while
he was waiting for his money, several other people elbowed their way up to the window and handed the
teller their checks. And the teller took them. Tom was getting increasingly annoyed with the rudeness
of these people who kept interrupting his banking transaction. While Tom waited for his money a
number of people kept trying to get in front of him; and what made things even more infuriating was that
they seemed to be angry at him. And to think that people from the United States are always accused of
being impatient. When his money finally arrived, he couldn’t wait to get out of that very unfriendly
situation. As he walked on to his office, he was already thinking about the letter of complaint he would
send to the bank president.
How Might You Explain Tom’s Frustration At The Bank?
This is an excellent example of what can happen if one assumes that banks in Bogota operated under
the same system as they do in Manhattan. In the United States we expect to line up in an orderly
fashion and wait our turn. In most banking transactions in the United States, the teller handles the entire
transaction. But in Bogota, in the absence of a sophisticated electronic system, most checks must be
verified to ensure sufficient funds to cover them. That process may take five or ten minutes under
normal circumstances. Thus, it is expected in Colombia that a person will walk up to the teller directly,
hand over the check, and then step aside until the check has cleared, thereby allowing others to hand
their checks to the teller. When the check has cleared, the person’s name will be called and he or she
will be given the money. Clearly this is a very different system of customer service than would be found
in the United States. Had Tom understood this very logical system, he could have avoided and
unpleasant situation.
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PERSONAL PROFILE
Find on each axis your average score for that orientation. Then plot on each grid the point where the
two average scores intersect. This point indicates your basic tendency.
The personal profile of basic traits is an approximate representation of the motivations behind the
individual’s actions within his or her culture. It will prove useful to compare the individual’s profile with
that of others. The matrix form presents the contrasting traits as concurrent forces pulling in different
(but not necessarily opposite) directions. The scores on each matrix indicate the relative strength of
each particular trait as one makes decisions and interacts with others. A score of (2,6) on the first grid
(i.e., event has a priority rating of 2, time a rating of 6) suggests that the constraints of time exert a far
stronger pull on the decisions and actions of the individual than does commitment to completion of the
events in which one participates. A score of (2,2) probably means that neither trait is exerting a strong
influence.
The personal profile of basic values can be applied in several ways: (1) it can serve as the basis of a
judgment against a person who does not behave as we would wish; (2) it can serve as a radar signal
that we are headed for conflict with another person and thus should avoid confrontation; (3) it can serve
as an insight which will help us achieve maximum intelligent interaction with another person. In the
chapters that follow we will see that by carefully choosing our responses to people and cultures whose
orientations differ from ours, we can reduce or even resolve tensions in interpersonal relations.
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PERSONAL PROFILE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Total

Average

Time orientation
____
11

____
19

____
23

____
25

____
48

____

____

____
5

____
24

____
29

____
31

____
47

____

____

____
6

____
10

____
15

____
33

____
46

____

____

____
1

____
7

____
20

____
26

____
45

____

____

____
6

____
12

____
16

____
30

____
44

____

____

____
7

____
9

____
21

____
34

____
43

____

____

____
8

____
12

____
17

____
27

____
42

____

____

____
2

____
39

____
22

____
31

____
41

____

____

____
10

____
18

____
32

____
33

____
38

____

____

____
4

____
14

____
20

____
36

____
37

____

____

____
3

____
23

____
32

____
35

____
40

____

____

____
9

____
13

____
28

____
34

____
39

____

____

Event orientation

Dichotomistic thinking

Holistic thinking

Crisis orientation

Noncrisis orientation

Task orientation

Person orientation

Status focus

Achievement focus

Concealment of
vulnerability
Willingness to expose
vulnerability
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MINISTERING CROSS-CULTURALLY
_____

1.

I would not feel comfortable working for a large company because I would never see the
whole picture of what I was working on.

_____

2.

I seek out friends and enjoy talking about any subject that happens to come up.

_____

3.

I avoid setting goals for fear that I might not reach them.

_____

4.

I am more concerned about what I have accomplished than I am with the position and title
of my job.

_____

5.

I seldom think much about the future; I just like to get involved in things as they turn up.

_____

6.

I feel things are either right or wrong; discussion of “gray” areas makes me uncomfortable
and seems to compromise the truth.

_____

7.

When making a decision, I feel that more than one of the options can be a right choice.

_____

8.

When I set a goal, I dedicate myself to reaching that goal, even if other areas of my life
suffer as a result of it.

_____

9.

I am always one of the first to try something new.

_____

10. I tend to associate only with people of the same social status.

_____

11. I feel strongly that time is a scarce commodity, and I value it highly.

_____

12. When my car needs tuning, I go to the dealer rather than let my neighbor who works out
of his garage do the job. With professionals I know it will be done right

_____

13. I like performing before an audience because it pushes me to perform better.

_____

14. My primary criteria for buying a car are low price and a record of quality and reliability; I
do not let family or friends influence me to spend more for a “name brand.”

_____

15. My desk or work area is very organized. There is a place for everything, and everything is
in its place.

_____

16. I attend lectures and read books by experts to find solutions to issues of importance to me.

_____

17. If offered a promotion which entailed moving to another city, I would not be held back by
relationships to parents and friends.
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_____

18. I find it difficult to relate to people who have a significantly higher occupational or social
position than mine.

_____

19. I always wear a watch and refer to it regularly in order not to be late for anything.

_____

20. I feel very frustrated if someone treats me like a stereotype.

_____

21. I tend not to worry about potential problems; I wait until a problem develops before taking
action.

_____

22. When waiting in line, I tend to start up conversations with people I do not know.

_____

23. I hate to arrive late; sometimes I stay away rather than walk in late.

_____

24. I get annoyed at people who want to stop discussion and push the group to make a
decision, especially when everybody has not had a chance to express their opinion.

_____

25. I plan my daily and weekly activities. I am annoyed when my schedule or routine gets
interrupted.

_____

26. I do not take sides in a discussion until I have heard all of the arguments.

_____

27. Completing a task is almost an obsession with me, and I cannot be content until I am
finished.

_____

28. I enjoy breaking out of my routine and doing something totally different every now and
then to keep life exciting.

_____

29. When involved in a project, I tend to work on it until completion, even if that means being
late on other things.

_____

30. I only eat in a few select public places outside of my home, where I can be sure the food is
the best quality and I can find the specific items I enjoy.

_____

31. Even though I know it might rain, I would attend a friend’s barbecue rather than excuse
myself to repair the damage a storm has done to my roof.

_____

32. I always submit to the authority of my boss, pastor, and teachers, even if I feel they may
be wrong.

_____

33. I feel that there is a standard English grammar and that all Americans should use it.

_____

34. To make meals more interesting, I introduce changes into the recipes I find in cookbooks.
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_____

35. I argue my point to the end, even if I know I am wrong.

_____

36. I do not feel that anything I have done in the past matters much; I have to keep proving
myself every day.

_____

37. When starting a new job, I work especially hard to prove myself to my fellow workers.

_____

38. When introducing important people, I usually include their occupation and title.

_____

39. I talk with others about my problems and ask them for advice.

_____

40. I avoid participating in games at which I am not very good.

_____

41. Even if in a hurry while running errands, I will stop to talk with a friend

_____

42. I have set specific goals for what I want to accomplish in the next year and the next five
years.

_____

43. I like to be active with many things so that at any one time I have a choice of what to do.

_____

44. When shopping for a major item, I first get expert advice and then buy the recommended
item at the nearest reasonable store.

_____

45. I enjoy looking at art and trying to figure out what the artist was thinking and trying to
communicate

_____

46. I feel uncomfortable and frustrated when a discussion ends without a clear resolution of the
issue; nobody wins the argument.

_____

47. I resist a scheduled life, preferring to do things on the spur of the moment.

_____

48. When leading a meeting, I make sure that it begins and ends on time.

Analysis
To determine your personal profile, fill in below your responses to each of the corresponding statements
in the questionnaire. (If, for example, you response to statement 1 was 5, enter 5 in the first space after
“Holistic Thinking”). Then add the five numbers in each line and divide the total by five to obtain your
average score for each trait.
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MODEL OF BASIC VALUES

M
40

TABLES OF MENTAL ATTITUDES

Table 1

Concepts Of Lateness
Lateness Excused

Tension

Hostility

Yapese

2 hours

3 hours

4 hours

Latin American

½ hour

1 hour

2 hours

North American

5 minutes

15 minutes

½ hour

Table 2

Time and Event Orientations
Time Orientation

Event Orientation

1.

Concern for punctuality and amount of time
expended

1.

Concern for details of the event, regardless of
time required

2.

Careful allocation of time to achieve the
maximum within set limits

2.

Exhaustive consideration of a problem until
resolved

3.

Tightly scheduled, goal-directed activities

3.

A “let come what may” outlook not tied to
any precise schedule

4.

Rewards offered as incentives for efficient
use of time

4.

Stress on completing the event as a reward in
itself

5.

Emphasis on dates and history

5.

Emphasis on present experience rather than
the past or future.

Table 3

Dichotomistic and Holistic Thinking

Dichotomistic Thinking

Holistic Thinking

1.

Judgments are black/white, right/wrong specific criteria are uniformly applied in
evaluation of others.

1.

Judgments are open-ended the whole person
and all circumstances are taken into
consideration

2.

Security comes from the feeling that one is
right and fits into a particular role or
category in society.

2.

Security comes from multiple interactions
within the whole of society - one is insecure if
confined to particular roles or categories.

3.

Information and experiences are
3.
systematically organized; details are sorted
and ordered to form a clear pattern.

Information and experiences are seemingly
disorganized; details (narratives, events,
portraits) stand as independent points
complete in themselves.
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Table 4

Crisis and Non-Crisis Orientations
Crisis Orientation

Non-Crisis Orientation

1.

Anticipates crisis

1.

Downplays possibility of crisis

2.

Emphasizes planing

2.

Focuses on actual experience

3.

Seeks quick resolution to avoid ambiguity

3.

Avoids taking action; delays decisions

4.

Repeatedly follows a single authoritative,
preplanned procedure

4.

Seeks and hoc solutions from multiple
available options

5.

Seeks expert advice

5.

Distrusts expert advice

Table 5

Task Orientation and Person Orientation
Task Orientation

Person Orientation

1.

Focuses on tasks and principles

1.

Focuses on persons and relationships

2.

Finds satisfaction in the achievement of
goals

2.

Finds satisfaction in interaction

3.

Seeks friends with similar goals

3.

Seeks friends who are group-oriented

4.

Accepts loneliness and social deprivation
for the sake of personal achievements

4.

Deplores loneliness; sacrifices personal
achievements for group interaction
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Table 6

Jesus’ Priorities in Luke 4-9
Task or Principle

Persons

1.

Declaration that no prophet is accepted in
his hometown (4:24-30)

1.

Healing of the sick and demon-possessed (4:3141)

2.

Declaration that he must preach to other
towns (4:43)

2.

The call to Simon to be a fisher of men (5:1-11)

3.

Refusal to see his mother and brothers declaration that those who hear his word
and practice it are his true family (8;1921)

3.

Healing of a leper (5:12-14

4.

Settlement of the argument as to who is
greatest - whoever is least (9:46-48)

4.

Healing of a leper (5:12-14)

5.

Eating with sinners (5:29-32)

6.

Statement that as guests of the bridegroom the
disciples need not fast (5:33-35)

7.

Picking grain on the Sabbath (6:1-5)

8.

Healing on the Sabbath (6:6-11)

9.

Healing of the centurion’s servant (7:1-10)

10. Raising of the widow’s son (7:11-15)
11. Forgiveness of the sinful woman (7:36-50)
12. Healing of a demoniac (8:26-39)
13. Raising of Jairus’s daughter and healing of a
chronically ill woman (8:40-56)
14. Feeding of five thousand (9:10-17)
15. Healing of a demon-possessed boy (9:37-43)
16. Refusal to curse hostile Samaritans (9:51-56)
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Table 7 Status Focus and Achievement Focus
Status Focus
(prestige is ascribed)

Achievement Focus
(prestige is attained)

1.

Personal identity is determined by formal
credentials of birth and rank.

1.

Personal identity is determined by one’s
achievements.

2.

The amount of respect one receives is
permanently fixed; attention focuses on
those with high social status in spite of any
personal failings they have.
The individual is expected to play his or her
role and to sacrifice to attain higher rank.

2.

The amount of respect one receives varies
with one’s accomplishments and failures;
attention focuses on personal performance.

3.

The individual is extremely self-critical and
makes sacrifices in order to accomplish ever
greater deeds.

People associate only with their social
equals.

4.

People associate with those of equal
accomplishments regardless of background.

3.

4.

Table 8

Concealment of Vulnerability Versus Willingness to Expose
Vulnerability

Concealment of vulnerability

Willingness to Expose Vulnerability

1.

Protection of self-image at all cost;
avoidance of error and failure
Emphasis on the quality of performance

1.

Relative unconcern about error and failure.

2.

Emphasis on completion of event.

3.

Reluctance to go beyond one’s recognized
limits or to enter the unknown

3.

Willingness to push beyond one’s limits and
enter the unknown

4.

Denial of culpability; withdrawal from
activities in order to hide weakness and
shortcomings.

4.

Ready admission of culpability, weakness,
and shortcomings

5.

Refusal to entertain alternative views or
accept criticism
Vagueness regarding personal life

5.

Openness to alternative views and criticism

6.

Willingness to talk freely about personal life

2.

6.
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INCARNATION IN THE OTHER CULTURE
Clearly, we do not have to choose between persons and tasks. In God’s infinite wisdom and in the
perfect example of Christ, we see a balance between the two. Figure 2 depicts the tension between
persons orientation and task orientation. We may hypothesize that Micronesian culture falls at (6,3) on
the matrix, with high priority for persons and moderate priority for tasks, whereas American culture
might be plotted at (3,6), with moderate priority for persons and high priority for tasks. The life of
Christ falls at (7,7) on the matrix, for he gave perfect attention to persons and tasks. The example from
Mark 6 shows Jesus; setting aside his private tasks for the sake of the persons in need around him; he
returned to his tasks only after those needs had been met.
As Christians we are challenged to “be imitators of God, therefore, as dearly loved children, and live a
life of love, just as Christ loved us and gave himself up for us as a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God”
(Eph. 5:1-2). We cannot accept the challenge of missions and ignore this admonition from Paul. Our
aim is to be like Christ, a goal toward which we strive yet cannot attain except as his Spirit enables us.
We should reach for a perfect (7,7) balance in our priorities, yet humbly recognize that in our weakness
the best we can achieve is perhaps (5,5)
Although we cannot reach perfection, we still can strive fore the lesser goal of becoming incarnate in the
culture of those we serve. If we are working with person-oriented Micronesians, then we must certainly
give persons top priority in our thinking. On the other hand, if we are working with Chinese or
Japanese, who place great value on achievement, an orientation to people at the expense of productivity
in our tasks may win us friends but may also lead to disrespect. In these cultures person-oriented
missionaries must give higher priority to accomplishing appropriate tasks. In essence, we need to move
from a position comfortable to us and our culture to a position approximating the goals of the culture to
which we are sent. Wherever we serve, our objective should be to live in such a way that we respect,
love, and share our very lives (including priorities and goals) with those to whom we seek to minister.
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SOURCES OF CONFLICT AND TENSION
I.

Tensions About Time.
A.

B.

II.

Time oriented persons and cultures.
1. High concern for schedule.
2. Punctuality is important within that schedule.
3. Nearly everyone wears a watch.
4. Clocks everywhere — cars, school, business, and in every room.
5. Calendars everywhere — personal calendars on person.
6. Time-oriented persons typically have specific objectives to be accomplished within a
given time frame.
Event-Oriented Persons and Cultures.
1. More concerned with details than when the event begins and ends.
2. More important to complete an activity rather than observe structured time
constraints.
3. Participation and completions of events are more important than the time slot.
4. In sports, playing the game is more important than winning.
5. The present is more important than either the past or the future.
6. History is not as important as present things of relevance.

Tensions in Judgement.
A.

B.

C.

Dichotomistic Thinking.
1. Pattern of thinking that exhibits great concern about the particulars of a problem or
situation.
2. Tendency to reduce everything to right and wrong options.
3. Examines and sorts details.
4. Reasons on the basis of perceived ordered relationships.
Holistic Thinking.
1. Pattern of thinking in which particulars are not separated from the context of larger
picture.
2. Insists that the whole is greater than the parts and reasons on the basis of perceived
relationships within the whole.
Dual-Brain Theory.
1. Left-brain users.
a. Verbal — language.
2. Right-brain users.
a. Concrete images — signal pictorial mode.
3. Conflicts.
a. Dichotomistic.
(1)
Rejects ambiguity.
(2)
Very rigid in judgements.
(3)
Quick to judge.
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(4)

b.

III.

B.

Crisis orientation.
1. Precise authoritative procedures geared to specific situation.
2. All crises should be avoided.
3. Careful planning is done to cover anticipated problems.
4. Advice and counsel is sought.
5. Seek quick resolution to issue.
6. Continue to use procedure that has been successful.
Non-Crisis Orientation.
1. Ignore possibility of crisis.
2. Crisis-management is experience-oriented.
3. Slow in taking action.
4. Skeptical of experts that offer clear-cut options or solutions.
5. Have an abundance of ideas for solution.
6. Much optimism.

Tensions Over Goals.
A.

B.

V.

Holistic.
(1)
Rejects rigidity.
(2)
Tends to withhold judgement.
(3)
Prefers to wait to learn more.
(4)
Accuses dichotomist thinker of legalism and callous inhumanity to others.

Tensions Regarding Crises.
A.

IV.

Accuses holistic thinker of softness on issuer, lack of principle, and
inconsistent.

Task orientation.
1. Satisfaction in reaching objectives and completing projects, etc.
2. Social life many times an extension of work.
3. Achievement more important than relationships.
4. Prefer to work alone and uninterrupted.
Person orientation.
1. Persons, people, and relationships important.
2. Satisfaction in interaction.
3. Seek friends who are more extrovert and outgoing.
4. Sacrifice personal interests to fulfill group obligations, etc.

Tensions About Self-Worth.
A.

Status focus.
1. Concerned primarily with a person's birth and social rank.
2. Position is fixed.
3. Prefer company of their equals.
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B.

4. Minimize contact with those perceived inferior.
5. Failure to conform to one's prescribed role results in denial rights, privileges, and
promotions.
Achievement focus.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

VI.

Position or identity rests on achievements.
Identity and self-worth tied to personal performance.
Success is the measure of worth — not titles or formal recognition.
Respect is given to success that is current and continuing.
Seldom satisfied with their achievements and struggle to do more.

Tensions Regarding Vulnerability.
A.

B.

Concealment of vulnerability.
1. Vulnerability considered weakness.
2. Avoidance of failure and error at all costs.
3. Strongly defend their positions and behaviors.
4. Threatened by anyone who differs with their point of view.
5. Anything new is immediately suspect.
Willingness to expose vulnerability.
1. Often demand that people expose their vulnerability and risk failure.
2. Endurance, even in defeat, is evidence of personal strength in failure.
3. Those who can laugh at themselves and joke about their failure win admiration and
respect.
4. Relatively unconcerned with error, either in themselves or others.
5. Willing to try new ways of solving old problems or to explore areas that are unknown
or untried.
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IDENTIFYING AMERICAN VALUE ORIENTATIONS
“Research into values cannot be value-free,” wrote Geert H. Hofstede in Culture’s Consequences:
International Differences in Work-Related Values (1984). “This book reflects not only the values of
… participants, but between the lines the values of its authors … I try as best I can to be explicit about
my own value system.”
Before you embark on the study of values across cultures, it is important to know your own personal
value system as well as the value system, to the degree that it differs, of the culture that has helped to
shape you into the social being you are.
In this guide we will use data from Hofstede’s research to help you consider your culture’s values.
Hofstede identified four value dimensions, as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Power distance, the degree to which people believe that institutional and organizational power
should be distributed unequally.
Uncertainty avoidance, the degree to which people feel threatened by ambiguity and try to
clarify uncertainties by establishing new structures.
Individualism, the degree to which people rely upon and have allegiance to the self.
Masculinity, the degree to which people esteem assertiveness, acquisition of wealth,
performance, achievement, and ambition (Hofstede’s choice of the word “masculinity” was
unfortunate since it raises and confuses gender issues).

In his report he describes the “connotations” of each value dimension, a few of which are reproduced
here.
In High Power-Distance Countries.
• Parents put high value on children’s obedience.
• Students put high value on conformity.
• Managers are seen as making decisions autocratically and paternalistically.
• Employees fear to disagree with their boss.
In High Uncertainty-Avoidance Countries.
• There is more emotional resistance to change.
• People fear failure and take fewer risks.
• Hierarchical structures of organizations are expected to be clear and respected; employees prefer
clear requirements and instructions.
• There is suspicion toward foreigners as managers, and fewer people are prepared to live abroad.
In High Individualism Countries.
• An employee maintains emotional independence from the company.
• More importance is attached to freedom and challenge in jobs.
• Students consider it socially acceptable to pursue their own ends without minding others.
• Individual decisions are considered better than group decisions.
• Individual initiative is socially encouraged.
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•
In High Masculinity Countries.
• The independent decision maker is honored.
• Students aspire to recognition, admire the strong.
• Achievement is defined in terms of recognition and wealth.
• The company’s interference in private life is accepted.
• There is higher job stress.
• Managers are relatively less attracted by service roles.
• One finds greater value differences between men and women in the same jobs.
You should be able to define readily the contrasting characteristic of the countries which are “low” in
each dimension by moving toward the other end of the continuum. In a low power-distance country, for
example, parents put less value on children’s obedience (see the first item on the list)
Hofstede compared forty countries in regard to the four values. By asking a variety of questions of
116,000 respondents he was able to come up with a score and ranking for each country in each value
dimension. In your search to locate your own value orientation, it is instructive to see the relative
position of the United States in these results. Now that you have a general idea of the four value
dimensions, where do you suppose the United States ranks on each - low, middle, or high - among the
forty countries? Take a guess. Write down your rankings. Why did you choose those rankings?
Now take a look at the Hofstede figures - 01 is high, 40 is low.
The ranking of forth countries in regard to four value systems
Country
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Denmark
Finland
France
Great Britain
Germany (West)
Greece
Hong Kong
India
Iran
Ireland

Power-Distance
Index
23
29
40
12
07
27
16
10
38
33
09
31
31
17
09
04
19
36

UncertaintyAvoidance Index
10
27
19
03
16
31
10
14
39
24
10
36
21
01
38
34
24
36

Individualism
Index
23
02
18
08
25
05
33
39
09
17
11
03
15
27
32
21
24
12

Masculinity Index
19
14
02
20
23
21
34
11
37
35
29
09
09
17
17
19
29
07
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Israel
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Netherlands
Norway
New Zealand
Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Portugal
South Africa
Singapore
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
USA
Venezuela
Yugoslavia

39
23
22
03
28
35
37
21
14
01
16
25
06
20
35
32
19
14
1
26
03
05

13
17
04
12
26
28
30
19
06
33
02
30
40
10
38
25
20
22
11
32
16
05

19
07
23
29
05
13
06
38
37
28
31
16
35
20
11
14
36
35
26
01
40
31

25
05
01
06
38
39
15
22
31
11
33
12
24
31
40
05
27
32
27
13
03
36

The results can be made a little more visual on a bar graph. The four scores of the United States are
shown below.
The ranking of the United States in regard to four value dimensions
Power-Distance
Index
high rank

low rank

(01)
(04)
(08)
(12)
(16)
(20)
(24)
(28)
(32)
(36)
(40)

(26)
XX
XX
XX
XX

UncertaintyAvoidance Index

(32)
XX
XX

Individualism
Index
(01)
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

Masculinity Index

(13)
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

The United States had the highest score on the Individualism Index, a relatively high score on the
Masculinity Index, a middle-range score on the Power-Distance Index and a relatively low score on the
Uncertainty-Avoidance Index.
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Are you surprised at these results? Explain your answer. Perhaps you hadn’t thought of your own
culture in this way. Perhaps you think of yourself as somewhat different from the mainstream.
Clearly the most dramatic results of the Hofstede study concern the Individualism Index. What are the
implications of coming from an individualistic culture? To start out, respond to the following statements
quoted from a number of experts on the subject. Do you agree? Disagree? How do they compare?
Would you like to elaborate on or restate them?

Statement #1 (Peter Andersen)
“People in the United States are individualists for better or worse. We take individualism
for granted and are blind to its impact until travel brings us in contact with less
individualistic, more collectivistic cultures.” (1991, 289)

Statement #2 (Edward T. Hall)
“Western man has created chaos by denying that part of his self that integrates while
enshrining the parts that fragment experience.” (1976, 9)

Statement #3 (Robert N. Bellah et al.)
“Individualism lies at the very core of American culture…Anything that would violate our
right to think for ourselves, judge for ourselves, make our own decisions, live our lives as
we see fit, is not only morally wrong, it is sacrilegious.” (l985, 142)

Statement #4 (John C. Condon and Fathi S. Yousef)
“The fusion of individualism and equality is so valued and so basic that many Americans
find it most difficult to relate to contrasting values in other cultures where interdependence
greatly determines a person’s sense of self.” (l983, 65)
How do you suppose that your own attitudes and behaviors are shaped by individualism? What are the
situations most difficult for you to accept “where interdependence greatly determines a person’s sense
of self”?
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THE WHOLE WORLD GUIDE TO CULTURE LEARNING
Values
1.

2.

3.

Change versus tradition
U.S. culture:
Contrast culture:

Your host culture:
Materialism versus
spirituality
U.S. culture:
Contrast culture:

Your host culture:
Rational versus intuitive
thinking
U.S. culture:

Ten Culture Contrasts Culture
Descriptions
Change is usually good.
Change should be resisted unless there is an
obvious good to be gained from abandoning
tradition.

Influences

_______________

_______________
_______________

Acquiring material wealth is a sign of success.
_______________
Spiritual growth is more important than amassing
wealth. Material possessions can sometimes be a
sign of poor spiritual health and can be disruptive
of society.
_______________
_______________

The most productive thinking is linear, cause and
effect, and rational in nature; it is based on
concrete evidence and facts
_______________

Contrast culture:

4.

5.

Your host culture:
Youth versus age
U.S. culture:
Contrast culture:
Your host culture:
Independence versus
dependence
U.S. culture:
Contrast culture:

6.

Your host culture:
Equality versus
hierarchy and rank
U.S. culture:
Contrast culture:

Intuitive, creative thinking is most highly valued.
_______________
_______________
Young people are valued and the elderly
discarded
Age is to be respected.

_______________
_______________
_______________

It is unhealthy to be dependent on family and the
group.
_______________
It is proper to remain dependent on the family and
group into and throughout adulthood.
_______________
_______________

Equality is to be honored.
Society is better organized if there is rank, status,
and hierarchy.

_______________
_______________
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7.

8.

9.

10.

Your host culture:
Boasting versus modesty
U.S. culture:
It is appropriate to speak of one’s own
achievements.
Contrast culture:
It is disruptive of harmony and social balance to
praise oneself.
Your host culture:
Informality versus
formality
U.S. culture:
Informality and casual appearance are signs of
warmth and equality.
Contrast culture:
Informality can be intrusive and can result in loss
of respect for a superior.
Your host culture:
Direct versus indirect
questioning
U.S. culture:
Direct questioning is the best way to get
information.
Contrast culture:
Direct questioning is rude and intrusive
Your host culture:
Confrontation verses
avoidance
U.S. culture:
Interpersonal conflicts should be discussed
directly.
Contrast culture:
Interpersonal conflicts should be glossed over
Your host culture:

_______________

_______________
_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________
_______________

Before moving into the two assignments in this guide, you may wish to respond to Thiederman’s
descriptions by adding to them, disagreeing with and rewriting them, or by illustrating them. Putting
those descriptions into your own words or thinking of specific behaviors to illustrate each one will help
you grasp the point she is making - that cultures differ greatly in their value orientations.
Now for the first assignment. For each of those value contrasts, try to describe your host culture. In
some cases your host culture may be nearly identical to the U.S. culture or possibly similar to the
contrast culture. Chances are that the host culture will be slightly different from both. You will probably
discover that it’s difficult to write the descriptions, partly because you haven’t been in the culture long
enough to know it, and partly because a few phrases and clauses just aren’t adequate to cover the any
ways that your culture expresses itself. But try, and promise yourself to return to rewrite them after you
learn your new culture better.
The second assignment is even more difficult and may turn into an exercise in conjecture, but the
exercise will profitably focus your attention on the subject of value formation. To the right of each
description of U.S. culture you’ll find a blank line. It’s an invitation for you to speculate on some of the
influences that may have shaped each of those cultural expressions in the United States and your host
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culture as well as to suggest the kinds of influences that might give rise to the values identified in the
hypothetical contrast culture.
Although the kinds of influences are likely great in number, you may wish to think particularly about the
following questions:
1.
How do the understandings of you host culture regarding the origins of life affect their values?
Does life evolve from something? From what or whom? Is it created ex nihilo (out of nothing)?
By whom?
2.
How does their view of nature affect what they hold in high regard and how they behave toward
those things? More specifically, do they see nature as something to be controlled and used for
their benefit, as something to be feared, or as something to be revered and accommodated?
3.
Do they see history as something with a beginning, a linear development, and an eventual
culmination, or do they see history as an unending series of cycles? How does their view of
history influence their values?
4.
What is their understanding of the nature of human beings - that they are essentially good?
Fallen and sinful? Or neither? Are humans perfectible? How? Do these understandings
contribute to the values that they honor?
5.
How have specific events in their history, geography, politics, and economics affected what they
hold in high esteem or conversely what they hold in low esteem?
In using this guide, as in using the others of this series about values, you may be assured that a person,
especially a newcomer to a culture, can’t answer such que stions definitively. Values are too complex
for easy labeling. However, the exercise is justified by the agenda you’ve set for yourself. Your inquiry
into your host culture’s values may yield more than almost any other kind of investigation you might
undertake.
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Cultural
Feature
Clothing

Assumption
1.
2.

Conclusion

Immodest to go naked (U.S.A.)
One covers one’s body only if hiding
something (Gava people Nigeria).
For ornamentation only (Higi people
Nigeria).

1.
2.

Must wear clothes even to bed.
Go naked to prove yourself.

3.

Wear on “occasion” only.
Rearrange or change in public

1.

Impersonal, economic transaction
(U.S.A.)

1.

2.

Social. Person-to-person (Africa,
Asia, Latin America).

2.

Fixed prices. No interest in
seller as a person. Get it over
quickly.
Dicker over price. Establish
personal relationship. Take
time.

1.

Desirable (U.S.A.)

1.

2.

Tolerated. To be overcome (Africa)

2.

Age

1.
2.

Undesirable (U.S.A.)
Desirable (Africa)

1.
2.

Dreaded. Old people unwanted
Old people revered.

Education

1.

Primarily formal, out-side home,
teacher-centered (U.S.A.)
Primarily informal, in the home,
learner-centered, traditional (Africa)

1.

Formal schools. Hired
specialists.
Learn by doing. Discipleship.
Proverbs and folktales.

1.

Centered around spouses (U.S.A.)

1.

2.

For the children (Africa)

2.

1.

Good. Change = “Progress”
(U.S.A.)
Threat to security (Africa)

1.2 Encourage rapid change and
.
innovation.
2. Conservatism valued. Aim at
stability.

3.

Buying

Youthfulness

2.

Family

Rapid Change

2.

2.

Look young, act young.
Cosmetics.
Prove yourself mature. Don’t
act young.

Compatibility of spouses allimportant
Mother-child relationship
paramount.

Chart of the relationship between cultural assumptions and conclusions.
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Factors

Hindering Acceptance

Facilitating Acceptance

1.

Basic Premises of Source and
Receptor Worldviews.

Very Different

Very Similar

2.

Attitude of Receptor(s)
toward Their Own Culture

Highly Positive

Very Negative

3.

Attitude of Receptor(s)
toward Source Culture

Despised

Respected

4.

Openness to New Ideas

Closed

Open

5.

Pace of Present Change

Slow

Open

6.

Borrowing Tradition

Rejected

Borrow Freely

7.

Moral

Proud

Demoralized

8.

Self-Sufficiency

Self-Sufficient

Doubting Self-Sufficiency

9.

Security

Threatened

Secure

10.

Flexibility

Resistant

Adaptive

11.

Advocate

Nonprestigious

Prestigious

12.

Relation of idea to Felt Needs

Perceived as Unrelated to Felt Perceived as Filling a Felt
Needs
Need.

13.

Fit of idea

Discontinuous with Present
World

Congruent with Present
Worldview

Factors influencing acceptance or rejection of worldview change
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STAGES TO CULTURAL ADJUSTMENT
There are four distinct stages of personal adjustment that almost everyone who goes abroad experience
(no matter where they have come from or what foreign country they presently may be living in). The
metaphor of terrain will be used to help illustrate.
I.

The Honeymoon on the Mountain - Initial Euphoria.
A.

B.

II.

Loneliness in the Valley - Irritability and Hostility.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

III.

The plummet into hard reality.
Confusion and frustration.
Fatigue.
Emotions turning from buoyancy to heaviness.
Focus turns from similarities to differences.
Hostile and aggressive attitude toward nationals.
Assertion of cultural superiority.
Insignificant difficulties are blown up into major catastrophes.

The Slow Climb - Gradual Adjustment.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

IV.

The new opportunity begins with great expectations and a positive mine set.
1. Elevated motion from lots of unusual stimuli.
2. Exhilaration from novel activities.
3. Early fascination with all the sights and sounds.
4. Exuberance at having made it to a place after expectation and effort.
The period of euphoria may last a week or two or some months.
1. A letdown is inevitable.
2. Some national will “shock.”
3. Some conflict with customs will occur.

Getting activated.
Searching for and encountering some solutions to maladjustments.
Learning new procedures.
Establishing new patterns.
Adapting to new ways.
Becoming involved.
This may come on so gradually that one is unaware that it is even happening.
The culture becomes more familiar.
One is more comfortable in the culture and less isolated from it.

The Integration Partway Up the Mountain From the Valley - Adaptation and
Biculturalism.
A.

Putting things together.
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B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Accepting the highs and lows of the new culture.
Redefining your own cultural borders.
Becoming a part of the host culture.
Now the ability to function in two cultures with confidence.
One uses with ease and comfort ways of doing and saying things - some easier and better
done in one culture rather the other and vice versa.
Expectation of “reverse culture shock” upon return to the U.S.
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Observations of Foreign Visitors About American Behavior
Resource 7
•
•
•

Goal: To increase awareness of how others perceive most Americans.
Group size: Variable.
Materials: Index cards, flip charts, pens.

Procedure
1.
2.

3.

4.

Divide the group into subgroups of three or four.
Hand out different quotations to each subgroup. A larger than necessary number of quotations
are presented here so that the facilitator may be selective in choosing the ones which are
particularly appealing or appropriate for specific group.
Assignment: Discuss the following questions (put on flip chart):
a. What is the issue?
b. Is the criticism true? Fair?
c. What underlies it? What is the logic behind it?
d. How could you explain of defend it?
Each subgroup reports orally to the whole group.

Quotations Of Foreign Visitors
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Visitor from India:
“Americans seem to be in a perpetual hurry. Just watch the way they walk down the street.
They never allow themselves the leisure to enjoy life; there are too many things to do.”
Visitor from Japan:
“Family life in the U.S. seems harsh and unfeeling compared to the close ties in our country.
Americans don’t seem to care for their elderly parents.”
Visitor from Kenya:
“Americans appear to us rather distant. They are not really as close to other people - even
fellow Americans - as Americans overseas tend to portray……It’s like building a wall. Unless
you ask an American a question, he will not even look at you. Individualism is very high.
Visitor from Turkey:
“Once…in a rural area in the middle of nowhere, we saw an American come to a stop sign.
Though he could see in both directions for miles and no traffic was coming, he still stopped!”
Visitor from Colombia:
“The tendency in the U.S. to think that life is only work hits you in the face. Work seems to be
the one motivation.”
Visitor from Indonesia:
“The atmosphere at a sorority party looks very intimate, but if the same people met on the
street, they might just ignore one another. Americans look warm, but when a relationship starts
to become personal, they try to avoid it."
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
16.

17.

Visitor from Indonesia:
“In the U.S. everything has to be talked about and analyzed. Even the littlest thing has to be
‘Why? Why? Why?’ I get a headache from such persistent questions. I still can’t stand a
hard-hitting argument.
Visitor from Ethiopia:
“The American seems very explicit; he wants a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ - if someone tries to speak
figuratively, the Americans confused.”
Visitor from Ethiopia:
“Trying to establish an interpersonal relationship in the U.S. is like trying to negotiate over or
break down a wall; it is almost like a series of concentric circles. You have to break down
different levels before you become friends.”
Visitor from Iran:
“It is puzzling when Americans apply the word ‘friend’ to acquaintances from almost every
sector of one’s past or present life, without necessarily implying close ties or inseparable
bonds.”
Visitor from Iran:
“The first time my professor told me: ‘I don’t know the answer - I will have to look it up,’ I
was shocked. I asked myself, ‘Why is he teaching me?’ In my country a professor would give
a wrong answer rather than admit ignorance.”
Visitor from Indonesia:
“The (American) wife of my English professor in Indonesia once asked me why I never invited
her to my house. I frankly could not give her a direct answer. There was no reason why I
should invite her since there were no parties being held by my family, or if she really wanted to
come to the house, she was always welcome at any time. I know now that in America you
cannot come freely to anyplace unless you are invited.”
Visitor from Indonesia:
“The questions Americans ask me are sometimes very embarrassing, like whether I have ever
seen a camera. Most of them consider themselves the most highly civilized people. Why?
Because they are accustomed to technical inventions. Consequently, they think that people
living in bamboo houses or having customs different from theirs are primitive and backward.”
Visitor from Indonesia:
“I was so surprised and confused when, on leaving Whittier Hall, the provost, in person, held
the door for me in order to let me pass before he would enter the door. I was so confused that
I could not find the words to express my gratefulness, and I almost fell on my knees as I would
certainly do back home. A man who is by far my superior is holding the door for me, a mere
student and a nobody.”
Visitor from Indonesia:
“In America, people show hospitality to strangers, but do not care for family members.”
Visitor from Hong Kong”
“In my family where I stayed for the weekend, I was surprised to see the servant eating with
the children and calling the children by their Christian names.”
Visitor from Australia:
“I am impressed by the fact that American teachers never seem to stop going to school
themselves.”
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18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.
24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

Visitor from Vietnam:
“Americans are handy people (even the women). They do almost everything in the house
themselves, from painting walls and doors to putting glass in their windows. Most of them
showed me the pretty tables and bookshelves they made by themselves in their spare time.”
Visitor from Kenya:
“In American schools, the children are restless, inattentive, and rebellious (and the teachers
have) poor class discipline.”
Visitor form Kenya:
“Parents are so occupied earning the weekly or monthly pay that they find very little time to
devote to their children.
Visitor from Kenya:
“….there is very widespread neglect of respect which children ought to give to adults (in the
U.S.)
Visitor from The Philippines:
“They say children everywhere are the same. In my observations I found out a couple of ways
where children differ. Children in the United States are very forward in their way of speaking,
even to their parents and elders. Children here show a lack of respect for old age. Also, I
have observed that children here do not offer their services to their parents willingly. They
either have to be told what is to be done or they have to be given some reward or
compensation for what they do.”
Visitor from The Philippines:
“In the United States I have observed that the mother is the dominant parent in most families.”
Visitor from Algeria:
“I was horrified at the ignorance of the high school students about my country - Algeria. They
knew nothing at all about it - location, people, language, political condition. What made it
worse was the ignorance of the teacher herself. Her knowledge was very shallow and, in
certain instances, quite erroneous.”
Visitor from Japan:
“Unfortunately, I have been given a bad impression by some American students who speak of
their own country very badly, especially of its foreign policy. I knew all the foreign policy of
America isn’t good, but I did not want to be told so by a native. I hate people who speak
badly of their own land, even if they speak the truth.”
Visitor from Korea:
“In the twelfth-grade social studies class, the teacher gave choices of assignment for the next
class. I didn’t like the idea of pupils choosing the assignment. I wonder what these pupils will
do later in life when there are no choices in the duty assigned to them. They must learn while
they are in school how to do well the jobs assigned to them from above.”
Visitor from Afghanistan:
“I was so much surprised by the many people in America who were under special diet to lose
their weight. In our society we are in search of food in order to gain weight.
Visitor from Egypt:
“My hostess asked me, ‘Would you like to settle down in our country for good?’ She was
surprised when my answer was in the negative, though I took great pains to make it as
diplomatic as possible.”
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29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

Visitor from Taiwan:
“Before I came to America, I always heard how hardworking Americans are, but compared to
my people they don’t seem to work very hard at all. Why, Americans only work five days a
week!”
Visitor from Japan:
“The Americans were very kind to invite me into their homes for dinner, but always, as soon as
dinner was over, they would ask if I wanted to take a tour of their house as if it was some sort
of a monument. I really did not want to, but I could not tell them no, so I said, ‘Yes, please.’
They were so proud to show off all their prized possessions. It made me think that Americans
are all very materialistic. I was also shocked that the bathtub and toilet are always together in
an American home and at how close the toilet usually is to the kitchen.”
Visitor from Guyana:
“The average American male doesn’t leave any doubt in you mind that he is unhappy that you
(as a foreigner) are here. He doesn’t make you feel comfortable.”
Visitor from Somalia:
“I am worried that you have too much democracy in America. There are so many separate
voices and so many selfish interests that you cannot accomplish anything for the general good of
the country. You are even prevented from controlling your criminal element for fear of denying
the criminal his freedom. That’s too much freedom for your own good!”
Visitor from The People’s Republic of China:
“Why was it necessary to hold public trial to determine whether John Hinkley was guilty of
shooting President Reagan when the very proof of his guilt was captured on television? And
then - why was he not executed for such an action? Such leniency only encourages more
violence and more lawbreaking.”
Visitor from Lesotho:
“Some Americans I have met seem to like to live with animals, more than with people, and they
treat their pets like human beings, even kissing them and holding them on their laps.”
Visitor from Indonesia:
“I have been offended by how little most Americans know about my country. They either think
it is completely underdeveloped or a jungle full of wild animals. Even when I find an American
who knows something about Indonesia, it is invariably only the negative things that he knows
about, such as a repressive government or the corruption of our officials."
Visitor from Cameroon:
“It is shocking to me to see how the father and mother in America kick out of their family their
own children when they become eighteen years of age. The most surprising thing about it all is
that the young people do not seem to mind it or think it is too cruel to be thrown out of their
own family, but they accept it as the natural and normal way of behaving.”
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37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

Visitor from Sudan:
“The hardest thing for me to accept and get used to when I first came to your country was how
impersonal and unhuman everything was. Whenever I bought a Coca-Cola or a chocolate bar
or a postage stamp I had to buy it form a machine rather than from a living person. You can’t
talk to a machine, and even when it gives you a candy bar, a machine cannot give you a
satisfying relationship. But in your country many people want to spend their time by themselves
rather than by talking to other people in a friendly conversation.”
Visitor from Sweden:
“I have been most negatively impressed by the patronizing attitude of many of the Americans
with whom I discussed Third World countries. Some of them were very definite in saying they
believed that the people of the Third World were underdeveloped because they were lazy and
did not work hard enough.”
Visitor from Spain:
“It has surprised me most o learn how self-critical many Americans are of their own country
and their own people’s behaviors. They commonly belittle so many American actions especially the official actions of their national government. They do not seem to realize that this
criticism will reflect negatively on themselves. How can other countries accept the actions and
policies of the United States if her own people openly talk against her?”
Visitor from Colombia:
“I was surprised, in the United States, to find so many young people who were not living with
their parents, although they were not yet married. Also, I was surprised to see so many single
people of all ages living alone, eating alone, and walking the streets alone. The United States
must be the loneliest country in the world.”
Visitor from Sweden:
“The difficulty with shopping from the beginning was there was so much to choose among.
There were so many brands and the supermarkets were so big!”
Visitor from Germany:
“When our little son had a tonsillectomy, he had some complications, needing quite a bit of
blood transfusions. I was very much surprised that a blood drive was voluntarily started at the
company for him. They hardly knew him, and I was relatively new to the firm. We were really
touched by this kind of neighborhood help.”
Visitor from The Netherlands:
“America is really a salesman’s society…..They are always selling something. They’re selling
their product, their company, their services and, last but not least, they are selling themselves and doing quite well at it too.”
Visitor from The Netherlands:
“Imagine my astonishment when I went to the supermarket and looked at eggs. You know,
there are no small eggs in America; they just don’t exist. They tend to be jumbo, extra large,
large or medium. It doesn’t matter that the medium are little. Small eggs don’t exist (in
America) because, I guess, they think that might be bad or denigrating.”
Visitor from Australia:
“When I talk to Americans they never really want to disagree. Why are they so afraid to show
their colors? They talk like resumes instead of letting you know who they really are. We want
blokes who care enough to disagree with us.”
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Developed by L. Robert Kohls.
Observations are taken from actual comments made by foreigners about Americans; they are not
fabricated.
Examples 1 through 17 are quotations collected by John P. Fieg and John G. Blair in There Is a
Difference: Seventeen Intercultural Perspectives.
Examples 18 through 30 are from American Education Through Foreign Eyes , edited by
Anthony Scarangello.
Examples 31 through 33, and 35 through 42 are from Robert Kohls’s research.
Example 34 is from Dr. Charles Vetter.
Example 43 and 44 are from the film series Going International produced by Griggs Productions,
San Francisco, CA.
Example 45 is adapted from A Fair Go for All: Australian/American Interactions by George W.
Renwick and revised by Reginald Smart and Don L. Henderson, published by Intercultural Press,
Yarmouth, ME
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Communication and Intercultural Interactions
RESOURCE 10
•
•
•

Goal: To show the impact of communication on cross-cultural interactions.
Group size: Variable.
Materials: Flip chart.

Procedure
Present the following material as a lecturette.
What is Communication?
According to Pierre Casse in his book Training for the Cross - Cultural Mind
communication is a “….process by which two individuals ‘try’ to exchange a set of
ideas, feelings, symbols….meanings.”
Intercultural communication is a “….process by which two individuals who do not
belong to the same culture ‘try’ to exchange a set of ideas, feelings,
symbols…meanings.” Since they do not belong to the same culture, it “implies that
they do not share the same assumptions, beliefs, values or….same ways of thinking,
feeling, and behaving. This phenomenon makes the communication process much
more difficult and challenging than we think.”
In addition, Chase emphasizes the following five facts about communication that have
an impact on all cross-cultural exchanges.
Present the following statements, and initiate a group discussion of each.
1.

Pure communication is impossible, as we all bring prior associations to the communication
process.

2.

Ask participants to free-associate when you say the word “car,” for example. Since meaning is
in people and not in words, you will get a variety of answers. Explore factors that might affect
communication, such as emotional connotations and “semantic environments.” For example,
how does communication differ in a church as compared to a locker room!
We communicate in many ways, and much of our communication is unconscious.

3.

Ask participants to interlock their fingers and observe which thumb is on top. Then have them
switch the position of their thumbs and be aware of their discomfort. (Point to be made: much
of our communication is unconscious, and we don’t realize how natural it is until we are in a
situation where it isn’t natural.) Ask participants to analyze how we dress, use time and space,
and touch one another.
We see what we expect to see. (In other words, we provide meaning to life.)
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In order to make sense of the world, we use a “cultural map” in our minds which often leads us
astray. Our preconceived definitions impede us from dealing creatively with reality. On a flip
chart or blackboard draw a swastika, with the right-angle extensions bent in a
counterclockwise direction, and ask the participants what they see. How many of them identify
it as a Nazi rather than Navajo, Buddhist, Indian, or Persian symbol? In the Nazi symbol the
right-angle extensions bend clockwise.

4.

Of further interest is that, according to the second edition of Webster’s New TwentiethCentury Dictionary, the word “swastika” comes from the Sanskrit Svasti meaning well-being
or benediction.
We don’t see what we don’t expect to see.

5.

Write the preceding sayings in three equilateral triangles on a flip chart. Allow the participants
to read them quickly; then, after covering up the chart, ask them to recite the sayings. Few
people will see the double article in each saying. What we see is dependent upon what we
want to see, what our training has been what makes sense, and what fits our cognitive map.
We all perceive things differently.
This is the typical situation of witnesses at an accident giving the police different descriptions of
what happened. Using the “Ambiguous Lady” (which alternately takes the shape of a young
woman and an old woman, let the participants argue about which it is. (See Survival Kit for
Overseas Living, p. 58 - citation in Appendix D.)

In summary, we create the reality upon which our communication is based. We bring prior assumptions
and associations, many of which are culturally based, to the process of communication. We can never
assume that the assumptions we operate under are the same for everyone, particularly when we are
engaged in cross-cultural communication.
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FIFTEEN TIPS FOR LESSENING CULTURE SHOCK
Some suggestions for reducing stress and thereby increasing the rate of survival and effectiveness of
ministry.
I.

Set Reasonable Goals
A.
B.
C.

II.

Don't Take Your Job Description Too Seriously.
A.
B.

C.
D.
III.

Your work will probably take longer than you think.
More time must be allotted to normal activities than usually required.
Some statements of Missionaries:
1. "I would have been more careful to set realistic-attainable goals and also would have
taken more time for rest and relaxation."
2. "I wouldn't have felt it necessary to succumb to the peer pressure of taking on more
responsibilities than I could successfully fulfill."

It is good to have a specific job description, but don't think of it as a legal document.
One of the biggest complaints of missionaries is that they are assigned tasks which they
never expected to do. In his lighter moments the missionary will even chuckle when he
remembers the job description the board secretary used to recruit him. The secretary's
clear, straightforward job description somehow does not fit reality. There are many
reasons for altering the job assignment after the missionary is on the field! Sometimes the
situation changes, always appendages will be added to the original core program,
sometimes the church will use a job description suited to board priorities for recruitment
purposes. Most missionaries find themselves assigned to tasks which they never expected
to do.
Joseph Shemk, Missiology
Your significance is not necessarily determined by your performance.
Emphasize relationships with people rather than output.

Be Committed to Joy
A.
B.
C.
D.

Joyful people are rare individuals.
Joy is a fruit of the Spirit. Galatians 5:22.
Enjoyment of life has become a taboo for too many Christians
Sadly, for most Americans, their happiness depends on things.
1. A strange environment and lack of certain accustomed things will cause these
immense problems.
2. Endangered species has become an off-used term in recent years, usually referring to
threatened animals. Yet one of the rarest species on the face of the earth may soon
become extinct without anyone even recognizing its passing — namely, those few
human beings who truly know how to enjoy life. They glorify God not only with their
words but even more with their lives. They enjoy God for who He is, not just for
what He can do for them. To them, each day holds its own reward. They know that
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each twenty-four hours is a once in a lifetime privilege and that happiness is a byproduct of quality living. Their lives are lived according to their priorities, in spite of
the consequences. They live life from the inside out.
When I Relax I Feel Silly by Tim Hansel.
IV.

Maintain Good Emotional Health
A.

V.

There are certain things you can do to maintain good emotional health in a new culture.
1. From a report by the Menninger Foundation: Mentally healthy people consistently
have five basic qualities. (1) They have a wide range of interests and friends from
whom they draw personal satisfaction. (2) They are able to "roll with the punches."
Their broad range of interests helps them to see alternative solutions to personal
crises. (3) They recognize and accept their limitations and their assets; they enjoy
what they are and don't try to be something different. (4) They treat other people as
persons; they have empathy for the needs and concerns of others. (5) They are
active and productive, using their gifts to benefit themselves and others; they are in
control of their activities; their activities are not in control of them. Drs. Charles Solley
and Kenneth Mumden.
2. Develop these qualities in your life, and you will maintain emotional stability.

Remember That You Are Human
A.

B.

C.

You live in an earthly body which needs food, rest and exercise.
1. Some missionaries feel tired all the time.
2. Physical examination often reveal that the problem is lack of exercise.
a. Whatever the basis for it, exercise does have an anxiety and tension reducing
effect. Studies have shown that people on regular exercise programs tend to be
more healthy, have better vital capacity, handle problems better, sleep better,
and cope with life in a generally more satisfactory manner. Over a period of
time, people on such programs generally feel better, are more optimistic, and
have a better self-image. Thus exercise immediately reduces anxiety somewhat
and over the long run it tends to inoculate us against development of future
anxieties.
Eugene Walker, Learn to Relax
You are also an emotional being with needs.
1. No person is a complete, isolated island in himself.
2. All need love and companionship.
3. We are interdependent and not independent beings.
4. Hang-ups and weaknesses do need to be faced before going into a foreign culture
and country.
You are an intellectual being, and your mind needs refreshing and stimulation from others
in order to function at its best.
1. Read a variety of books.
2. Subscribe to some magazines.
3. Never stop learning.
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a.

D.

VI.

Don't Be Afraid of Being a Little Bit Eccentric
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

VII.

Pursue some hobbies that require research and some creativeness.
(1)
Collecting stamps, coins, artifacts, etc.
(2)
History of your host country.
(3)
Legends, customs, festivals, etc.
b. Take some correspondence courses.
c. Continue your education through extension courses.
You Are A Spiritual Being.
1. Your soul needs to be fed.
a. Prepare a plan for Spiritual nourishment before your arrival in another culture.
b. Perhaps your church and pastor can send cassette tapes.
c. Take a variety of devotional material with you.
d. Listen to the Bible on cassette in your language.
e. Invest in spiritual, uplifting music for listening.
2. If done with right motives and attitudes, obtaining spiritual nourishment can be a
refreshing, marvelous past-time as well.
3. If devotions are done due to guilt or only from necessity, you will dry and shrivel up.
a. Therefore, before going, is the time to get your personal, daily time with the Lord
"squared away."
b. In fact, if you do not have an appointment with the Lord daily, don't go!

You should be uniquely different from your fellow missionaries.
Being who you are is a good thing, so enjoy it; it is a privilege which no one else will ever
have.
Let Christ fill all of you to the most remote corner, and don't be ashamed if that corner is
unique.
This may be the first time to truly be released from peer pressure, as you have always
known.
Eccentricity has always abounded when and where strength of character has abounded;
and the amount of eccentricity in society has always been proportioned to be the amount
of genius, mental vigor, and moral courage which is contained. That so few men now dare
to be eccentric marks the chief danger of our time.
John Stuart Mill.

Be Flexible
A.
B.

C.

D.

It is necessary to "roll with the punches."
Rigidity leads to breakage.
1. The green branch is hard to break because it bends so easily.
2. A dry branch snaps.
Stubbornness can be tragic.
1. It may spring from pride.
2. It may spring from chauvinism.
A closed mind leads to rejection of that which is different.
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E.
F.
G.

A hostile attitude resists adaptation.
Distinctiveness of personality need not be sacrificed.
D. L. Moody was flexible. He could not stand to be tied to a rigid program. In the midst
of his message, if he felt that the audience was restless (it is difficult to imagine that any of
his audiences could be restless), he would stop and ask Mr. Sankey to sing a song. It was
the same way in his life. (This is not to say that every time something went wrong in his life
he asked Mr. Sankey to sing a song). But in reading six of his biographies, I discovered
that though he had a single eye for God, when the various and sundry frustrations and
interruptions and disappointments came along, he was absolutely flexible. He took what
came with good humor and circumvented it, found another way, got the job done
somehow; if it would not work this way it would work another way and let's not stop and
sulk or quibble about it.
Ethyl Barrett, Don't Look Now.
H.
There are truths in which we must not be flexible.

VIII. Don't Take Yourself Too Seriously
A.
B.
C.

D.

If you can laugh at yourself, it is a likely sign of internal security.
If you are afraid to laugh, it is a sign your self-esteem is very shaky.
If I had my life to live over again, I'd try to make more mistakes next time.
I would relax, I would limber up, I would be sillier than I have been on this trip.
I know of very few things I would take seriously.
I would take more trips. I would be crazier.
I would climb more mountains, swim more rivers and watch more sunsets.
I would do more walking and looking.
I would eat more ice cream and less beans.
I would have more actual troubles and fewer actual ones.
You see, I'm one of those people who lives prophylactically and sensibly hour after hour,
day after day.
Oh, I've had my moments, and if I had to do it over again, I'd have more of them.
In fact, I'd try to have nothing else, just moments, one after another, instead of living so
many years ahead each day.
I've been one of those people who never go anywhere without a thermometer, a hotwater bottle, a gargle, a raincoat, aspirin, and a parachute.
If I had my life to live over I would start barefooted earlier in the Spring and stay that way
later in the Fall.
I would play hooky more.
I wouldn't make such good grades except by accident.
I would ride on more merry-go-rounds.
I would pick more daisies.
(Anonymous friar in a monastery)
Most of us have noticed how fears and imaginations sometimes cause worry about things
which never happen. Any one of us can get so worried about the country, the economy,
the shortage of natural resources or —- what is more likely — we can get so concerned
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about our jobs, marriages, and children that we can't move. Sometimes by worrying and
doing little else we even bring about the things that worry us most.
Garry Collins, "Handling the Future,"
Christian Herald Magazine, July 1981.

IX.

Reduce Your Stress When Possible
A.
B.
C.

D.

X.

Count the Cost Before Leaving Your Own Country
A.

B.
C.

D.

XI.

Some stress is necessary for effective achievement and some stress just cannot be helped.
When there is an overload indicated by overuse of the defense mechanisms, it is time to
get some relief.
Try to avoid the compounding of numerous major stresses.
1. When stress becomes too great, take a break.
2. Read that book.
3. Learn to say "no"; don't take on more projects than you can handle sensibly.
When the Lord's work begins to feel like a curse instead of a blessing, it is time to make
some changes.

Make preparation for all the strangeness.
1. Encountering the unexpected can be devastating.
2. The unknown breeds fear.
3. Know yourself and possible points of inner conflict that will come from new exposure
and experiences.
4. Invest in books and studies on culture.
Be a learner.
There probably will be much prejudice and distrust of you.
1. Do not take it so personally.
2. You always will be a foreigner.
3. Accept your own ethnic and national identity and appreciate it.
Guard your thoughts.
1. The longing for a Big Mac and fries begins in the mind.
2. Recognize what is healthy longing and craving and what is the product of excessive
dwelling on a subject in the mind.

Forgive Yourself: Forgive Others
A.
B.

C.

Remember that you are decidedly human — so forgive yourself.
No one will probably measure up to our ideals.
1. People will disappoint us.
2. Others have to be different.
3. We must try to understand them as much as possible.
As we have been forgiven, we have to forgive.
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D.
E.
F.
XII.

Charity "doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked,
thinketh no evil." I Corinthians 13:5
Don't focus either on the shortcoming of those of your own rank.
If you are going to attack someone, attack the devil.

Be Thankful
A.
B.

C.

"In everything give thanks: for this is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you." I
Thessalonians 5:18.
If you are no longer thankful, you are out of the will of God.
1. When thanks ceases, it is because we have wrong goals.
2. We are trying to achieve something in the flesh and not through dependence on the
Lord.
3. Reevaluate your goals.
4. Reevaluate your relationships.
5. Reevaluate your activity.
When you lack the fruit of the Spirit (Galatians 5:22-23), you are no longer serving God
no matter how involved you may be or how much you are sacrificing to be where you are.

XIII. Be An Encourager
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

The basic key to encouraging and edifying others is being a servant.
Be positive for your own good.
Edify when you open your mouth. Ephesians 5:18-21; 4:30-32; Philippians 4:8;
Colossians 3:16, 17; 4:6.
Look for ways to build up other people.
If you are secure internally, you are not threatened when someone else is praised or is
promoted.

XIV. Take Courage; Someone Understands
A.

B.
XV.

The Lord knows about cross-cultural struggles and adjustments.
1. He was born in Israel but was quite different from the locals.
2. Palestine was not His homeland, but rather His mission field.
3. He went thirty-three years without a furlough.
4. He never forgot where He came from nor cut off ties to His family back home.
5. Not only was Israel different from His homeland, but everything within the culture was
perverted by sin.
6. Though there was nothing really good in the human culture, He did not despise the
people.
7. He never really laughed at them, neither did He treat them as being unworthy of His
time.
No one has faced such an overwhelming culture difference as our Lord.

Establish Some Close Friendships with People from the Host Culture
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A.
B.
C.

Always remember the new culture is made up of fellow human beings.
People the world over have the same basic needs, longings, and worth.
They must not be viewed as impersonal souls to be saved and nothing more or just
heathen to be converted.
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THE STRESS OF ADJUSTING TO CHANGE
Rank Event
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Death of Spouse
Divorce
Martial separation
Jail term
Death of close family member
Personal injury or illness
Marriage
Fired at work
Martial reconciliation
Retirement
Change in health of family member
Pregnancy
Sex difficulties
Gain of new family member
Business readjustment
Change in financial state
Death of close friend
Change of different line of work
Change in number of arguments w/spouse
Mortgage over $10,000
Foreclosure of mortgage or loan
Change in responsibilities at work
Son or daughter leaving home
Trouble with in-laws
Outstanding personal achievement
Wife begins or stops work
Begin or end school
Change in living conditions
Revision of personal habits
Trouble with boss
Change in work hours or conditions
Change in residence
Change in schools
Change in recreation
Change in church activities
Change in social activities
Mortgage or loan less than $10,000
Change in sleeping habits
Change in number of family get-togethers
Change in eating habits
Vacation
Christmas

LCU Points
100
73
65
63
63
53
50
47
45
45
44
40
39
39
39
38
37
36
35
31
30
29
29
29
26
26
26
25
24
23
20
20
20
19
19
18
17
16
15
15
13
12
80

43.

Minor violations of the law

11

An individual’s rating is determined by adding the points of all of the life changes which have been
experienced within the past year. According to Holmes’ research, a score less than 150 indicated only
one chance in three of having a serious change in health during the next two years. A score between
150 and 300 indicated chances of one in two. A score over 300 meant danger; there was an eighty
percent chance for a major health change (disease, surgery, accident, or mental illness) in the next two
years. In chapter five the LCU total for the average new missionary beginning his first term will be
calculated.

Living Conditions
It is commonly believed that life on the mission field is much easier today than it was in the pioneering
days, and therefore new workers should be able to adapt. Dr. J. Herbert Kane has ably pointed out
the error of this belief:
We usually think of the missionary pioneers as making a great sacrifice when they went to Africa or Asia
in the nineteenth century. This is not altogether true. When Hudson Taylor arrived in China he didn’t
find any indoor plumbing, central heating, electric light, or telephone service. So what? He didn’t have
them back in England either. Where then was the sacrifice? I dare say that the economic gap between
England and China in 1853 was not as great as the gap between China and the United States today.
There is a sense in which today’s missionary candidates make greater material sacrifices than their
predecessors a hundred years ago. This should be borne in mind when we are tempted to criticize the
younger generation for their reluctance to forego the amenities of Western technological civilization…..
One should bear in mind that the wear and tear of life is far greater on the mission field than here at
home. Plenty of people in the United States crack up every year, among them not a few Christians. In
many countries personal hygiene is unknown and public sanitation is poor or nonexistent.
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Total Stress Level
It is realized that the new worker is experiencing many of these stressful life events simultaneously when
he becomes a missionary, it does not take much imagination to see that there is severe strain placed on
his psychological person. Stress could be the by-word for the missionary’s first term. It can be
minimized, but not eliminated, and the candidate must be prepared to tangle with it.
In chapter one, the table of life change units by Dr. Holmes was reproduced.

Points for the average first term missionary
Change in financial state
Change to different line of work
Change in living conditions
Revision of personal habits
Change in work hours or conditions
Change in residence
Change in recreation
Change in church activities
Change in social activities
Change in number of family get-togethers
Change in eating habits
Change in language used in daily activity
(Author’s insertion)

38
36
25
24
20
20
19
19
18
15
15
50
299

Additional changes possible
Marriage
Gain of new family member
Personal injury or illness
Change in health of family member
Wife begins or stops work
Begin or end school
Change in schools
Additional Points Possible

50
39
53
44
26
26
20
258

Of the 258 additional points possible, the average first termer is probably involved in changes adding up
to 100 - 150 points. Therefore, we can say that the normal first term missionary worker is running at or
above 400 LCUs. Still, many of the stressful events involved in cross-cultural transition are not included
in the table. As was seen in chapter one, a score over 300 indicated an eighty percent chance of a
major health change (disease, surgery, accident, or mental illness) in the next two years. The stress a
new missionary faces due to life change alone is very high. (Missionaries on furlough are also subjected
to very high levels of stress. Compute from Holmes’ table in chapter 1)
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Rudyard Kipling’s famous poem, “IF”, portrays a man who believes in himself.
If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowances for their doubting too;
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or, being lied about, don’t deal in lies,
Or being hated, don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look to good, nor talk to wise;
If you can dream - and not make dreams your master;
If you can think - and not make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with triumph or disaster
And treat those two imposters just the same;
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your live to broken,
And stoop and build ‘em up with worn-out tools;
If you can make a heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss;
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone.
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: “Hold on”,
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with kings - nor lose the common touch;
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you;
If all men count with you, but none too much,
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty second’s worth of distance run Yours is the earth and everything that’s in it,
And - which is more - you’ll be a man, my son!
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CHARACTER TRAITS WHICH MAKE CULTURAL
ADJUSTMENTS EASIER
1.

A curious rather than a passive person.

2.

A trusting rather than a suspicious person.

3.

A brave rather than a fearful person.

4.

A secure rather than a guarded person.

5.

A laid-back, relaxed person rather than an impatient one.

6.

A teachable rather than a finished person.

7.

A friendly rather than a diligent person.

8.

A humble rather than a haughty person.

9.

A compassionate or empathetic person rather than an insensitive one.

10.

A person with a sense of humor rather than a humorless person.
(The first ten traits are from J. Daniel Hess' The Whole World Guide to Culture Learning, pp.
15-16.)

11.

Low goal/task orientation.

12.

Non-judgmentalness.

13.

Flexibility, adaptability.

14.

Communicativeness.

15.

Warmth in human relationships.

16.

Motivation.

17.

Self-reliance.

18.

Ability to fail.
(The last eight traits are taken from L. Robert Kohls' Survival Kit for Overseas Living, p. 72.)
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Most Common Stereotypes of Americans Held by Foreigners
Resource 8
•
•

Goal: To increase awareness of how Americans are perceived by foreigners.
Group size: Variable.

Procedure
1.

Have participants brainstorm what stereotypes they think foreigners have of Americans.
Examples may be drawn from Resource 7 - which will be especially meaningful if the
participants have already done that exercise. The following list can be used to help complete
the participants’ list.
*
outgoing, friendly
*
informal
*
loud, rude, boastful, immature
*
hardworking
*
extravagant, wasteful
*
think they have all the answers
*
not class-conscious
*
disrespectful of authority
*
racially prejudiced
*
know little about other countries
*
all American women are promiscuous
*
wealthy
*
generous
*
always in a hurry
*
disregard for the elderly

This is by no means a complete list. Add other stereotypes you have encountered.
2.
Ask the following questions”
*
How many of these stereotypes are true or deserved?
*
How many are positive points?
*
What are the sources of such stereotypes? (American tourists, movies, TV programs,
YOU?)
3.

It is easy to see why we have been called “Ugly Americans.” Even if these stereotypes are
untrue, undeserved, or if you personally are not guilty, you will be blamed for them.
Additionally, most of the ones that we consider positive may be considered negative by
foreigners. What examples of this last point can you think of?
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DIAGRAMS AND ACROSTICS ON LANGUAGE AND
CULTURE
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QUESTIONS
VIDEO - Bridges of Love
1.

Describe briefly how the difference between efficiency and effectiveness is treated in the video.

2.

Outline the acrostic GLUE.

3.

What would you say is the philosophy of language teaching traditionally in the U.S.?

4.

As presented in the video, what is the difference between a student and learner?

5.

Why is learning a language so important? Why not just use an interpreter?
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TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR MISSIONARIES
(As Seen Cross-Culturally)
I.

THOU SHALT INCARNATE THYSELF TO THE PEOPLE YOU GO TO...
Philippians 2:5-8
Our Lord became flesh in our world in order to reveal Himself and make His love known to us.
People many times have to "see the message." Many are repelled from accepting God's gift of
salvation for reasons other than the Gospel itself. There are those who testify they would be
Christians, if it were not for the Christians themselves.

II.

THOU SHALT NOT ALLOW MONO-CULTURAL NEARSIGHTEDNESS
TO STAND BETWEEN YOURSELF AND SUCCESSFUL MINISTRY
Our ways and customs are not necessarily always right and correct. It is possible to notice the
quaint customs of a people we work with without noticing how queer we also appear to them.
We learn more about ourselves and our own culture by learning someone else's culture than by
any other means. Understanding our own culture makes it possible for us to understand our
own reactions when confronted with other ways of thinking and acting. Therefore, prepare
yourself thoroughly, understand yourself, yet get to your ministry situation without wasting time
unnecessarily.

III.

THOU SHALT LOVE THY BROTHER OR SISTER, EVEN IF THEY ALREADY
ARE A CHRISTIAN
Loving someone of another denomination or organization is not automatic. John 13:35. It is
sad that some American Missionaries will cross the street or duck into a business if they see
certain other missionaries coming down the street, just so they will not have to speak to them.
They may have their reasons, but people of the town do not know about these reasons. The
talk of the town is the behavior of those who proclaim the truth. There is ridicule, mocking, and
snickering behind their back. We do not have to fellowship or work with them — but we do
need to make sure we do not bring reproach on the name of the Lord.

IV.

THOU SHALT NOT MAKE UNTO YOURSELF OR FOR OTHER PEOPLE ANY
SACRED FORMS APART FROM THE HOLY SCRIPTURES — WHETHER THEY
BE FORMS TAUGHT BY YOUR MOTHER OR BY YOUR PASTOR AND
CHURCH
I Thessalonians 5:21; Ephesians 5:10.
It is not easy or comfortable to begin to examine everything one says or does. Even as you
attempt to do this, misunderstanding, uncertainty, and frustration will be your experience for a
time. However, do not forget the fact that you are not there to make Americans but to allow
the Spirit of God to apply the Word of God in such a way that believers can choose what they
need to retain from their culture and that which they want to put aside. It takes very special
Grace to respect a people even though there may be practices that are repulsive or offensive to
us.

V

THOU SHALT TAKE PARTICULAR NOTICE OF THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE
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Special discernment and sensitive perception is absolutely necessary. Please take special care
in disrupting the social order. Everything native is not bad or evil. God does not always
disapprove of everything in a foreign culture. There is no substitute for respect and
understanding. Americans are generally known as arrogant, brash, and extremely insensitive of
the social order and norms of other peoples. The missionary must not forget that he is a guest
in a new culture or host country. The etiquette expected of a guest should be researched and
practiced. In other words, it is not necessary in order to be a Christian to destroy and disrupt
everything in society. The Spirit of God can give the guidance needed in choosing what needs
to be maintained and what needs to be rejected.
VI.

THOU SHALT NOT RELY ON PERSONAL PERCEIVED ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT
OTHER CULTURES
Develop rapport with a national that can inform you of their culture, customs, and traditions
from their viewpoint. Everything is not always as it appears. Express genuine interest in their
culture. Never cease to be a learner. Never forget that impressions are always "colored" by
our exposure in our own cultural setting. Our own judgment cannot always be trusted.

VII.

THOU SHALT BE AS PATIENT AS GOD IN DEALING WITH THOSE WHO ARE
TURNING TO HIM
If you find you lack patience, ask God for it. He can then feel free to give you the trial and
tribulation necessary to produce the patience you need. Romans 5:3, 4. It is a serious thing to
offend a new believer. Matthew 18:6; I Corinthians 8:12. Walk in wisdom. James 3:17. It
might help to recall or think back on your own experiences as a new Christian. It is very easy
to forget just how ignorant and immature we were. If someone had not taken special care and
interest in us, we probably would not have survived. Now let's do the same.

VIII. THOU SHALT FOCUS YOUR MINISTRY WITH VISION AND STRATEGY
Every segment of a community should be included in our outreach. No group should be
excluded because of difficulty in reaching them. It will probably not be possible to reach them
all at the same time — but at different times. A wedge of division is instituted and the seed of
suspicion is sown when a group is ignored. Both the young and the elders must receive
attention and efforts.
IX.

THOU SHALT UNDERSTAND A PEOPLE'S WORLD VIEW IF YOU WANT TO
REACH, TEACH, AND MOBILIZE THEM EFFECTIVELY

X.

THOU SHALT NOT GLORY IN YOUR SUCCESSES
To take glory that belongs to the Lord is akin to idolatry and blasphemy. Isaiah 42:8; 48:11. It
is the Lord who gives the harvest. It is the Lord who builds the house. I Corinthians 4:6, 7.
We are nothing more than unprofitable servants, who only by His grace, are allowed to colabor with Him in ministry.
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SOME HINDRANCES TO EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION IN OUR MODERN DAY WORLD
Communication comes from the Latin word communis (common). We must establish a "commonness"
with someone to have communication.
I.

The Need to Relate to the Ever - Increasing Number of People in Our Daily
Experience has Crippled Our Ability to Relate Effectively to Even One Person.
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

II.

The Pace of Life is Too Fast and Complicated.
A.

B.

III.

Excessive relational demands have crippled our relational capacities.
Population densities of most metropolitan areas reinforce alienation and indifference.
The attitude of isolation becomes a way of life.
1. "I don't want to bother you, and I don't want you to bother me."
2. "Am I my brother's keeper? By all means — NO!"
The next step is the inability to see and recognize individuals or multitudes.
Most Christians have been affected as well so that they do not have significant contacts
with non-Christians nor the ability to relate in a redemptive manner.

Technological acceleration has directly affected our way of living.
1. Jobs change.
2. People move.
3. Congestion grows.
4. Traffic jams.
5. Telephones ring incessantly.
6. TV drones on and on — whether watched or not.
Held captive by schedules and the demands of others, we find ourselves unable "to slow
our world and get off."

Another source of Ineffectiveness in Evangelism is Our Exposure to Unhealthy
Evangelism Models.
A.

The evangelism "options" usually presented and practiced only provide realistic
opportunities for a small percentage of the Christians in a typical church.
1. For many, evangelism is what the pastor does on Sunday morning as he throws the
lure over the pulpit, hoping some "fish" in the stained- glass aquarium will bite.
2. The "layman's" job is simply to herd fish within the reach of the "big fisherman."
3. Week after week the pastor evangelizes the evangelized.
4. The church members grow weak on a diet of evangelistic sermons.
5. The starved church members are unable to witness of the Good News because they
are not experiencing it.
a. It is a strange phenomenon for a church whose major interest is evangelism.
b. The "big fisherman" catches some but how many more could be "caught" if his
people went fishing all the time.
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c.

B.

C.

IV.

Perceived Cultural Barriers and Outright Theological Errors Combine to Make an
Ineffective Factor in Evangelism.
A.

V.

The "big fisherman" approach is teaching by action on evangelism which will
hinder the evangelistic potential of that church.
6. Effective individual evangelism grows out of the context of a healthy, vibrant
fellowship of believers.
Another unhealthy evangelism model is what some call the "ambush method."
1. A special event is planned.
2. The non-Christian is invited.
3. A high-powered speaker unloads both barrels in one service.
4. Often the "guest" has no idea of the function or the purpose of the invitation and feels
trapped and embarrassed.
5. The majority will never return to that church and may not ever go to any church again.
Some believers get their once-a-week exposure to witnessing on a "spiritual safari" into
enemy territory.
1. Total strangers are confronted with a once-and-for-all presentation of the Gospel.
2. Much resentment is encountered and many Christians become discouraged and
suspect something is wrong with them and decide that witnessing is just not for them.

The majority of Christians have lost their ability to relate significantly to non- Christians.
1. Few Christians can be called the "salt of the earth."
a. For salt to be effective, it must get out of its container and into the world of
hurting, dying, suffering, sinning people.
b. There is no impact without contact.
2. Frequently the unsaved are viewed as enemies rather than victims of the enemy.
3. Spirituality is viewed as separation from the unsaved.
4. Our Lord was called a "friend of sinners."

There is Imbalance Between the Verbalization and the Incarnation of the Gospel.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Christians are to be good news before they share the Good News.
The words of the Gospel are to be incarnated before they are verbalized.
When love is seen, the message will be heard.
Much evangelism training teaches people how "to say the words" of the Gospel.
Little is done to develop a Biblical philosophy of ministry which moves the entire church
and all members into ministry.
The best argument for Christianity is Christians; their joy, their certainty, their
completeness. But the strongest argument against Christianity is also Christians — when
they are somber and joyless, when they are self-righteous and smug in complacent
consecration, when they are narrow and repressive, then Christianity dies a thousand
deaths.
Sheldon Vanauken, A Severe Mercy.
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DISORIENTATION OF MODERN CITY DWELLERS
1.

Authority is distant and impersonal. They feel powerless.

2.

The great majority of people are total strangers to the individual. They feel alone.

3.

Culture, race, and language are so diverse that these factors are no longer a basis for security or
identity. They feel vulnerable.

4.

Superimposed on the diversity is a universal commercial culture of identical chain restaurants,
businesses, malls, theaters, and architecture, producing a nationwide urban uniformity that
dwarfs regional culture. They feel lost .

5.

Urban people have their senses continually bombarded by powerful media. They feel
controlled.

6.

Functional specialization is to the point where family members lead completely different lives in
different environments with different schedules. Family proximity comes only as the result of
conscious effort. They feel rejected.

7.

So many options are available in lifestyles, products, and entertainment that the promise of
happiness through affluence has been swallowed up in anxiety over decision-making. They feel
bewildered.

8.

An information overload has dulled the appetite for true understanding. They feel foolish.

9.

The rapid pace of change in vocations and housing has undermined all forms of covenantal
relationship. Nearly all friendships are short-term. They feel insecure .

10.

They are surrounded by relentless activity day and night, suggesting that others are busy
achieving wealth and success. It is difficult to rest. They feel stress and anxiety.

11.

The marketplace values them only for their skills and their labor; if they fail, they are rejected
like cast-off machinery. They feel used.

12.

Public values are reduced to the promotion of production and consumption. All other values
are considered private. They feel void of meaning.
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WAYS TO RELATE WITH NATIONALS
I.

AGE.
Show respect for older people. Stand up and be prepared to give an appropriate greeting — a
nod, a handshake, a bow, or whatever the specific culture expects. When circulating in a
group, always take time to talk with older people.

II.

HIERARCHY.
Show respect for community leaders. Learn a few appropriate titles (i.e., elder, engineer,
mayor, nurse, master) and use them when you address these people. In general, avoid calling
people simply by their first names. Listen and ask people what is courteous.

III.

SEX.
Avoid being alone with or talking at length with someone of the opposite sex, especially if this
isn't the custom. Dress modestly, whatever that means locally. Again, don't be afraid to ask.

IV.

FORMALITY.
If you have a position of importance (i.e., teacher), dress in a way that reflects honor onto your
students.

V.

CONVERSATION STYLE.
Americans tend to talk too much, so be sensitive to whether your new friends might like to
express themselves or whether they want to listen to you. Some peoples communicate through
hints and metaphors, rather than frankness; some through satirical repartee and overstatements;
some through stories. As a rule, well-told stories will be appreciated, including the stories of
your life in Christ. Polish some of these anecdotes before you go.

VI.

TIME.
Be flexible, not uptight. Most third-world cultures are event oriented — not time oriented. Go
with the flow of the culture.

VII.

GROUPS.
Most people are more rooted in groups than we are, so don't treat a friend as an isolated
individual. Ask about his or her family and friends, and try to get to know them. Learn to
tolerate a crowd. Likewise, talk positively about your family and be ready to show photos.
(Keep in mind that many foreigners cannot understand your testimony if you say negative things
about your family.)
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VIII. ANGER.
In many Asian cultures, and in some tribal ones, losing your temper is just about the greatest sin
possible. Keep quiet. Defuse your explosive emotions in prayer or in exercise.
IX.

PHOTOS.
Be sure you don't offend people by taking photos of what they consider their private space or
of what they consider to be a negative aspect of their culture.
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CAN WE CHANGE ENTIRE CULTURES?
The resurgence of witchcraft in African churches, of Spiritism in Latin American churches, of casteism in
Indian churches, of materialism in North American churches - how do we explain these developments
after decades, even centuries, of evangelism and church services?
Culture is not simply the sum of various beliefs and practices of a group of people, which can be
replaced piece by piece. These culture traits are parts of larger belief systems, which, in turn, are
embedded incoherent, largely implicit world views. It is these systems and world views that determine
the meaning of new beliefs for the people. Consequently, when people turn to Christ, either the gospel
will be reinterpreted in terms of their cultural systems, or it will challenge and transform these systems.
An example of this is the experience of Simon the magician (Acts 8:9-24). Seeing the miracles of Philip,
he believed and was baptized. Having been a leader, it was natural for him to want to join in the
ministry of the church, even though he had not yet been discipled by the church leaders. When he
wanted to buy what he thought was more powerful magic, Peter rebuked him severely for interpreting
what he had seen in the categories of the old magical world view. The gospel indeed brought power,
but the nature and use of that power was radically different from that found in the surrounding culture.
Simon repented, but he had learned a hard lesson - the gospel cannot be reinterpreted in other world
views. It brings with it its own world view that supersedes all others.
Jacob Loewen reports a similar experience among new tribal converts in Panama. When he asked the
men what they liked most about becoming Christians, one said that Christianity gave them new power
words to harm their enemies. All they had to do was go to prayer meeting and sit directly in front of the
person they wanted to curse, so that when they turned to knell that person would be directly in front of
them. Then, that man said they would say these new words - re-demp-tion, sal-va-tion, just-I-fi-cation - and the person would get sick or suffer misfortune.
Clearly, God saves those who turn to him with their imperfect understandings of the gospel. But when
converts retain those old beliefs throughout their lives, they falsify the gospel, and make it captive to their
culture. Conversion must be the beginning of a lifelong process of spiritual growth, and that demands
that Christians continually engage their entire culture through a process of critical contextualization.
This requires an evaluation of their old beliefs and practices, but it must go beyond this. It requires an
evaluation of the old systems of belief and world views in which the surface cultural practices are
embedded. Too often we are content to challenge a belief here and a practice there, and to replace
them with Christian ways, and fail to deal with the larger integrating belief systems of the old culture that
reshape their meaning. Consequently, over time, biblical concepts and teachings are distorted, though
their verbal and ritual forms remain the same. When the gospel is put into the categories and thought
forms of human cultures, we end up with syncretism and a spurious gospel. When people test their
cultures in the light of the categories and world view of the Scripture, we have growth and cultural
transformation.
Engaging the whole of our culture is not only the task of new Christians in non-Christian contexts. The
danger of becoming captive to culture is as great or greater among us who live in the West where
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Christianity is the dominant religion. We are in danger of reinterpreting the gospel in our own cultural
categories - of equating it with Western civilization, material prosperity, and individualism. We forget
that the distinction made in Scripture is between the “world” ( archaeon) and the kingdom of God;
between living in the “flesh” (sards) and living in the Spirit. But to live in the kingdom and in the Spir it
calls for us to engage our entire cultures in the light of the Scriptures. - Paul G. Hiebert, professor of
mission and anthropology and chairman, Department of Mission and Evangelism, Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School, Deerfield, Ill.

Go to the people
Live among them
Learn from them
Serve them
Plan with them
Start with what they know
Build on what they have
Not piecemeal but integrated approach
Not showcase but pattern
Not relief but release
Mass education through mass participation
Learn by doing
Teach by showing
Philippine Rural Reconstruction Movement

The missionary should make every effort to understand, adapt, and utilize indigenous behavioral patterns
for the cause of Christ. Business people, travelers — persons with less lofty ideals than the missionary,
have recognized the importance of this.
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Country:

India

Issue:

Understanding Another Culture’s Values

Source: Unknown
“Mother, wait a minute,” Judy said to me. Something had been troubling her every since she first came
from school. “What would you say if…..?” I set the plates back on the table and sat down. “What
would you say if I told you I was going to become a Hindu?”
It was a good thing that I had sat down. “What did you say, Judy?” I stalled.
What would you say if I told you I was going to become a Hindu?” She did not take her eyes off my
face.
“You’re not joking?” I knew she wasn’t. Her deep brown eyes could not have been more serious.
“I am not joking,” she said.
What was there for me to say? The sweet, earnest, devout child before me, flesh of my flesh, a Hindu!
I had never thought of her in any way except as a child of Christ. I had failed her, and I had failed God.
I had failed the other missionaries and our Indian Christians. How could I face anybody? All this came
over me in a flash, and I was then more deeply ashamed in the realization that my first reaction was one
of loss of face.
She let me sit in silence until the whole impact of what she had said sank in. I saw her whole life before
me including her marriage to….. Where was her father? Perhaps he would be able to cope with this.
I must have looked very stricken, for she suddenly said, “I’m sorry, Mother. I just want you to know
how Rani’s mother will feel. Rani is going to tell her mother, this vacation, that she is going to become a
Christian. It will affect her family as deeply as it would affect you if I became a Hindu.”
When I think how close our family has been, it makes me hurt all over to think how hers will suffer.
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THE CHALLENGE OF CULTIVATING THE
COMMUNITY
Russell Conwell, in his book Acres of Diamonds, tells a story of a wealthy man who owned a large
farm. He was contented because he was wealthy, and he was wealthy because he was contented. One
day he heard that diamonds were a drop of sunlight. Diamonds were worth much more than he would
ever have imagined. This wealthy man sold his farm. He traveled all over the known world looking for
diamonds. Finally - in rags, wretchedness, and poverty - he cast himself in the sea between the pillars
of Hercules and died.
Meanwhile, back on the farm, the new owner was digging in the garden and found a diamond. As he
continued to dig, he discovered the diamond mine of Golconda, the most magnificent diamond mine in
all the history of mankind.
Acres of Diamonds addresses man’s failure to recognize vast, unplotted areas of opportunity. These
opportunities are almost always nearby and present themselves to us daily.

Our “acres of diamonds” are the language persons who are around us daily whom we can cultivate.
Our mission field is the United States of America. The world is represented in these language persons.
How do we penetrate this field of opportunity with the gospel? We cultivate!
Cultural Insights
To cultivate a mission field, we must know something about the culture, history, and religion of the
people. Space in this book does not permit a complete discussion of any one culture of the many
language groups. However, the aim of this chapter is to give you some insights which will help you
relate better to any or all language groups. By necessity, observations will be general and will need to
be adapted to each language group.
The first insight that we must recognize is that the greatest barrier in reaching the language person is not
language. If language were the greatest barrier, we could get a translator and our problem would be
solved. The greatest barrier is culture. It would be to our advantage to know and speak the language
of the person. But the truth of the matter is that very few of us will take the time to learn a new
language. Language is important because it reflect the culture of the people. Although we might not
learn a language, we can learn things about the culture. The “American way” is often offensive to the
language person. Permit me to illustrate.
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1.

American Culture
Children are taught to look into the face
of the adult when being corrected.

Language Culture
Many cultures teach their children to look
away or hang their heads in shame when
corrected.

1.

2.

Adults look face to face when talking.

2.

Many cultures will consider it rude to look
into the eyes of a persons speaking, so eye
contact is minimum.

3.

Time is considered either past, present,
or future.

3.

Time is a never-ending cycle.

4.

Competitive society.

4.

Cooperative society.

5.

Gestures with hands are limited.

5.

Many gestures with hands are used, but
gestures are also made with lips.

6.

Stand up for your rights; fight every inch
is encouraged.

6.

Do not destroy the harmony; be polite.

7.

Communication is done through mailouts.

7.

Communication is person to person

8.

To get old is undesirable; always look as
young as possible

8.

To get old is desirable. In some cultures, the
highest social class is the elderly.

9.

To be punctual is stressed and required.

9.

Time is relative.
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MILES OF SMILES
“The smiling people of Asia” is a well-deserved nickname for the Filipino people. Broad, merry-eyed
smiles are passed around in good measure among the crowds everyday. Before you live very long in the
Philippines, you too desire to cultivate this habit of smiling
For Filipinos, smiling is more than an expression of feeling happy. It is an oil which keeps social interaction
warm, friendly, and smooth. Having fun together and avoiding open displays of conflict are extremely
important since a Filipino’s life is based more on relationships than on any other factor.
To see frequent and effortless smiles is part of what makes the Philippines known for its hospitality and
graciousness.
Smiling is used differently among Filipinos than among people of other cultures. Here are some examples
from everyday situations.
• When a hat blows off someone, everyone laughs. It covers the embarrassment.
• When something is dropped, spilled, or broken, everyone smiles. It is a way of saying, “It’s okay.”
• When a salesclerk tells you she forgot to place your order that was promised for today, she smiles,
giggles, and covers her mouth with her hand. That is a good cue to smile back and say that next week
will be fine.
• When a driver carelessly bumps your vehicle, causing no real damage, he will call out, “Sorry,” while
laughing with his companions. “No harm meant; no harm done; everyone is still friendly,” is what is
meant.
It is easy to understand why a person living here would want to cultivate this habit. Missionaries living in
other countries may learn to wear a sari or eat with chopsticks, but in the Philippines they learn to smile.
(Mrs.,) Vicki Cannington, Philippines
When an Irishman visiting the United States was asked if he would like tea or coffee, he responded, "No
thank you.” He couldn’t understand why he was not asked again. What is the problem “What is the
problem?” you may be thinking. In Ireland it would be poor manners to accept a first offer of coffee or
tea! It is polite to say, “No, thanks very much,” at least twice before accepting. It is amusing that Irish
hospitality will serve you the cup of tea or coffee sooner or later anyway. Confusing? It is just Irish
custom.
To avoid offending those to whom we wish to present the Gospel of Jesus Christ, we must be aware of
customs and cultural differences. Isn’t this an application of the principle behind the apostle Paul’s
comment in I Corinthian 9:22 about his ministry to both those with his same background and those of a
different culture, “I am made all things to all men, that I might by all means save some.” Though both
Irishmen and Americans speak English as their language, other cultural factors differ.
When you have your next “cuppa,” be reminded to pray for us as we minister in Cork City, Ireland.
Lee Freace, Republic of Ireland
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QUESTIONS
VIDEO - The World Prepared for the Gospel
1.

Has God prepared the people of the world for the Gospel? What do you really think?

2.

Explain Acts 14:16.

3.

Give some case histories of people prepared for the Gospel that were mentioned in the video.

4.

What are two essentials for discovering the analogy or analogies that may open the door of
acceptance and understanding for a people?

5.

What would you personally do if you were placed in a tribe and were faced with communicating
the Gospel?
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS FOR COMMUNICATIONS
TO TRIBAL PEOPLE
I.

Tribal World View
A.

3.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

G.

Various terms can be used to designate the general world view of tribal peoples.
1. Polytheism — belief in plural deities.
2. Animism — belief in spirits.
Animatism — belief in impersonal power.
Animism seems to be the description most used by anthropologists to describe the belief
of tribal people.
The world view of tribalist does not really correspond to that of any of the major religions
of the world.
Some estimate that at least forty percent of the world's population take basically the world
view of animism.
It may be the most indigenous of the false religions.
The tribal world view is usually both sacred and secular.
1. It is preoccupied with gods, spirits, and ghosts but is anthropocentric (man is the
center) and ethnocentric (one's race, nation, or culture is superior).
2. It ties together nature and the supernatural.
3. It brings space and time together in an inextricable mix.
4. It cements this world and the other world together in a single system.
5. It brings deities, spirits, animals, men, and natural phenomena into a continuous whole
whose boundaries are obscure and are difficult to separately discern.
From Culture and Personality by Anthony F. C. Wallace
1. . . . the distinction between the self and that which the self confronts is blurred so that
man tends to see himself as united with nature, rather than standing apart from it.
2. That man participates in maintaining this unitary system of man-in-nature, rather than
dominates or changes it.
3. That the universe is morally significant, because all nature is animate and hence man's
relationship with nature, like all social relationships, must be moral.
a. …the distinction between the self and that which the self confronts is blurred so
that man tends to see himself as united with nature, rather than standing apart
from it;
b. that man participates in maintaining this unitary system of man-in-nature, rather
than dominates or changes it;
c. that the universe is morally significant, because all nature is animate and hence
man’s relationship with nature, like all social relationships must be moral.
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The tribalist lives in a world in which supernatural beings and powers are very near. Often, however,
there is some recognition of a high god who is far away and relatively unconcerned about mankind. The
past is very important to the tribalist while the future tends to be of shorter duration and lesser
importance.
II.

Some Possible Applications of the Gospel to Tribal People.
A.

B.

C.

Liberation in Christ — freedom from fear.
1. Spirits and spiritual forces are very real.
2. The Christ we present must be able to completely set people free.
During times of crisis, there must be Bible answers and applications that sustain,
strengthen, and are credible.
1. The Word of God must be real to these people.
2. Always the needs must be met with the Word of God.
3. This will not be possible if the missionary is not doing it first.
The problem of a broken relationship with the Creator and the solution must be thoroughly
presented.
1. Apparently most tribes are conscious of a broken relationship with God.
2. There is reconciliation through Jesus Christ.
Animism
ANIMISM has been defined as a belief in spirits , including the spirits of the
dead, as well as those of non human origin. This general definition usually
excludes the beliefs and ceremonies of the major organized religions.
Animism includes beliefs in spirit beings, souls, and ghosts, of all varieties,
helpful or harmful, ethical or mischievous, together with the rituals and
spells, persons and practices, calculated to exorcise them, seek their favor,
or manipulate them for public or private purposes. Famous men, vigorous
trees, strange rocks, strong charms, the stars, and major phenomena of
nature, are considered to possess a desirable and obtainable vital power or
life force. Magic, witchcraft, palmistry, divination, and horoscopes are some
of the methods used to obtain the desired protections and benefits.
Animism, like all religions, helps individuals to cope with their environment
and to reinforce the standards and goals of society.
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QUESTIONS
VIDEO - To Every People — The Tribal World
1.

What do you think of the statement that the missionary should have a "whole tool kit" of
approaches?

2.

Explain the world view of animism.

3.

How many tribes have become extinct in Brazil since 1900?

4.

What verses would you use to teach that there is liberation from spirits and freedom from fear?

5.

Prepare a lesson or message on how the broken relationship with the Creator can be restored.
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HINDRANCES TO REACHING HINDUS
I.

Socio-Cultural Issues.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

J.

II.

Economic Issue.
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

III.

Food habits among Christians which are totally contrary to Hindu religious sentiments —
mainly beef eating.
The Christian way of worship which is predominantly non-Indian.
Excessive mingling of boys and girls in Christian families and in religious activities.
The practice of Christians in forbidding the use of vermilion (a red spot on the forehead).
Christianity appears as a foreign religion — western world.
Christianity is seen as a threat to Indian culture and identity because of the prevailing
thought that "Indian" means "Hindu."
The wrong notion that Christians are not patriotic.
The wrong notion that only "untouchables" (Harijans) embrace Christianity.
The fact that caste is the Hindu's strongest means of social security. Conversion to
Christianity destroys this, leading to: (a) excommunication from the community; (b)
damage to family reputation; (c) termination of marital prospects; and (d) physical assault
and persecution.
Superstition: Many Hindus live under the constant fear of invoking the wrath of the Kula
Devata (family god) if they accept another God.

The fear of loss of property upon conversation to Christianity.
Loss of privilege and position in society, because of the non-recognition of caste
distinction in the Christian faith.
The misunderstanding that Christians are middle-class people. Hence, low- caste people
hesitate to mingle with Christians.
The wrong understanding that Indian churches are quite rich, supported by foreign money.
This notion is partly due to the huge, widely publicized crusades conducted by foreign
evangelists and partly because of Indian preachers receiving financial support from U.S.
The loss of economic privileges — the withdrawal of financial aid by the government to
low-caste students that convert to Christianity.

Methodological Issues.
A.
B.
C.
D.

We should enunciate theology in Indian categories so that the Hindus can understand the
Gospel.
We must develop a truly Christian world view consistent with the Indian context.
While presenting the Gospel, we must be aware that the Hindu understands the doctrine of
God, man, sin, and salvation in a way entirely different from the Biblical doctrine.
We need to review our communications approaches. In our presentation of the Gospel
we must:
1. Speak to the context of the listener.
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2. Be deeply involved in the life of the listener.
3. Grapple openly with the problems, questions, and needs of our listener.
4. Present our message in such a way that it answers those problems, questions, and
needs.
5. Speak in such a way that we demonstrate love and a deep respect for the listener and
his questions. There is no place for a condescending attitude.
6. Recognize that the response of a person to the Gospel has both intellectual and
emotional elements. Much Gospel communication has dealt simply with emotional
appeals. Our message must speak to the whole person, mind, and heart.
7. Recognize the fact that our listener lives in a particular social context.
8. Communicate the Gospel through indigenous methods, such as drama, dialogue,
discourse, music, films, etc.
9. Be loving and compassionate and adopt a life-style that is contextualized and
communicative.
10. Recognize what Hindus consider essential qualities in a spiritual leader (guru) that
authenticate a person to be: (a) willing to wait; (b) willing to mortify his body and
desires; (c) willing to suffer pain; and (d) willing to fast. Christian leaders with these
types of spiritual qualifications are a powerful means of communication.
CONCLUSION
THE HINDU QUEST.
The Hindu quest for peace (Shanti) and bliss is so overwhelming that he is willing to exert extreme effort
in a relentless search to find this. Christ, as the author and giver of peace, with the promise of heavenly
bliss, provides ample incentive for the Hindu to look into the Christian Gospel of Peace with God.
HINDUISM
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Brahman the absolute, the formless and causeless Beingness, gives rise to the operation
of the universe, the eternal dharma of responsibility. This operation is conceived as the
samsara cycle of the Wheel of Time, and the rebirth of souls according to the personal
activity or karma of the individual. Liberation or mukti from this cycle to merge into
Brahman is termed moksha or “salvation.”
Humans are considered a “layered being” composed of body, conscious personality,
individual unconscious, and eternal being or Atman. Human wants include the fulfillment
of pleasure, success, responsible duty, and liberation. A program is provided.
The Four Paths to the Infinite include (1) the Way of knowledge (jnana yoga, the selfrealization of the Atman-Brahman within one), (2) the Way of Love (bhakti yoga,
realization of this divinity through unflagging devotion and intimacy), (3) the Way of
Work (karma yoga, realization through daily duty and intention, and (4) the Way of
Meditation (The Royal Way, raja yoga, realization through psychological activities of the
total person, body, mind, and spirit).
Deities (Brahma the Creator, Vishnu the Preserver, and Shiva the Destroyer) and their
multiple incarnations lead the soul from this illusory world (maya) to Brahman. Rituals
and rules supply guidelines and procedures.
Principal Scriptures: The Four Vedas, the Brahamanas, Upanishads, Code of Manu, also
the Bhagavad-Gita, the Epics, and Puranas.
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QUESTIONS
VIDEO: To Every People — the Hindu World
1.

Give a description of Hinduism in your own words.

2.

Define "kharma."

3.

Define "Braham."

4.

How many gods does Hinduism have?

5.

What applications do you personally think would be meaningful to a Hindu?
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FRESH THINKING ON MUSLIM MISSIONS
Never before has a major mission with vast experience in non-Muslim mission efforts suddenly
expanded into Muslim countries - and with fresh, new perspectives! - Ed.
Over the years missions have gained vast experience in translation, but primarily for animists, not
followers of Islam.
Is any of what has been learned with animists valid for field work with Arabicized peoples? Or should
we start again from scratch? After observing and reading about Muslim work in the course of
consulting in several countries, I am forced to conclude that certain lessons from work with animists
could be very useful to those who work with Muslims.
Over the last three decades there has been a growing consensus about culturally appropriate ways to
work with animists. Missiologists have now provided ample evidence that God uses certain basic
principles to bring people to Himself. In fact, these principles of cultural relevance are widely taught and
seem to be almost universally accepted by translators working with animists.
These ideas are not designed around the peculiarities of animism, but around characteristics inherent in
human behavior everywhere. One would therefore expect that they may be helpful in Muslim work
also. The data so far seem to bear this out. Where these simple principles are now being followed, the
number of practicing believers which results is much greater than with traditional approaches.
Yet I do not find these principles being followed nearly so rigorously by those who translate for
Muslims. Not that they are unaware of the issues, but somehow the whole tradition of Christian work
with Muslims seems to have followed quite a different course. What would seem to be natural
adjustments to an animistic culture seem like radical steps in adapting to a Muslim ethnic group. Now,
when God is leading us to much greater involvement with Muslims, it seems an appropriate time to look
at what has been learned elsewhere and see how much can be applied.
I will briefly summarize those basic principles and suggest how following them might bring changes in
translation programs for Arabicized people. They can be put under these headings: a respectful
approach, relating through life, relevant work, and realistic hopes.
When a custom is not understood, the workers need to wait to learn more.
A Respectful Approach
Effective cross-cultural work requires deep respect for one’s hosts and their culture. This begins with
their language and extends to all of their customs, world view, values, everything about their way of life.
Real problems are not ignored, but the best interpretation is put on their ideas and motives. When a
custom is not understood the workers wait to learn more. Many translators have told of discovering
after several years the good sense in an apparently senseless practice. Others eventually discovered the
insights about human nature behind a apparently irrational feature of their host’s world view. Witchcraft
accusations, for example, include many features that make no scientific sense, but they also express the
truth that disloyalty and strife in a family profoundly affect health and community well-being.
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The need for respect applies in religion also. There is at least some truth in most long-held religious
beliefs. A good communicator begins with this already understood truth and expands (and some times
corrects) from there. The operative question is, “What in this belief system can I accept and build
upon?” I have repeatedly been amazed at the insights which translators have learned from their animist
friends when they waited patiently to really understand and consider those insights. Often the end result
is that new believers understand Biblical truth much better than if translators had disregarded traditional
insights.
For example, the Bahinemo of Papua New Guinea insisted that sin should be translated by a word
which essentially means “disrupt.” We were wary until we came to understand their world view.
Bahinemo people perceive a universe which is a kind of seamless web of natural, supernatural, and
human relationships. Sin is a disruption of the proper God-given harmony of things, an excellent way for
them to understand it.
A respectful approach avoids a stance of opposition to traditional leadership and social structures. It
tries to work with them as smoothly as possible, avoiding conflict unless absolutely necessary. Again,
the result often is that the translator comes to see some measure of truth in the viewpoint which he once
thought so unreasonable. Even if there is none, people sense that one has really listened to them and
tried to adapt to them, and they appreciate it. Not only are they more likely to allow the foreigner to
stay on, but they are much more open to hearing Biblical truth.
Applications for Field Work
Traditional Christian missions to Muslims seem to have followed quite a different track. The belief in
Allah is taken to be superficial, and Allah Himself is not always recognized as the Creator God.
Because Islam is inherently legalistic in its ethics and because many Muslims are only going along with
their culture, missionaries sometimes disdain Islam as a shallow and superficial belief system. However,
many Muslims are much more devout in their faith than those who typically call themselves Christians in
parts of the world such as the United States Bible belt.
Christian treatises on Muslim doctrine often emphasize how wrong it is. They talk about philosophical
mistakes (e.g. not understanding the Trinity), theological mistakes (e.g. works instead of grace), ethical
errors (superficial versus inner obedience to God). The admixture of superstition and animism
characteristic of village religions throughout the world (including the Christian parts) is taken for a
peculiar result of Islam (e.g. Zwemer 1920, still a standard reference). Witness is done by giving
reasons why “Isa” is not Jesus, why there are errors in the Koran, why Mohammed was a bad man.
Missionaries were insisting on calling themselves Christians, opposing Islam, setting up
western style churches.
This is all very far from an approach which asks what is good about the Islamic faith and can be built
upon. When I ask that question of Islam, the answer is startling. Much, if not most, of Islamic teaching
agrees with Christian teaching! To be sure, the differences are important; a few are crucial.
Nevertheless, there is a great deal in Islamic teaching on which a Christian can build. This is not to
avoid the “offense of the cross,” but precisely to keep the offense of Christianity in the real issues, not
superficial differences with more basis in culture than in the Bible.
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One who follows this approach works with local leaders as much as possible, rather than opposing
them unnecessarily. He looks for the best in people, recognizing that even their attempts to stamp out
Christianity stem from a desire to secure God’s continued blessing on the community, not just a hunger
for power.
In one East African cattle group, the people were folk Muslims. Their major commitment was to God:
Islam had come in later in a part of westernization. The most influential village was open to literacy and
practical help, in fact eager for it. Not to Christianity, however. They had heard that Christians were
opposed to Islam, and so they were sensitized to Christian terms. Yet, missionaries were insisting on
calling themselves Christians, opposing Islam, setting up western style churches.
The translators had to ask themselves, “Should we align ourselves with the missionaries and identify
ourselves as Christians? Can we show respect to the villagers Islamic worship of God?” It would seem
better in this case to start with a more neutral identity - as people who love God and want to translate
His book. When they find “Isa” (Jesus) in it they can make their own decision about Him. But initially
aligning oneself with a western confrontive style of Christianity would build unnecessary walls that could
hinder the people from ever hearing about Christ.
Relating Through Life
It is in the moral realm where the issues are most critical. I am using the term broadly. It includes all of
the ‘oughts’ of life, everything which people do that is considered upright, proper, polite ---just plain
good. Of course it also includes their opposites, all the things which good people should not do in the
same situations. The usual ethical and moral issues are included, but certain standards of etiquette and
good manners are included as well. The reason is that these matters of ‘etiquette’ serve as pointers to
enable people to decide whom to respect. Etiquette is sometimes seen as a set of fussy details about
living, unrelated to real morality. In a rural village, however, many customs which seem to an outsider to
be mere details of etiquette are seen by the people as the very marks of moral goodness. They include
some, but not all, aspects of dress, greetings, ways of dealing with older and younger people, and many
other forms of good manners.
Missionaries need to be “good” people, as the local people define goodness, if they are going
to be heard.
One basic issue here is that missionaries need to be ‘good’ people, as the local people define goodness,
if they are going to be heard. This means that a missionary needs to adapt to their customs to the
degree that local people perceive an ethical issue. In short, he needs to identify himself with them.
Fortunately, many animist groups have been willing to accept outsiders who did not live like them.
Often they were accustomed to dealing with people who did not share their beliefs, and sometimes they
did not ascribe a religious moral value to many of their own customs. The world view of many animistic
peoples does not include an ethical standard which is binding on those outside their own group.
Therefore, relatively little adaptation to local customs was really needed to get a hearing from animists.
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Imagine that your home pastor announced that, in order to emphasize love between husband
and wife, wives must hereafter sit on their husbands’ laps in church!
Furthermore, many tribal societies have been attracted to Christianity precisely as a way to westernize.
It was not that they were quick to abandon ethics for ‘European’ wealth. Rather, their world view held
that wealth and power came from moral uprightness. Therefore the wealth of westerners showed that
their strange lifestyle must be morally all right, and of course the wealth was desirable in itself.
To show how a Muslim might feel in a Western church service, imagine that your home pastor
announced that, in order to emphasize love between husband and wife, wives must hereafter sit on their
husbands’ laps in church! Yes, we agree that this would not be appropriate even in our Western style
church services. However, it is with this same sense of impropriety that the Muslims view our mixed
worship. I reluctantly conclude that Western cross-cultural workers must adapt to Muslim norms or
pay the price of negative testimony of their day-to-day lives.
Relevant Work
The third aspect is to adapt the work to local values and goals. This includes involving local people in
the work whenever possible. It includes adapting orthographics, reading materials, and other things to
their ideas. It means studying their learning styles and adapting to those also. It is not necessary to
dwell on this important aspect, since many others are covering it well. I will only mention a few ideas
which in one place or another might be part of the relevant work.
Where there is lace of interest in vernacular literacy, and especially in reading the Scriptures, involving
local people in the work takes time and ingenuity. Nevertheless, some of our colleagues have found
many ways to accomplish this. Language committees can make key decisions about whom to hire,
about wages and working conditions, and about orthographics and writing systems. They can have
much to say about what is published, both in linguistics and in local language materials. The translator,
however, should be the one to determine how much of the Bible is needed, although local people can
have much to say about what passages are translated first and what its format should be.
In cultures which value politeness, deference to others and long discussions, it is extremely difficult for a
hardworking Westerner to actually let local co-workers make decisions. They read the Westerner’s
views in his intonation and body language. They note his desire to speed up the decision making
process and conclude that he holds a very strong opinion on the matter being considered. They then
hesitate to suggest something different. A Westerner must therefore work very hard to encourage local
people to put forth their views, and he must be willing to take plenty of time for those views to be
expressed and clarified.
If the church is truly indigenous the missionary won’t like it. If one is expecting a Western
worship style, he may be sadly disappointed in the worship of the new church. There is a great
difference between what is worshipful to a Westerner and what is worshipful to a Muslim.
There are other ways to be relevant to local needs. The Arabic language might have a place in diglots
or as a writing system for the vernacular. Since rote memorization of the Koran is so important,
scripture memorization can be emphasized. It is surprising what sufficiently motivated people can learn
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in this way. Bible names will need to be in the Koranic forms. Translations may need to be explicitly
labeled as just translations in deference to the Muslim idea that a holy book is not truly translatable.
Eventually, patient teaching will also be necessary to get across some crucial differences between
Muslim and Christian teachings. Christianity is a religion of inner essences. It is the inner character of
our relationship to God, not its outward manifestation, which is crucial. In both worship and obedience
the outward merely manifests or expresses the inner core. Unlike the Koran, the Bible is intended to be
translated. The first translations of Jesus’ words were by Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. It is this
characteristic which allows Christians to change their style of worship; the inner relationship does not
and must not be changed. None of this will be easy to communicate.
Realistic Hopes
What kind of results are expected? Many translators among animists are deeply disappointed in the
church that results. Smalley once pointed out that if the church is truly indigenous the missionary won’t
like it. This is doubly true among Muslims. If one is expecting a Western worship style, he may be
sadly disappointed in the worship of the new church.
There is a great difference between what is worshipful to a Westerner and what is worshipful to a
Muslim. In fact, the Zwemer Institute tells American Christians who are witnessing to Muslims never to
take them to church! It will greatly undermine the witness. The predictable counterpart of this is that a
good church service in an Islamic culture will leave the Western missionary uncomfortable.
Since an effective church service in any culture will reflect what people see as worshipful, the feelings
about worship held by new believers need serious consideration. One would expect a truly indigenous
church to be more like a mosque where men take off their shoes and kneel and bow on a mat. They
are unlikely to want singing in the church, but might have great praise services at other times and places.
If women are allowed to enter during worship, they would be covered and behind a divider, similar to
the pattern in Jewish synagogues in Bible times. That way the men would not be distracted from
thinking about God Himself.
One will also expect some new believers to be deeply devoted to God, far beyond what most of us
attain. We are likely to be viewed as unspiritual in their eyes. The Bible will be treated with great
respect. On the other hand, believers can be expected to be quite legalistic. This ha s been a problem in
almost all peasant societies. Since the believers will have grown up with Muslim teaching, they are all
the more likely to interpret the Bible in legalistic terms.
In short, it will be their church, with their strengths but also their weaknesses. By anticipating this we
can more easily recognize the work of God’s Spirit in them, and we can know better how to encourage
them to grow.
These new ideas for field work in Arabicized contexts are essentially new applications of the
well-tested principles of Christian work with animists.
Conclusion
This small sample of ways to adapt to Islamic culture is included to clarify what I mean by basic
principles of cultural relevance. Readers familiar with current literature on Arabicized work will
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recognize the radical new approaches suggested in these examples. Those familiar with the literature on
“tribal” groups will recognize all these principles basic to work with such groups. My central point is
just that. These new ideas for field work in Arabicized contexts are essentially new applications of the
well-tested principles of Christian work with animists. They are new in Arabicized field work because
Islam is so intimidating, the work has been so difficult, and the tradition of mutual antagonism so deep,
that only now are the ideas really being tried.
This is cause for encouragement; the principles have worked well in some initially resistant animist
groups. Maybe they will be helpful with other groups. When one considers the relative size of the
ethnic groups and the difficulty of the work, it is as if the animist programs have been pilot projects. The
real challenge is beginning now.
It is also cause to examine the literature for more lessons from work with animists. Surely some useful
ideas are still there to be mined. Ministry in an Arabicized context is pioneer work; many new
approaches must be found. But let us also use the tools which God has blessed elsewhere, expecting
Him to guide us in adapting them to new situations.
“Fresh Thinking on Muslim Missions” is reprinted from Interconnect, a periodical on Muslim missions
which offers subscriptions by invitation only. References for the information cited in this article are
available from Interconnect or Mission Frontiers offices.

Islam: An Overview
Historically, Islam has been Christianity’s greatest challenge. Today Muslims number nearly 1 billion, onefifth of the world’s population. Maneuverings of the Arab oil cartel and various incidents in the Middle
East have stereotyped Muslims as backward, violent fanatics.
The real Islam is surprisingly human and varied. Arts, holidays, humor and traditions are treasured in
families bound by strong ties of morality and loyalty. Most Muslims are not Arabs. Peoples dominated by
Islam can be found from the Straits of Gibraltar to the Great Wall of China. Indonesia boasts the largest
Muslim population of any country. At the current growth rate, 35% of the Soviet Union will be staunchly
Muslim by the year 2000.
Islam is moving westward as well. Twenty-six million Muslims live in the West as students, businessmen
and refugees. Mosques are appearing in Rome, London, Cordoba and Chicago. Islam is now the second
largest religion in Europe and is gaining proselytes in sub-Saharan Africa and among the minorities of
America.
Even though Muslims are known to be resistant to the Gospel, it is probably true that they resist the
methods of missionaries more than the message. Missionaries have often approached Muslims aiming to
denounce ever ything Islamic. Sensitive approaches are proving effective. Muslims are not all hardened to
God’s love in Jesus.
Perhaps it is Christians’ hearts that are hardened toward Islam. Some conservative estimates guess that
no more than 1% of the total global mission force spends most of its time reaching Muslims. The advance
of Islam and its sheer numbers make church-planting efforts among them urgent!

--World Christian
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The Challenge of the Muslim World
As we move into the 1990’s we rejoice that the Church of Jesus Christ has made significant inroads
among:
*major towns and cities of India;
*many Marxist peoples;
*the Chinese
*Latin America
*Sub-Saharan non-Muslim Africa
*all of Europe- even Eastern Europe with the possible exceptions of Bulgaria and certainly
Albania.
Therefore, the great remaining challenge in completing the Great Commission is indisputably the Muslim
World.
There are 44 countries where Islam totally dominates the peoples, plus several countries where Islam is
not dominant but is certainly a presence. For example, India has 100 million Muslims, the Soviet Union
has 60 million and China 40 million.
For too long too many small mission groups have tried to build a ministry independent of others.
Thankfully, we are in a period of collaboration when the whole body of Christ is finally ready to work
together to see “a church for every Muslim people” become a reality in our generation. We must seize
this new spirit!
--Excerpted from a memo from a mission agency to Muslims
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POSSIBLE FORM ADAPTATIONS WITH MUSLIMS
One missionary team in a North African country has had success and some breakthroughs with Muslims.
Some of the adaptations that they made are as follows:
THE MISSIONARIES
1.
Our men wear the clothing of the target group, which is the village farmer. Our women wear the
local dress and, at times, have worn the veil covering, which has been very much appreciated by
the Muslim and convert community. Our women wear dress that covers their arms to the wrist.
Muslim men are more excited sexually by bare arms than by bare breasts.
2.
Several of our men have full beards, which is part of the appearance of a Muslim religious man.
3.
Lifestyles are simple.
4.
Eating style corresponds to Muslims. No pork is eaten.
5.
Time is regarded as more "event oriented" than the traditional absolutes of the west. Some have
adopted the 8 p.m. suppertime and thus have entree into the social visitation pattern of the society,
which takes place each evening between 6 and 8 p.m.
WORSHIP AND MEETING PLACE
1.
A place for washing before prayer is provided for optional use. It is explained that there is no
merit attached to such ceremonial washing.
2.
Shoes are removed before entering the worship center.
3.
All worshipers sit on the floor.
4.
Bibles are placed on folding stands such as are used for the Koran.
5.
Occasionally, Greek and Hebrew Bibles are placed in a prominent position in front of the
worshipers, thus demonstrating our regard for the "original" Bible, such as Muslims feel toward the
Arabic Koran.
6.
Hands are lifted up Muslim style during prayer times. Prostration is frequently done in Muslim
fashion. Some pray with their eyes open, wearing traditional prayer hats.
7.
Muslim tunes with Christian words are utilized. Scripture is chanted, as are personal testimonies.
8.
The local Muslim dialect, rather than the animist dialect of existing Protestant Churches, is spoken
and read in the services.
9.
Embracing is done in Muslim fashion.
10.
Days and times of worship are regulated in a practical manner.
11.
Fasting is an area of liberty but is scripturally explained.
12.
A Muslim-convert, homogeneous Church has developed rather than one of a heterogeneous
character.
13.
Informal organization is promoted, basically along the lines of the mosque.
14.
The Muslim names of converts are retained.
15.
The word "Christian" is avoided because of negative connotations. Presently, Christians are called
"followers of Isa" (Jesus).
16.
Bible study, prayers, and fasting are emphasized. A higher profile of religious observance is
encouraged and expected because Muslims feel Christians are lazy when they are never seen
praying.
17.
The converts chose their own leadership.
18.
The Church grows along family and friendship lines.
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ISLAM IN NORTH AMERICA
In the United States, Muslims claim to number somewhere around three to five million followers.
Presently, nearly 200 mosques have been built with extensive plans drawn for a number of others
around the country. Over 150 chapters of Muslim Student Association wants to get onto every college
campus in the country. In Atlanta Muslims have purchased a large farm which they are using for
agricultural training and rural development. Just outside Indianapolis, there has been widespread land
purchasing and building. In New Mexico, an entire Islamic community is being developed. With oil
dollars now available to the Black Muslim community, day-care schools, athletic programs, nutrition
instruction and much, much more is being subsidized by the world-wide Islamic movement. Islamic
financial investments in real estate, agriculture, small businesses and banking are rapidly increasing.
Sixty percent of the conversions to Islam in North America are occurring in the Black community.
Major concentrations of Muslims in North America are to be found in:
Atlanta, GA
Montreal, Canada
Austin, TX
Newark, NJ
Baltimore, MD
New York, NY
Boston, MA
Paterson, NJ
Chicago, IL
Philadelphia, PA
Cleveland, OH
Portland, OR
Columbia, SC
Sacramento, CA
Columbus, OH
San Diego, CA
Dallas-Fort Worth, TX
San Francisco, CA
Denver, CO
Seattle, WA
Detroit, MI
Tampa, FL
Houston, TX
Toronto, Canada
Los Angeles, CA
Tucson, AZ
Madison, WI
Washington, DC
Miami, FL
OUR CURRENT RESPONSE
In spite of this growing field for ministry, less than two percent of North America’s 53,000 missionaries
– approximately 1000 missionaries – are working among the world’s 900 million Muslims. This
estimate is even considered high. This means that there is only one North American missionary working
among every million Muslims. In a recent article, it was mentioned that there are more missionaries
serving Alaska’s 400,000 people than are working in all of Islam! Of the approximately 85 North
American mission groups presently working Muslim countries, just over ha lf are working directly with
Muslims. The current demand for recruitment and training of workers is critical. Samuel Zwemer,
North America’s most noted missionary to Muslims, put it best: “One might suppose that the Church
thought the Great Commission did not apply to Muslims”.
God’s compassion included the Muslims and He is opening the door as never before! There have been
many recent indications of a new openness to the gospel. We find words such as these from a chaplain
serving in the Arabian Gulf: “The Arab world of Islam was never open to the ‘People of the Book’ as it
is today”. From a missionary in India: “Muslims are listening to the gospel message with
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unprecedented openness and interest”. God’s Spirit is softening resistant hearts, and it appears that He
is preparing His people for a rich harvest among Muslims. They, like us, long to experience eternal life
as found in Christ. This is true of hundreds and possibly thousands of Muslims on our doorsteps here in
North America.
LOOKING AHEAD
How can we share God’s love with this vast world of Muslims? New attitudes as well as new
approaches are needed. So often in the past missions have extracted Muslim converts out of their own
cultures and then imposed western forms on them. Muslims were not only converted to Christ, but
conscious efforts were made to convert them to another culture. This has not gone unnoticed by both
Muslims and Muslim inquirers, and it may explain in part why Muslims are so reluctant to become
Christians.
In spite of the theological differences between Islam and Christianity, we know from the responses to
Christian radio programs and bible correspondence courses that thousands of Muslims in scores of
countries have surmounted these obstacles and have come to believe in Christ as Lord and Savior.
Theological differences are there, but equally difficult problems are ethnic, linguistic and cultural barriers
that hinder effective communication of the gospel and the formation of culturally congenial fellowship
groups. A wide variety of new approaches are needed, not only to appropriately communicate Christ
within each Muslim ethnic group, but to provide an adequate experience of fellowship and incorporation
into the body of Christ.
Though Jesus’ death and resurrection are not clearly confirmed in the Quran, within its text lie wonderful
points of contact for Christians. For example, Jesus is mentioned 93 times in the Quran. He is called
“The Word of God”. “The Spirit of God”, “The Messiah” and “The Righteous One”. Muslim
traditions state that Jesus will return to bring the whole world back to God. These and similar passages
in the Quran can be used by Christians as bridges for sharing Christ with Muslims.
As Muslims are led to Christ, it is helpful to remember that there is no one divinely approved church
structure or organization for all believers. While maintaining the unity of the Spirit, we are permitted a
wide diversity of cultural forms in church structure and organization.
As we look forward to a harvest among Muslim peoples, it is important to be aware of the many
degrees of accommodation or non-accommodation to western forms of Christianity. Some already will
have rejected their own culture. We have embraced western culture. For them, incorporation into the
host church of the evangelist may be the right thing. The opposite extreme may be a person or group
who don’t speak English, don’t want to become Westerners, and need a fellowship experience in their
own language and in cultural forms that fit their needs. In between are a variety of options and
combinations of patterns of worship (see the “On From Here” section).
In the following section of this notebook, we will explore more thoroughly some of the key factors that
must be considered as we reach out to Muslims with the love of Jesus Christ. The last section gives
further resources that can help beyond the parameters of this seminar.
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JESUS IN THE QURAN
1.

Mentioned 93 times.

2.

Names:
Jesus, Son of Mary
The Messiah
The Word of God
The Spirit of God
The All Righteous One
The One Nearest God

3.

His Miracles:

A Sign
A Mercy
A Witness
An Example
Messenger
Prophet

5:109
110

Healed Lepers
Gave sight to the blind
Raised the dead
Made clay pigeons come alive
4.

His Birth, Death and Resurrection:
Virgin birth 3:37-47; 19:16-21
Death 19:33,34; 3:48,55
Resurrection 3:48,55; 4:156, 157; 19:33

5.

Son of God Controversy: 19:35,36
God does not “acquire” a son
4:169 Jesus was not added to God as a son
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ISLAM - ITS FAITH AND FORMS
STUDY IV
THE BELIEFS AND PRACTICES OF MUSLIMS
A.

B.

The Beliefs: (IMAN)
Although the Quran is filled with a wealth of material that lends itself to the creation of large
tomes on theology and jurisprudence, Muslims nevertheless outline their fundamental beliefs as
follows:
1. Belief in God. God is one, having no partners and no equals. His otherness keeps
humankind from knowing Him according to many orthodox theologians.*
2. Belief in the Holy Books. These include the Law of Moses, the Psalms of David, the
Gospels, and the Quran as the complete and final revelation as it was given to
Muhammad.
3. Belief in the prophets of God. Muslims believe in a number of prophets of which
Muhammad is considered the last and the greatest. Jesus is also included but only as one
of the many prophets.
4. Belief in angels. Angelic beings include angels like Gabriel, the intermediary who
brought the Quran to Muhammad, as well as Satan and jinn, some of which are
considered to be capricious beings made of fire who can cause much harm and others
which are believed to be beneficent.
5. Belief in the day of judgment. This doctrine received tremendous emphasis in the
preaching of Muhammad. Large parts of the Quran end with exhortations to listen to the
word of God lest one come under the fiery judgment reserved for unbelievers.
6. Belief in the decrees of God. Because God is sovereign, Muslims believe He is
responsible for everything that happens. He decides the fate of men and angels, and is
responsible for good and evil according to many orthodox theologians.**
*
Sufi Muslims believe “God is nearer than your jugular vein.”
** Not according to Mu’tazilites.
The Practices: (DIN)
The practices of Islam are of the utmost importance to a Muslim. Though faith is necessary, in
the quranic references to the balance scale of judgment, heaven is achieved by one’s good
deeds having outweighed one’s bad deeds. If the opposite is true, hell is then the result. This
explains the Muslim obsession with doing things “the right way” as a means for gaining merit.
Their major concern therefore has been for guidance in knowing exactly the right thing to do
and the right way to do it in order that there be no mistakes and no loss of merit in their effort to
gain Paradise. These practices cover every aspect of life. The basic ones are referred to as the
“Pillars of Islam.” They are as follows:
1. Recitation of the creed. “There is no God but God and Muhammad is the messenger of
God.” The Arabic word for reciting the creed is shahada.
2. Duty of prayers. Called salat in Arabic, the Quran makes clear reference to prayers being
made only three times a day. At an early date, however, five times of prayer became
established practice in the community of Islam. These are in the morning, at noon-time,
mid-afternoon, sunset, and some time between sunset and retiring for sleep. For a Muslim
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3.
4.

5.

6.

to feel that he is praying, he has to have his prayer rug pointed towards Mecca and enough
space to allow him to prostrate himself in a kneeling position and to be able to touch his
forehead to the ground. The place must be clean and the Muslim must wash himself
ritually (ablution) and, of course, remove his shoes. Some Muslims cover their heads at
this time of prayer. It has been reckoned that the devout Muslim who says his prayers five
times daily would be touching his head to the ground 87 times a day as a symbol of his
“slaveship” to God.
Practice of alms-giving. Called zakat in Arabic, 2 ½ percent of a Muslim’s income is
given voluntarily for the cause of the poor and the propagation of Islam.
Practice of fasting. During the lunar month of Ramadan (or Ramzan) from sunrise to
sunset nothing is to pass one’s lips. Nothing is swallowed, not even one’s own saliva
during that period. (Note that this fasting does not go on from sunset to the following
sunrise.) This month is also characterized by great socializing and feasting during the
evening hours. The purpose of the fast throughout the day is to cause one to say “no” to
one’s bodily drives and to think more about God and about the teachings of the Quran. It
is considered compulsory except for those traveling or sick or pregnant or too young.
Since the lunar calendar is shorter than our solar calendar, this month occurs 11 days
earlier every year, and hence moves through the seasons. This can be an ordeal of
tremendous hardship when it occurs on long summer days in hot countries.
Pilgrimage to Mecca. Long before Muhammad came into prominence, the pagan people
of Arabia had been making pilgrimages to the then idolatrous shrine - the Kaaba - in
Mecca. When Muhammad entered Mecca and purified the Kaaba, he appropriated this
ancient pagan practice for Islam. Islam teaches that the pilgrimage must be made once in a
lifetime if possible. At the present time, it might be noted that the Saudi Arabian
government subsidizes, whenever necessary, the return fare of pilgrims. In the case of
certain people, the government even gives full fare for their coming and going to the central
shrine of Islam.
Jihad is added as an obligation by some but is almost never listed officially as one of the
pillars. Jihad is an Arabic word meaning “exert” or “exertion”. It means “to exert or
struggle on behalf of God,” and hence Islam. It can mean to do so by preaching, by
writing, or by the use of the sword. Many modern-day Muslims object to the latter mode
because they are embarrassed by an open avowal of the use of the sword for such
purposes. There is a wide variety of interpretations of the concept of jihad. Some
scholars maintain there are two kinds: the inner jihad is against sin in oneself; the outer
jihad is against the external enemies of Islam, that is, non-Muslims. The great Islamic
Pakistani scholar, S. Abdul A’la Mawdudi, spoke openly about the use of force to
advance Muslim causes. Today in current affairs in Iran and Afghanistan, one finds the
word jihad used in the causes of both of these peoples against their respective enemies.
The late King Khalid of Saudi Arabia called for a worldwide jihad for the recapture of
Jerusalem for Islam.
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The five precepts of Islam - profession of faith, prayer,
pilgrimage, fasting and charity - can be symbolized by an
open hand. This one is carved on the keystone of a
doorway in the Alhambra, Granada.
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ISLAM - ITS FAITH AND FORMS
STUDY V
THE SPREAD OF ISLAM
Due to the sense of divine destiny imbedded in the teaching of Muhammad, Muslims have always felt it
was their duty to spread the knowledge of God and to persuade people to believe in Him. Muslims feel
that the best illustration of God giving guidance was the way He spoke to Muhammad. Since Muslims
consider Muhammad the last and greatest of the prophets and believe that Islam, as a religion, is
superior to all others, they feel it their duty to preach, discuss, and argue with non-Muslims in an effort
to persuade them to believe in God and His Messenger.
Much of the propagation of Islam has been carried out in a non-violent way. And yet there have been
many instances in the history of Islam whe n it was achieved by the sword despite a verse in the Quran
which says; “There is no compulsion in religion” (2:256). In the early military conquests Christians
were usually allowed to live in their land but as second class citizens having to pay extra taxes.
At its inception, Islam spread dramatically and swiftly into Syria, Iraq and Iran on the northeast, west to
Palestine and down to Egypt. It must be added that due to the decadence of the Byzantine Empire,
Christians often welcomed Muslims as more benign masters than their own rulers who exploited and
taxed them beyond endurance.
In a very short time, Islam spread into eastern Turkey in the north and across North Africa and up into
Spain and France in the west. Later Islam advanced farther into Tur key and eventually into eastern
Europe. To the south, it spread south of the Sahara and down along the East African coast. Advances
were also made into central Asia and China. The Indian subcontinent became a great battle ground
between Islam and the local religions. Later, Arab traders made their way from the Indian subcontinent
to Ceylon (Sir Lanka) and into the Southeast Asian area of Malaysia, Indonesia, and the southern part
of the Philippines.
The result of the phenomenal spread of Islam is that today, about one out of every 5 people in the world
today is a Muslim. About 44 countries call themselves Islamic countries and there are almost 40
countries that have more than 50% Muslim populations, 61 countries that register at least a 10% Muslim
minority and a total of 100 countries with a significant Muslim population (see overview section.)
A wide variety of efforts to propagate the faith are being carried out today. Summit conferences of
religious leaders have met in Morocco, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia to talk about plans for the
advancement of Islam and the conquest of the world. With the vast resources now available to them, it
is only a question of time before Muslims implement their evangelistic strategies.
In Saudi Arabia, for example, a radio station with satellite systems is being developed for the
propagation of Islam throughout the Middle East. In Monrovia, Liberia, a major center has been set up
as a missionary base for the further spread of Islam throughout West Africa (see also study VII)
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Strategies for winning the West to Islam are also being developed. Missionaries training colleges for
Muslim preachers are functioning from London to Los Angeles and a new apologetic for Islam is being
developed by well informed writers which is designed to explain the virtues of Muslim family life, styles
of worship and contributions to science, music and art to western audiences.
Abandoned churches in many of the ghetto areas of North America are being bought up and converted
to mosques. At the other end of the spectrum, millions of dollars are being poured into the building of
showcase mosques as illustrated by the one in Washington D.C. and the one about to be built in
Chicago, and the missionary training centers in New York, Illinois and New Mexico. High quality
magazines and newspapers are now appearing in an effort to present Islam favorably to the western
reader.
In the United States and Canada where there are an estimated three to five million Muslims and where
Islam is estimated to be the third largest religion, it is believed that 60% of all converts to Islam has
come from the Black community. It is felt that this response to Islam is so because many Blacks
consider Christianity the religion of the oppressive white majority. Islam thus appears as an attractive
alternative that would make them acceptable to God, identify them with a powerful worldwide
monotheistic religion, and with its strong emphasis on the male role, would help reconstitute the Black
male into family and society.
The weekly newspaper, American Muslim Journal, formerly called The Bilalian News, primarily
addresses itself to the social and political needs of the Black community as well as provides coverage on
the American activities of the American Muslim Mission which is involved in establishing missionary
training centers nationwide, helping Blacks in state and federal penal rehabilitation programs, and is
seeking to draw the American Islamic movements into closer ties with the orthodox center of Islam.
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ISLAM - ITS FAITH AND FORMS
STUDY VI
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAMIC CULTURES
Even though there has been a tendency toward uniformity on the part of orthodox Islam, reality indicates
that Islam is amazingly diverse. This is true in a theological sense as well as in the hundreds of cultural
expressions of Islam.
On the theological side, as a consequence of interaction with Jewish and Christian theologians, Muslim
schools of theology were established worldwide to deal with the questions of the nature of God, His
unity, transcendence, power, and the place of Muhammad in the scheme of things. A vast body of
theological work has been produced over the centuries. And in the course of this development, a
variety of theological points of view have emerged such as that of the Sunni, Shilite, Ismaili, Alawite and
various Sufi orders.
The main theme permeating all Islamic theologies is the unity and oneness of God. As the focus, it
contrasts sharply with all other theological viewpoints that would in any way indicate plurality in the
Godhead, such as Christianity’s Trinitarian concept. In the area of jurisprudence, consciously or
unconsciously, Muhammad gave rise to whole new schools of law. Because he claimed to be the last
messenger of God, the believers considered him to be the model for life in everything he said and did.
At first, those sayings and doings of Muhammad were collected and preserved orally by the eye
witnesses - his close companions. This body of knowledge was called the sunnah, referring to the
particular way of life of Muhammad as followed by Muslims. It means “the trodden path.”
Through the early decades of Islam, a plethora of traditions about what Muhammad did and said were
generated by various other companions and successors more removed from Muhammad. These
“accounts” of an action, utterance or decision of Muhammad were called hadith. As all kinds of people
invented traditions to justify their own views and practices, decisions about validity had to be made by
the scholars of Islam. Paying particular attention to the reliability of the chains of witnesses, they
identified six major bodies of traditions as being somewhat reliable. The most famous of these traditions
is the one by Bukhari in which there are several thousand “authentic” sayings attributed to Muhammad.
After the Quran, the Hadith is the second source of Islamic law.
In addition to the sayings and practices of the prophet himself, other ways of deriving laws sprang up
based on an analogy (giyas) and consensus (ijma) and even the private opinion of usually pious jurists
(ijtihad). In this way Islamic law has been able to expand and adjust to meet the exigencies of almost
every situation and every culture. It is still growing today though many have considered the door of
private opinion (ijtihad) to have been closed for years.
As early as the 8th century, a reaction began to develop against the tendency in Islam towards a kind of
barren and rigid orthodoxy. Also, as a result of interaction with other religions, in particular with that of
Christianity, Judaism, Hinduism and Buddhism, schools of mysticism began to spring up. Rebelling
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against the teaching that God was totally “other” and unknowable, mystical systems of discipline called
Sufi Orders were developed for the purpose of attaining union with God.
Along with this particular movement grew a whole body of poetry and music. It is safe to say that the
Islamic mystics, called Sufis, sang their way across India, into China and up into the part of central Asia
which presently is in the USSR Many scholars have felt that Islam spread more successfully by the Sufi
mystical movement than it did by military conquest. Many of these schools of mysticism exist today and
continue to have a powerful influence in Muslim communities, rural as well as urban.
As Islam continued to spread and become established in an area, it interacted and borrowed from the
cultures around it. Despite orthodox Islam’s proscription against any depiction of human or animal
imagery, Islamic art and architecture contain some beautiful examples of both, made usually for palaces
and retreat centers for the wealthy.
The prohibition, in orthodox Islam, against human images encouraged the development of a wealth of
unique geometric designs and floral arabesque patterns. It also let to the art of calligraphy. Because of
the almost magical quality assigned to the words of the Quran, Muslim artists were obsessed with how
to make quranic words beautiful and attractive. Through the centuries unique styles of calligraphy were
developed in different parts of the Muslim world and special styles were created for a variety of
purposes. Muslim artists have excelled all other peoples in the development of this art form as well as in
miniature painting done for royal courts.

This lion (symbolizing the strength of ‘Ali) is made up calligraphically from words meaning ‘in the name
of the lion of God, the face of God, the victorious ‘Ali.’ It comes from a XIII/19th century dervish wallhanging from Turkey.
Examples of Islamic architecture are among the world’s finest. The pointed arch, ribbed vaulting and
pierced stone screening are some of the unique contributions of Islamic architects. Considered by some
to be the greatest monument in the world in memory of a woman, the Taj Mahal in India was
constructed by Muslim craftsmen over a 12 year period. Their tile work and ceramics are also unique
in their variety, craftsmanship, design and application to architectural structures as is the art of rug-
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making - those marvelous pieces that have endured for centuries, made by Muslim craftsmen in Iran,
central Asia’s Bukhara, Samarkand, Afghanistan and more recently in Pakistan and India.
Mention should also be made of the fact that, even though puritanical Islam is opposed to the use of
music in worship, music has a tremendous part in the life of the average Muslim. Almost wherever Islam
has spread, it has interacted with the local music to create something quite unique. Books and
encyclopedia contain the written records of the development and the particulars of various schools of
Islamic music. Today there is a proliferation in the production of records from almost every Muslim
country. They have captured much of the folk music that has been perpetuated down through the
centuries as well as modern trends in Islamic musicology.
As Christians, we are constantly searching for bridges into Islam and we feel that, as much as possible,
we should become knowledgeable in all of these areas in order to establish meaningful friendships and
relationships with Muslims. When the gospel is presented, it must be with an understanding of the
culture of the people to be evangelized and how the gospel best fits them, so that it’s message may be
perceived as relevant to their needs.
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ISLAM - ITS FAITH AND FORMS
STUDY VII
PRESENT DAY TENSIONS IN ISLAM
Much to the surprise of people who are just beginning to learn about the Muslim world, Islam is
not at all homogeneous. In fact, it is as heterogeneous as Christianity and its rich diversity is
expressed theologically, ethnically and linguistically. Today, we know that there are at least 210
ethno-linguistic groups of Muslims in Africa with thousands of cultural sub-units of Muslims
scattered across the earth.
Islam basically has two kinds of tension - an internal and an external one. The internal tension
within Dar al-Islam, the House of Islam, has to do with how to achieve unity, religiously as well
as politically among their 900 million people
On the religious side, Muslims can be grouped into at least seven categories: Orthodox,
conservative, mystic, liberal, syncretist, secularist, communist/socialist (either Marxist or Maoist;
see Things You Need to Know section). Each of these groups can be further subdivided and
when that is compounded with the many cultures in which Islam exists, we can see that Islam
has vast diversity.
Politically, tensions frequently erupt in war, such as the one between Iraq and Iran. Other
potentially explosive situations exist between Libya, Egypt and Sudan; between Syria and
Jordan; between the democratic Republic of Yemen and Saudi Arabia, and between Morocco
and Algeria.
The external tension concerns Islam’s aspiration to world domination and to conquer Dar alHarb, the House of the War. The effect that this has on Muslim minorities in any country is that
they chafe under non-Muslim rule. And if they cannot agitate successfully for domination of the
people around them, they usually opt for secession.
For example, in the PHILIPPINES, historically, we know that Muslims used to rule large areas
of the Philippines until they were conquered by the Spaniards and subsequently by the
Americans. At this present time, a very expensive and deadly guerrilla war is going on between
the Christian government of Marcos in the Philippines and the Moro Liberation Front with its
strength in the southern islands and the southern part of Mindanao. This particular movement
has been fed by oil-rich countries supplying arms, in this case, Libya and Saudi Arabia.
In INDONESIA, after the unsuccessful communist attempt to take over in 1965, the
government required that all citizens had to belong to a recognized religion, and communism was
outlawed. This decree led to a large number of conversions to Christianity. But it also led to
strenuous efforts to take syncretistic Muslims, who had simply put an Islamic veneer over the
earlier sub-strata of Hinduism in Java and the other islands of Indonesia, and try to introduce
orthodox teachings of Islam through the school systems. While all this went on, tensions arose
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between the Chinese communities existing in the various parts of the Indonesian archipelago and
those groups which were Muslim.
In EUROPE, Muslims are agitating for recognition of their faith as an official religion in those
areas where they are a significant minority. In Belgium and Austria for example, Islam is now
officially taught in the school system to Muslim students at the expense of the government and
Muslim teachers are employed for this purpose. Similar demands are now in the law courts of
Canada to provide Islamic education to the thousands of Muslim students crowded into large
cities like Toronto and Montreal.
Here in the UNITED STATES, Muslims are now organizing to monitor publications,
advertisements and media presentations and to protest any denigration of Muslims or Islam.
These situations are repeated in many countries where Muslims feel their consciences have been
compromised by having to live under legal systems imposed by other religious or merely secular
power. Orthodox Muslim scholars, of course, would like to see Islamic law imposed in all
Muslim areas such as has been done recently in Pakistan and Iran and which has been the case
for some time in Saudi Arabia and Libya.
For example, in March 1979, the government of PAKISTAN imposed Islamic law for the first
time in the nation’s history, though it is loosely enforced and hundreds of non-Islamic practices
are still operative.
In IRAN, much to the surprise of everyone in the West, the Ayatollah Khomeini, a spiritual
leader of the Shiah type of Islam, succeeded in leading his people in a revolt against the Shah
who stood for so much that was destructive of former cultural values. As the Muslims watched
modernism come into their country, it led to the confiscation of land from some of the families
who were land owners and devout Muslims. It led to the unveiling of their women and the
growth of immorality among their young people. It also led to the breakdown of the strength of
the family unit and the lack of ability of older people to control the younger. It was a shock to
the rest of the world to realize that for all its pretensions to modernity, Iran hungered after its
more stable and familiar ancient cultural practices.
Most of us in the West have not been prepared for this kind of shock. And yet, if we had ears
to hear, we would have heard Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn proclaiming in his Harvard
Commencement Address in 1978 the fact that ancient cultures are testing both kinds of
materialism, that is, Marxist and capitalistic materialism, and are finding them both devoid of
attractive cultural values. Solzhenitsyn predicted this resurgence of Islam as well as that of other
ancient cultures which have higher values than those of modern capitalistic materialism
In TURKEY, Islamic law was abolished in 1924. We in the West have been surprised to note
again a kind of resurgence of the desire in Turkey to be those who want to see their country
either remain or grow more secular. In addition to that, Turkey is torn by ethnic rivalries,
especially by the Kurds in the eastern section of the country.
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In NORTH AFRICA, we have seen the government of Muammer Qaddafi cast off the older
superstitions of Islam and return the Libyan people to the simple teaching of the Quran, though it
does allow for some adjustment to modern technology as is compatible with Islam. Qaddafi has
a large following because of the attractive simplicity of his puritanical movement. But the
problem with Qaddafi is that he sees himself as a Muslim committed to the concept of
conquering the world for Islam. His financing of guerrilla movements in Asia and Africa is
perceived as doing God a service in ridding the world of godless non-Islamic governments and
influences.
So we can see that Islam is a vast complex of peoples in a state of continual growth and
adaptation, and is not without many tensions. We as Christians concerned with missions to
Muslims need to be far more aware of and sensitive to these factors in order that we might
respond as men and women whose first allegiance is to God’s Kingdom rather than merely
expressive of Western beliefs and values.
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THE PROFILE OF YOUR MUSLIM FRIEND
It is essential to try to learn as much as you can about your Muslim friend(s). Put yourself in the position
of a learner and attempt to develop a profile of the kind of Muslim you are working with. Listen
carefully and give your friend all the time he needs to tell you about himself (or herself). Your friend will
provide you with many crucial insights which will be critical to your developing the right approach for
sharing Christ with him.
A.

CULTURAL BACKGROUND:
First, learn about his overall cultural background. As we have already mentioned in earlier
sections of this notebook, there are as many kinds of Muslims as there are Christians. Muslim
peoples are found in almost every part of the world - from Jakarta, Indonesia to Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia, from Istanbul, Turkey to London, England and Los Angeles, California. We estimate
there are hundreds of different groups.
Each of these Muslim communities defines itself by a unique set of factors which give the group
a sense of commonness. In Edward R. Dayton’s That Everyone May Hear, these factors can
be a shared language, religion, ethnicity, residence, occupation, class, cast and/or special
situation such as immigrant, international student or refugee status. Since individuals usually live,
move, think and interact in community patterns, rather than as singular and totally unique beings,
perceiving the larger context in which the individual specifically fits will help to increase the
meaningful span of your efforts.
Beyond the general classifications, you need to be aware of your friend’s worldview, which is
composed of a system of values, beliefs and practices. Be alert to the specific forms of social,
religious and personal expressions which make up their worldview. This requires a lot of
careful and patient listening, but if you are sensitive to this information, you will discover how
you friend sees himself/herself, their world and also how they see you.
Jot down your observations in a journal. Doing so will help you specifically identify the various
forms of expression you friend uses - how often they occur, a description of them, and what
meaning they contain for your friend.

B.

RELIGIOUS CONVICTIONS:
Secondly, you will need to discover where your friend is in their theological and spiritual
convictions. Learning what particular sect of Islam he belongs to may lead you to further
inquiry as to what their set of beliefs and practices are.
Not all Muslims believe and practice their faith in the same way. Those who are strictly
orthodox in practice may be in the minority around the world. Listed below are several general
categories of which we are aware.
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Orthodox:

Take Quran literally; follow the Traditions closely.

Conservativ:

Try to conserve as much as possible from Orthodox Islam while
adjusting to life as it is.

Mystic:

Theologically can be almost anything; in practice is seeking some kind of
union with God.

Liberal:

Hold to a few Muslim ideas, but make varied interpretations of how to
apply them.

Syncretist:

Blend Islamic beliefs and practices with many local superstitions that are
actually anti-Islamic; includes palm-reading, astrology, charms, curses,
etc.

Secularist:

Nominally Muslim for social and political purposes, but have abandoned
most practices.

Communist/
Socialist

Usually Marxist or Maoist in economic philosophy; would still identify
as Muslim for the sake of expediency.

Learn all you can about what their faith means to them and the religious forms they are most
comfortable with. Be alert for those forms and expressions which could be used as bridges for
communicating your faith to them. Be aware too of what might hinder them from gaining an
understanding of Christ.
C.

FELT NEEDS:
Thirdly, ask God to help you discover the real needs of your Muslim friend and how he
perceives them. Letting your friend know you are willing to take time to get to know him will
help establish trust between you and will encourage your friend to share his needs with you.
A need in this context is something about which a person feels anxiety to the extent to which he
or she is incapable of functioning in a full and healthy manner. Some of these needs are listed in
the chart on the following pages with some helpful ways to share Christ as being able to meet
those needs.

D.

DEGREE OF OPENNESS TO CHANGE:
It is also important to note the degree of your friend’s openness to change. Most Muslims in
the West are in a state of flux; they are reacting with much that is new to them. Many are
asking fundamental questions about themselves and their world. It is a time of evaluating,
challenging, accepting, rejecting, replacing values, beliefs and practices. Some will want to
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adjust to a new life-style while others will staunchly retain and strictly observe former customs
and expressions. Others will find some combination of the two with which they are somewhat
comfortable.
As you interact with your friends, you will need to take a lot of time to listen to them to discover
the questions they are asking and the needs which are currently critical for them. Try to be
sensitive to those areas where their needs are not being met. It will be imperative to share
Christ at those points of need - socially and spiritually making the Kingdom of God a viable reality for them.

On the following pages are samples of some Muslim beliefs and
what felt needs they attempt to meet. You may discover other
ways of analyzing the needs of your friend or friends. Use the Bible
as a case book for ideas and look for other Scripture passages that
you could use for sharing your faith.
(See Form B in the On From Here…section for a suggested format
for compiling a profile of your Muslim friend.)
Medieval Muslims regarded the Great Mosque built by the
Umayyads in Damascus as one of the wonders of the world.
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PROFILE OF YOUR MUSLIM FRIEND
A.

B.

C.

D.

Cultural Background:
* There are as many kinds of Muslims as there are Christians.
* Each group defines itself by a unique set of factors.
* Individuals usually live, move, think and interact in community patterns.
RELIGIOUS CONVICTIONS:
* Not all Muslims believe and practice their faith in the same way.
* Learn all you can about what their faith means to them and the religious
forms they are most comfortable with.
FELT NEEDS:
* Ask God to help you discover the real needs of your Muslim friend and
how he perceives them.
DEGREE OF OPENNESS TO CHANGE:
* Some will want to adjust to a new lifestyle while others will staunchly retain
and strictly observe former customs & expressions.
McCurry

THEOLOGICAL ISSUES
Deity of Christ
Trinity
Incarnation
Authenticity of Present Scriptures
Prophethood of Muhammad
Inspiration of Quran
Doctrine of Works - vs. - Grace
Natural Religion - vs. - Spiritual Kingdom
McCurry
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THE USE OF FORM AND STRUCTURE
Christian workers have discovered that many Muslims are not resistant to the gospel as much as they
are to the western communicator or western forms of Christian Worship. When they are given
opportunities to worship in their mother tongue and culturally congenial forms, they do so. Since some
of you will want to experiment in this area, a great deal of care should be taken as to what forms are
used.
Listed below are three categories of forms:
*

There are Islamic forms of practices that are totally unacceptable and unredeemable in
Christian worship. Some examples are listed below along with those in the other
categories.

*

There are Islamic forms and practices that lend themselves to Christian worship. One
should take great care, if they are used, to make sure they are fully filled with Christian
content.

*

Finally, there are those multitudes of cultural forms which are relatively neutral. They have
to do with lifestyle and could be retained. (Some would maintain nothing is “neutral”.
This may be true, but no culture will be totally redeemed this side of the return of Christ).
EXAMPLES
Unacceptable Forms

Facilitating Forms

Neutral Forms

Kissing the Black
Stone of the Kaaba

Prayer postures

Dress styles

Reciting that part
of the Credo which
confesses Muhammad
as the prophet of God

Mosques as places
of prayer

Shaving habits;
Beards

Pilgrimage to Mecca
Unqualified endorsement
of the Quran

Taking off shoes in
The place of worship
Muslim Hymns adapted in praise
of Christ

Exercise (walking
habits)
Visiting of friends in the
evenings.

Use of quranic verses
as magic to ward off evil

Reverence for the
Word of God

Design of houses

Eating habits
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Consulting Muslim
holy men for magic
potions for problems

Memorization of
Scriptures

Toilet habits

Polygamy

Early morning, noon
and evening prayers
Caring for the poor

Educational systems

Practice of fasting

Style of gardens

Certain Muslim
festivals if properly
adapted

Art forms - rugs,
calligraphy, architecture,
mosaics, pottery, music,
and so forth.

Jihad or Holy War
in the cause of Islam
Sensuous concept of
paradise

Washing before prayers

The above listings are only some of the Islamic material that could be so handled. You may want to add
to these columns as your knowledge of Islam grows.
One of the purposes of this section is to show you that we do not have to reject everything Islamic or
Muslim. There is much that can serve as bridges to introducing biblical material. There is much that is
praiseworthy and there is much that can be left alone.
Understanding the principles involved in this material can help you develop more effective approaches to
your Muslim friends. Note carefully how valuable this becomes in the following case studies.
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FORMS OF INCORPORATION
Whether you are brand new to outreach among Muslims or whether you have been involved for some
time, it is important to consider and keep in mind the many different forms of Christian fellowship into
which new believers can be incorporated into the Body of Christ.
The form of incorporation you are working towards both largely determines your method and style of
ministry as well as is determined by the kind of Muslims you are seeking to reach for Christ. Having a
good understanding of the Muslims you are working with is critical at this point.
Whatever end result you are working towards, if the Lord blesses your steps of faith with fruit, it is very
important to remain flexible on the matter of incorporation, fully allowing the new believer(s) to
ultimately choose, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, which they find most comfortable.
Following are some options for incorporation.
SPECTRUM OF TYPE
OF MUSLIM CONVERT

FORMS OF INCORPORATION

Westernizing or
Westernized
Muslim Convert

1. Total integration into the parent body. This implies that
the new believer from Islam is going to give up all or most
of his or her culture, language and ethnic identity to totally
accept yours.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

2. Dual identification. In this case, the new believer attends
two types of meetings. One is with the parent group in its
normal style to which the believer acquiesces or joins.
The other one is with others of his own ethnic
background as a kind of supplementary activity, such as
a Bible study fellowship.
3. An ethnic approach using the facilities of the host church
of another ethnic background. Here, the parent church
treats the situation as a missionary opportunity in which
the other group is encouraged to use the local facilities at
alternate times and usually with its own leadership.
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.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
Unassimilable
Muslim Convert

4. A totally separate ethnic approach. This approach will
have to be tailored to the language and cultural style of
the Muslims you have won or are trying to win. This can
start as a small group and grow into one large,
completely autonomous church with a central leadership
and organization.

New believers who are incorporated into this form of
fellowship are more apt to retain contact with their
cultural group and are able, therefore, to more easily lead
others of their own people to Christ. If they have learned
about Christ and worship Him in another language and
cultural form other than their own, they are far less
inclined or able to reach others of their own background.
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IN THE STEPS OF THE MASTER
Christ Left Us a Clear Model to Follow
I.

Knowing the Nature of Man.
A.

B.

C.

D.

II.

Christ knew the nature of man. John 2:25
1. Man, by a willful act of disobedience, severed a personal relationship between himself
and God.
2. This disobedience made each persona become a slave to self-seeking.
3. The person who has never trusted Christ is imprisoned by his own ego.
Man is created in the image of God.
1. This means that man has rational capacities, problem-solving ability, and the capacity
to respond to the Word of God.
2. Memory makes this possible.
a. Beliefs and attitudes become formed.
b. These beliefs and attitudes are stored throughout life.
3. At the heart of this is a filtering mechanism that helps us to behave in a manner
consistent with basic needs and to avoid those outside influences and behavior
patterns that are non-adaptive.
The ego lies at the heart of the filter.
1. Therefore, fallen man remains a self-seeker in both thoughts and deeds.
2. When pushed to ultimate extremes, all forms of depravity result.
Change comes not by self-effort, but by a total rebirth and reprogramming from within. II
Cor. 5:17.

Respecting Audience Sovereignty
A.
B.

C.
D.

E.

F.

Christ taught that some would accept Him and that others would not.
The religious felt they had all the answers.
1. They had scriptural proof texts for everything and did not recognize their own spiritual
need.
2. Their filters were completely closed.
Jesus' approach generally was to seek those who deeply felt a need for change in their life
and to offer them the means of satisfying that need in a way they could understand.
Jesus never resorted to trickery or gimmickry.
1. Any persuasive effort which restricts another's freedom to choose for or against Jesus
Christ is wrong.
One of the most frequent forms of outright Biblical distortion is to present Christ as the
answer to all of life's problems while ignoring its ethical demands to new believers.
1. Some of our rosy testimonies leave the mistaken impression that acceptance of Christ
removes the problems and leads to great successes and prosperity.
We have no liberty to conceal the cost of discipleship.
1. Jesus calls all who would follow Him to deny themselves, take up their cross, and
identify themselves with His new community.
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G.

III.

Communicating the Relevance of the Word of God
A.

B.
C.
D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

IV.

The results of evangelism include obedience to Christ, incorporation in His church and
responsible service in the world.

"The job of the church is not to make the Gospel relevant, but rather to communicate the
relevance of the Gospel."
Missionary strategist Don Richardson.
Our tendency is to distort the Word of God to make it acceptable to modern man.
Christ utilized Biblical truth to speak to the needs of the moment.
Jesus was not a one-way communicator, proclaiming a "take it or leave it" style.
1. He asked questions, listened, probed, reasoned, and dialogued.
2. He practiced empathy and truly could put Himself in another's shoes.
Jesus began at the point of self need and moved from there with insight to bring spiritual
light on the real root problem.
1. Felt needs were not ignored as being trivial or unimportant.
Another part of Jesus' method was to take the person from the known and familiar to the
unknown through use of metaphor and parables — symbols with which all were familiar,
or illustrations from real life.
1. He built trust by using the vernacular and speaking to the needs of the audience.
Jesus broke all molds and stereotypes.
1. God coming to earth in the person of a man and identifying with man in every sense
shattered the predictability others had come to expect from religious teachers of the
time.
2. The greater the predictability of the message, the smaller its impact. All this means is
that once the message becomes familiar, it ceases to have as much influence.
A Christian will break the predictability barrier when he or she can truly exemplify the live
miracle of day to day living with the power of Jesus Christ.

Avoiding Canned Strategies
A.

B.

C.

A careful analysis of the Gospels reveals that Jesus continuously varied His message.
1. Truth was not distorted in the process.
2. The message was adapted to all circumstances.
Successful evangelism is not just the product of using right methods.
1. Evangelism must not be degraded into being merely or even mainly a technique to be
learned or a formula to be recited.
2. There is no substitute for the hard work of audience analysis, the sifting out of self
needs, and the use of the Gospel as a "two-edged sword" in the manner for which it is
intended.
Jesus proved that there is no place for simplistic, program-oriented approaches.
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PREPARE FOR COMMUNICATION
I Tim. 6:18; Heb. 13: 15-16
Effective communication of the Gospel requires adequate preparation. Communication is not a separate
and isolated entity, but is dependent upon certain factors. There are four areas in particular to which the
Christian messenger needs to give attention.
I.

Study The Religion Or Religions Of Your Field.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

II.

One should know the doctrine of the specific religion.
Read a good biography of the founder of that religion. (For in the various experiences of the
person you may find a clue to the development of his basic concepts.)
Read also the scriptures of the religion.
Try to read a commentary on the religion, written by a follower of that religion. (He speaks
from the inside, from personal conviction.)
Also try to discern the "spirit" of the religion and the goal it seeks. Is there any underlying
spirit of fatalism, fear or humanism?
Discover the common ground, the points of contact, differences, and contrasts, between the
religion in question and the Christian faith.

Seek To Master The Language Of The People.
For those who are engaged in cross-cultural communication, command of the language has top
priority. Mastery of the language can spell the difference between effectiveness and
ineffectiveness in the life and work of the missionary. Language is one of his major tools.
A. Command of the language is necessary in order to understand people.
1. Language is the key to their mind. It reveals the way they think, reason, and feel.
2. Language is also necessary to get close to people; it is the key to their heart.
3. One of the best ways to feel at home with people and to love them is to know their
mother tongue.
B. Language is essential to effectively communicate the Gospel. It is the key to the soul of a
people.

III.

Seek To Identify With The People. Phil. 2:68.
Identification is absolutely essential for effective communication.
A. Jesus identified completely with our humanity.
1. He identified with our poverty.
2. He identified with our toil.
3. He identified with our physical needs.
4. He identified with our temptations.
5. He identified with our trials.
6. Jesus identified Himself with the suffering and sin of humanity.
B. Jesus also identified Himself with the culture of His own people.
C. Paul was a very effective communicator of the Gospel because he also identified himself so
closely with the people whom he served. I Cor. 9:19-11.
D. In the same way, the effective communicator of the Gospel must identify himself with the
people to whom he ministers.
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1.

E.

F.

G.

H.

IV.

He must become one of them, so that he might be aware of their ideas, understand their
viewpoints, and be genuinely sympathetic with their struggles for self-expression, even
though he may not condone its forms.
2. He must identify himself with the people's trials and sufferings, with their longings and
needs.
3. He should adapt to the culture of the people — not necessarily in all externals but
certainly in spirit and mind.
4. The receptor must be convinced that the messenger understands his background and
respects him as a person.
In striving to identify ourselves with people , our aim is to achieve a feeling of togetherness or
oneness.
1. This is not simply a meeting of ideas but a meeting of persons.
2. It is more than contact; it is communion.
3. It is a feeling of at-homeness, so that we feel we belong to the country and the people.
4. We must not be outsiders or spectators; instead, we must be insiders or participants, so
that mutual insight and sharing of mental states become possible.
Identification is more than mere sympathy. There must be empathy, where we put
ourselves in the place of the other person and try to discover his thoughts and feelings.
Empathy is the capacity to enter understandingly and sympathetically into the lives of people,
so that they cease to be mere audiences or classes to be helped, and we be gin to value them
as people.
Effective communication involves the proper relationship between messenger and hearer.
Unless the listener accepts the message as a person, it is unlikely he will accept his
message.
Identification does not come all at once. It must be developed and cultivated. It begins with
attitudes and the will to pay the price.

Try To Be A Good Listener.
Too often as fundamentalists we take the role of simply a lecturer and not a listener.
A. If we are not listeners, our message will probably be irrelevant.
1. Our message may be true but if it does not meet needs, it will not reach its receptor.
B. We must first win the right to speak.
1. Do we have any right to expect others to listen to us when we are not willing to listen to
them?
C. How can we as communicators of the Gospel fit the Gospel to the specific needs of the
listeners, unless we first listen to their beliefs, their aspirations, and their hurts?
D. Not only is it necessary for the messenger to listen before he preaches, but also after he
preaches, in order to make sure that his listeners have correctly understood the message.

Conclusion: By studying the religion of the area, the language, identifying with the people in their situation,
and by practicing the art of listening, the Christian messenger can more adequately prepare himself as an
effective communicator of the truth.
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THE GOSPEL COMMUNICATED
The Good News must be proclaimed! We then must ask ourselves, first, "What more can be learned
about effective communication of the Gospel?" Secondly, "What shall we do to effectively communicate
the Gospel in the target area?"
I.

The Contextualization Of The Gospel Message.
Contextualization — "the translation of the unchanging content of the Gospel of the Kingdom
into verbal forms meaningful to the peoples in their separate cultures and within their particular
existential situations." In other words, contextualization has to do with making the Gospel
meaningful; making the Gospel relevant; discovering the implications of the Gospel in a given
situation.
A. Four Basic Kinds of Communication.
1. Entertaining Communication.
2. Instructive Communication.
3. Persuasive Communication.
4. Expressive Communication.
a. Primarily designed to meet the psychological needs of the source rather than to
accomplish something for the respondents.
b. A considerable proportion of Christian preaching is "expressive", designed and
carried out to fulfill the need of the preacher to erase his guilt, feel his worth,
fulfill his duty, or increase his prestige. Eugene Nida
c. If that be true, may God deal with our hearts. II Cor. 5:11.
B. The subject of elentics: Comes from the Greek word elengchein, originally meaning "to
bring to a sense of shame," but later came to mean "to bring to a sense of guilt." John 16:8
convict (elengxei).
1. Holy Spirit convicts men of sin, righteousness, and judgment. It is as if our Lord is
saying to the preacher, "Preach along those lines because the Holy Spirit will deal
with men in those three areas."
2. Sin, righteousness, and judgment are defined
a. The "sin” our Lord is talking about is the sin of not believing on the Lord Jesus
Christ (v. 9).
b. "Righteousness" is the sufficient righteousness which the Lord demonstrated —
the righteousness with which the father was well pleased and which Christ alone
can give to man (v. 10).
c. "Judgment" is that of Satan, the head of the world system under whose authority
every human being is born and from whom Christ saves (v. 11).
C. Apparently the message was adapted to various audiences in the New Testament, the
purpose was not to make message palatable but understandable.
1. Each of the four Gospels differ in their emphasis.
a. Matthew wrote to Jews.
b. Mark wrote to Romans.
c. Luke wrote to Greeks.
d. John wrote to all believers.
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2. Christ approached Nicodemus and the Samaritan woman very differently in John 3
and 4.
3. Paul preached the Gospel to various Gentile audiences.
a. In the case of the monotheists in the synagogues of Damascus (Acts 9:20-22),
Pisidian Antioch (Acts 13:16, 17), and Thessalonica (Acts 17:2, 3), Paul
assumed a knowledge of God and special revelation and proceeded from these.
b. In the case of the polytheists at Lystra (Acts 14:15-17), Paul emphasized the
fact that the healing of the lame man did not mean that he and Barnabas were
gods. Rather, they were just as human as the Lystrans themselves.
c. In the case of the pantheistically inclined Athenian philosophers (Acts 17:22-33),
Paul began his message with references to the "unknown God," a Greek poet,
and nature and man as the creation of God.
Notice how all three groups of Gospel messengers built upon the previous
understanding of their various audiences. First of all, remember that the Gospel
was not changed, Gal. 1:6-9. Second, though they used common concepts
(word - John 1:1-4; fullness - Eph. 3:14), they invested them with distinct
Christian meanings. Third, cultural misunderstandings were countered and
connected. Acts 14:15-17; 17:31, 32; Rom. 3:28-30.
II.

The Varied Methods Of Gospel Communication.
In the New Testament the Gospel message is given in a variety of approaches.
A. Privately to individuals (John 3:4, Acts 8:27-39) and to family or household groups (Acts
10:16, 20:20), publicly to gathered groups (Acts 13:14-41, 19:8-9) and to crowds in
public places (Acts. 17:17, 22-23).
B. By means of preaching (Acts 2:14-40), teaching (Acts 10:34-43), and witnessing (Acts
26:1-23).
C. Sometimes in the form of a monologue (Acts 2:14-36) but often in the form of a dialogue
(Acts 17:16-17).
D. In a manner that sometimes entailed simple proclamation and exhortation (Acts 13:14-41)
but often was apologetical and polemical (disputational) (Acts 17:16-31, 19:8-9).

III.

Selecting the Appropriate Media for Gospel Communication.
The cults have made the most strategic and wisest use of the media in widespread propagation
of their doctrines. (Luke 16:8)

IV.

Measuring Audience Understanding and Response.
Three necessary questions: (1) Is the message actually getting through to the intended audience?
(2) Is the message we intend the same message that is actually being received? (3) Are the
methods and media serving their intended ends, and not becoming ends in themselves?
A. Some object to the measuring of results on the grounds that it is unscriptural.
1. The Apostles measured results.
2. The Apostles measured response numerically.
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a.

b.

c.

Day of Pentecost — 3,000 souls (Acts 2:41). Later 5,000 believed (Acts 4:4).
Afterwards, "churches were established and increased in number daily" (Acts
16:5).
The Apostles measured response qualitatively.
(1)
I Thess. 1:4-8. Paul measured the spiritual condition of the
Thessalonians. Afterwards, Paul sent Timothy to Thessalonica. When
Timothy returned, he reported that the Thessalonian believers had faith
and love, but they did not understand the second coming of the Lord. (I
Thess. 3:1-7, 4:13 - 5:10)
(2)
Epaphras apparently took the same kind of reading in respect to the
spiritual state of the Colossians, because Paul in response expressed a
desire that they "might be filled with the knowledge of His will" (Col.
1:7-10).
(3)
Again, it was news from the house of Chloe about the spiritual state of
the Corinthian church that prompted Paul to write a corrective letter (I
Cor. 1:11).
We must use practical research and be honest with ourselves and others of the
results.

Quality of Christian communication is far more than employing the best talent and the most up-to-date
technology. It also has reference to the content of the message, the method of its presentation, and the
kind of media chosen to convey it.
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THE FIVE P's OF EVANGELIZATION
I.

PRESENCE
Learn the culture.
Build Relationships.
Identify.
Serve.

II.

PROCLAMATION
Build a bi-cultural bridge.
Communicate the Gospel to the entire group.
Contextualize the Message.
Listen to and understand world view, beliefs, and needs.
See that they have the Scriptures in their languages.

III.

PERSUASION
Lead family groups (or individuals) to the point of decision for Christ.
Make disciples within the culture.

IV.

PLANTING
Plant the first church.
Produce a cluster of churches.
Train leadership.

V.

PROPAGATION
See churches multiply.
See an evangelizing force reach the entire people group.
See an evangelizing force reach beyond its own people group.
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TEN CHARACTERISTICS OF SECULAR PEOPLE
Secularization has drastically changed people in such a manner that they may appear as foreigners to
Christians who hold to typical fundamental Bible convictions and principles. A modern scenario might look
something like this:
We shall name a hypothetical character Phil. He lives in a western city of almost two
million people. Phil is tall and likes animals and the outdoors. Phil appreciates exquisite
furniture and he manages a furniture store.
Phil lives in a climate-controlled condominium with cordless phone, answering machine,
microwave oven, home gym, personal computer with laser printer, and remote cable TV and
VCR. He lives alone, being divorced. He plans to marry again, a resolve recently clarified
with the discovery that his finance is pregnant.
Even though he is highly literate and is a college graduate, his mind is more occupied with
"things" and "pleasure" rather than meaningful ideas. Phil's mind has been anesthetized by
the "junk food of the mind" served up by an endless diet of men's magazines, novels, game
and talk shows, situation comedies, soap operas, shallow movies, and synthetic friends. Phil
knows nothing about Christianity, apart from negative impressions by TV evangelists. He
cannot name the four Gospels and thinks the Golden Rule is a Bible quote. He does not fear
death. He lives with the illusion that a premature death "couldn't happen" to him;
consequently, his golfing buddy who sells Prudential life insurance has not yet been able to
sell him "a piece of the rock." Phil does not often think of religion and when he does it is
with suspicion. Phil has no conscious Christian background, memory, or vocabulary, though
he is superstitious and will attribute an "off day" in golf to "bad luck."
If you commended the Gospel to Phil, you would not find him an atheist, saying, "I don't believe in your
God," nor an agnostic, saying, "I don't know if I believe in your God;" because Phil is an Ignostic, saying, "I
don't know what you are talking about."
The western world has been substantially lost. Phil is fairly typical of those of his age today. The
percentage of people even attending church on an average Sunday has declined to less than 6 percent in
Germany and Italy, to between 1 and 3 percent in the Scandinavian countries, to 12 percent in Great
Britain. In Canada, the percentage of people attending church on an average Sunday is less than half
what it was 40 years ago. The percentage of church attendance may be somewhat higher in the United
States but much American church attendance is "Christo-pagan;" that is American civil religion in
Christian clothing. Some churches concoct a hash from ingredients like patriotism, moralism, cultural
values, with some "wisdom" from "celebrities" mixed with selected Bible verses and then they serve the
hash as "Christianity." That hash panders to people's tastes and inflates "church attendance" statistics,
though the hash is far from real Christianity and leaves people's souls malnourished.
The missionary task is complicated even more by the fact that people have been exposed to some
distorted or diluted expression of Christianity that inoculates people against the real thing.
The western world is now the toughest mission field on the earth. There is now more resistance to the
Christian faith in the heart of old Christendom than anywhere else — England, Europe, Scandinavia,
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. Only in the United States is the church more than a minority
movement."
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Alan Walker — has worked and visited 74 countries.

THREE DIFFERENT FORMS OF SECULARITY
"Utter Secularity." The form characteristic of the European continent. This form, typified by Voltaire
and Marx, featured an open clash of doctrines that involved a constant, formal and unrelenting attack on
God and churches and a studied striving to replace them. In such a hostile secular environment, many
people "lost their faith."
"Mere Secularity." This second form is characteristic of Great Britain. In this form, God and the
churches are not attacked; they are ignored by people preoccupied with this world and their daily
routines. Mere Secularity retains the shell of Christendom — a religious coronation of the Queen, a
state church, bishops in the House of Lords, etc., but without meaning, power, or commitment. For
most of the English, Christianity is equated with "moral goodness," and most English people regard
themselves as "Christians" — in the sense that they are civilized and not barbarians. Most people lose
their faith gradually and less consciously.
"Controlled Secularity." This third form might be characteristic of the United States. The dominant
religion in the United States is a folk religion which defies traditional American values. This civil religion
retains and uses the symbols and terminology of traditional Christianity, but with the meanings changed.
It might be said that cultural idolatry has taken the place of Biblical faith. People live their lives, both
personal and public, but they are not influenced or shaped by Christianity, even though they use all the
terms and go through some of the motions.
I.

Secular People Are Essentially Ignorant Of Basic Christianity
A.

B.

C.

II.

Most "educated" people are uninformed of basic Christianity and are Biblically illiterate.
So today there is almost a complete ignorance of what the Christian Gospel really is. You
see, Christian knowledge and awareness are now the echo of an echo of an echo — too
faint to be heard. This means, for example, a feeling of awkwardness, even
embarrassment, at entering a sacred building. There is ignorance in the ways of Christian
worship. Therefore, such people no longer desire to enter churches. It means an almost
complete ignorance of Christian stories, Biblical references, the traditional language of the
pulpit.
Alan Walker, The Whole Gospel for the Whole World
Neither are secular people in a position to appropriate the Gospel when they are exposed
to it. Secular people live in a consumer-oriented society and approach religion as
consumers. They only "buy" if it promises to meet their needs and wants.
The fact that God has prior right, as He is the Creator of life, to be their Lord is not in their
consciousness. They have been programmed to be selfish and egotistic.

Secular People Are Seeking Life Before Death
A.

"Death Orientation" characterized western populations until fairly recent times. Secular
people today are "life-oriented."
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B.

C.

III.

Secular People Are Conscious Of Doubt More Than Guilt
A.

B.

C.

D.
IV.

In the past before medicine's modern advances, western humanity history was dominated
by famines, epidemics, and plagues. Until recent times, sickness often brought death;
corpses and funerals were commonplace; many people were obsessed with death; and
strived for life after death. Today, most sicknesses are not crises but inconveniences,
human life expectancy has more than doubled, and some people even deny their mortality.
Other secular people are aware of their mortality, but they fear extinction more than they
fear hell or seek heaven. They wonder about "when I am not."

Doubt is now the number one factor in the secular audience. Until recent times, guilt was
the prominent feature of a non-Christian audience; people were conscious of personal
guilt, for which they felt responsible and sought forgiveness.
Today, many people still acknowledge that "guilt" is behind society's problems but
someone else's guilt — the "system," the establishment, their parents generation, the
younger generation, the Communists, or the Arabs. People who feel guilty are more apt to
go to a therapist for freedom from the feeling than to church or a minister to help find
freedom from guilt.
Now we speak to hearers who are in various stages of doubt. For the communicator, this
means that:
". . . before we can make any impression upon those to whom we seek to preach today,
we have to recognize that they are already in a resistant frame of mind. They have been
encouraged to think very largely in terms of doubt, and the more authoritatively we claim
to speak, the more likely we are to produce an ambivalent, if not a contrary, effect to that
which we desire. This is the outstanding characteristic of the hearer.
Donald Soper, The Advocacy of the Gospel
Thus doubt has taken the place of guilt in the constitution of the preachers crowd.

Secular People Have A Negative Image Of The Church
A.

B.

Secular people have doubts about Christianity's truth claims, they also have a negative
image of the Church. Specifically, they doubt the intelligence, relevance, and credibility of
the Church and its advocates.
The secular charge that Christianity is "irrelevant" is not only rooted in history and the
enlightenment world view of western culture, but also in personal experience. Many
secular people once experienced an apparently irrelevant church and generalized that all
churches were that way from their experience.
Many of these people drifted out of church because it didn't seem to make any
difference. They drifted out as teenagers, as a part of their adolescent rebellion.
Some of them grew up in irrelevant churches, or under irrelevant preaching. Most of
them are not angry; they are indifferent to the church. A yawning indifference is the
big challenge that secularity presents to the church. They do not think of church as
plugged into the life where they are.
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And most people don't differentiate between their feelings about church and about
God. They figure the church represents God, so God must be sort of like the church.
So, if the church is judgmental about their divorce, God must be.

C.

D.

E.

F.

V.

Secular People Have Multiple Alienations
A.

B.

C.

VI.

Ken Chafin, The Reluctant Witness
Because secular people assume that the Christian faith applies only to the private world of
the soul and the family, they no longer perceive that "the hopes and fears of all the years"
are met in Jesus Christ. The more extreme secularists may even view Christian belief as
"madness" or "insanity."
Some of the accusations against churches may be justified. Many secular people feel their
needs were not met by any church. Therefore, they came to the conclusion that
Christianity is irrelevant and out of touch with the world. The Word of God does have
answers and can be used to meet the needs of all peoples. But when we insulate
ourselves and live in a private world of our very own which has nothing to do with the real
world outside, we demonstrate to the world that what we have cannot sustain us in the
"nasty now and now." When this happens we truly become an example of irrelevance
bearing no genuine relationship to the world of actual experience.
A credible gap does exist between churches and the world. People, rightly, question the
credibility of politicians making campaign promises and athletes advertising soft drinks.
They question the credibility of churches and their advocates. The question is do we
quench our thirst with the Bible? Does believing it make any difference in our lives? Are
preachers just paid propagandists for an institutional church?
The "credibility of the witnesser" is the crucial variable in communicating Christ to secular
people today.

Modernization and secularization have brought about a deep and pervasive alienation. In
the past, people were secure and felt included, and their need "to belong" was essentially
met through their work, extended family, village life, and their church.
Today, people are alienated from their neighbors through the anonymity of apartments and
impersonalization of economic transactions. Many people are alienated from the
economic system by the breakdown of job security and the "old rat race." Others are
alienated from their vocations, as evidenced by their expressed lack of meaning in their
work and their obsession with leisure pursuits.
Alienated people are characteristically lonely. Some people are dying of loneliness. Many
have no one to turn to in an hour of need. "If you haven't got somebody, you're in bad
shape." Bruce Larson.

Secular People Are Untrusting
A.
B.

Human beings are made up in such a manner as to need someone that can be trusted.
Needed are affectionate strokes, love, and affirmation from the moment of birth.
This need is compounded by many experiences in our alienated society, in which people
are "burned," manipulated, and exploited so many times that their guard is up.
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C.

VII.

Parents have disappointed their children so many times that their spirit has been injured.
Other figures come into their lives as they grow older, and these also fail them. They see
divorce in their parents, teachers that fail to teach, politicians that are nothing but promisebreakers, friends that are fickle, and Christians that are Christians "in name only." Who
can be trusted?

Secular People Have Low Self - Esteem
A.
B.

C.
D.

E.

Vast numbers of people in a secular society do not believe in themselves, cannot affirm
their identity, do not positively value themselves, and feel no sense of self-worth.
"Our natural inability to trust God's love or to trust Christ's offer of salvation and
forgiveness stems from our deep lack of self-worth. We simply do not value ourselves
enough to believe that we can be truly loved unconditionally and non-judgmentally. So we
resist at a profoundly deep level the divine invitation to salvation 'by grace.' Our innate
sense of shame and unworthiness compel us to believe that we have to 'earn love' and 'do
something.'"
Robert Schuller, Self - Esteem: The New Reformaties
Some psychologists believe that a person's emotional fulfillment cannot be realized apart
from a certain level of positive self-esteem.
Many times, people without a practicing faith, will resort to materialism to compensate for
the spiritual and emotional vacuum in their lives. However, success, regardless what it
may be, does not truly meet the need.
Appropriate positive self-esteem can be realized only in a relationship with God and a
relationship with the people of God.

VIII. Secular People Experience Forces In History As "Out Of Control"
A.
B.

IX.

Secular people face the future with great anxiety, because they perceive history as "out of
control."
They see modern history as an endless series of large scale surprises and fiascoes or
shocks and threats. From the Vietnam war to the cold war, from the sudden dismantling
of the Soviet Union to the sudden Persian Gulf crisis, from volatile stock markets and oil
prices to threats of recessions, unemployment, run-away inflation, urban violence, the
onslaught of drugs, and the AIDS epidemic — all tend to give the impression that "no one
is in charge."

Secular People Experience Forces In Personality As "Out Of Control"
A.
B.
C.

Many people experience forces in their own personalities and families they cannot control.
There are widespread self-destructive addictions that afflict children of modern secular
parents.
Problems are bigger than the people who have them. There seems to be "inner forces"
that people cannot control that destroy them over time. Somehow people seem to be
powerless to free themselves.
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D.

Many millions of people are addicted to some "substance" — from alcohol to nicotine to
food to many drugs. Additional millions have addictions to work, making money, sex,
gambling, dependent relationships, or some other "process."
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X.

Secular People Cannot Find "The Door"
A.

B.

C.

. . . crave to know where the door is.
And all that so many ever find
Is only a wall where a door ought to be.
They creep along the wall like blind men,
With outstretched, groping hands.
Feeling for a door, know there must be a door,
Yet they never find it . . .
Men die outside that door, as starving beggars die
On cold nights in cruel cities in the dead of winter —
Die for want of what is within their grasp.
They live on the other side of it —
Live because they have not found it."
Helen Shoemaker, I Stand By The Door: The Life of Sam Shoemaker
Every person born in this world is lost, unless they find Christ, the Door. John 10:7. They
cannot by themselves find that most important Door in the world. Someone has to guide
them and introduce them to the Door.
The philosopher Unamuno contended that "those who deny God deny Him because of
their despair at not finding Him."

These ten characteristics of secular people are broad generalizations about many, if not most,
secular people. Undoubtedly, some characteristics feed others; for instance, people with low
self-esteem are more addiction prone. It is not unusual to find secular people who represent
every feature of this profile.
Our desire, if you are working with secular people, is to help you develop an effective,
workable strategy that reach secular people, bear fruit, and produce indigenous New
Testament Churches.
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS FOR
COMMUNICATION TO SECULAR PEOPLE
Would be evangelists alienate people when they put them down, or talk down to them, or reveal,
perhaps in body language, that they don't respect them. We turn them off when we don't take the time
to find out where they are coming from, or when we act as though we have all the answers. Perhaps
most of all, we miss engaging people when we fail to perceive and appreciate the faith they already
have, and the hunger for faith they have.
Donald Morgan, How to Get It Together When Your World is Coming Apart.
I.

Effective Communicators Involve Themselves In "Active Listening."
A.
B.
C.

II.

Discover the other person's sufferings, hostility, and alienation.
It is important that they experience our acceptance, our interest in them, and our liking
them.
Many people "outside the Church” want and need to be heard.
1. Most all have some negative experiences; when they share that story and their
meaning and feelings are understood, they may be more ready to hear and to
consider change.
2. Readiness to hear or learn is the absolute precondition for change. Prior to any
readiness to hear the good news — is the necessity of the outsiders letting out those
feelings that prevent a hearing of that message. Listening — honest, perceptive, nonjudgmental, relational — which conveys truth and acceptance of the other, is the
requisite element in the communication process. People can't hear until they have
been heard.
J. Russell Hale, The Unchurched: Who They Are and Why They Stay Away.

Many Effective Communicators First Engage People On Neutral Turf —On Their Own
Turf In The Secular World And Not In The Church Building.
A.

B.

Examples
1. John Wesley preaching in fields.
2. Donald, a Methodist, preaching in open-air meetings, Labor Party meetings, and the
House of Lords.
3. Alan Walker, in Sydney, Australia, had Sunday evening services in a theater
downtown.
4. Samuel Shoemaker conducted "interviews" in homes, offices, and alleys.
5. Billy Graham conducts his crusades in stadiums.
Many secular people automatically go on the defensive and become less receptive in a
religious setting.
1. Many will under no circumstances enter the doors of a church building.
2. The Gospel "seed" was never intended to be confined to hot houses, receiving
sunlight only through stained-glass windows, and walled off from the outside world.
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C.

III.

An Effective Communicator Relates To Seekers As A Friendly Ally — Not An
Adversary Who Is Out To "Win" Them.
A.

B.
IV.

There are contradictory forces working within people.
1. Some forces drive them toward faith in Christ.
2. Other forces drive them away from faith in Christ.
A communicator will relate to the part that wants faith in Christ.

Effective Communicators Do Not Try To Do All the Communicating.
A.

B.
V.

The plant must break out of its stained-glass sanctuary and take its life into the open fields.
Its seeds must be scattered on the soil of every nation. It must be nurtured, encouraged,
turned loose in its wild, uncontrollable state. It must be freed to the force of the wind and
the driving of the rain, for the seed carries in its cells the knowledge of its own destiny. It
must take root and bear fruit in every conceivable environment on the face of the planet.
David Womack, The Pyramid Principle of Church Growth.

They believe that faith is "more caught than taught."
1. A person's meaningful "involvement" can do its own communicating.
2. Give the seeker time to observe a life that "walks the talk."
Time is given to seekers to thoroughly weigh all options and the costs.

Effective Communicators Speak Early To The Questions, Unmet Needs, and
Unfulfilled Motives That Drive Secular People's Lives.
A.
B.

C.

Secular people will continue their assumption that the Gospel is not "relevant" to their lives
until we apply the Word that is good news to their felt need.
Some of the following human needs may prove ready points of contact.
1. Need to be needed.
2. Loneliness.
3. Fear.
4. Lack of purpose.
5. Shame.
6. Powerlessness to overcome a habit.
7. Inability to meet life's demands.
8. Sense of frustration.
9. Desire for truth.
10. Desire for immortality.
11. Desire to help others but no power to do it.
12. Suffering.
13. Moral failure.
14. Weakness of will.
15. Frustration over evil in the world.
One of our most frequent mistakes in Evangelism is beginning where we are instead of
beginning where they are.
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VI.

1. We begin where they are — even their self-interest.
2. Time will work for the patient Christian witness.
D. When you are in contact with people and constantly expose them to the Gospel,
something will happen in their life to open up their hearing.
E. Clever little definitions of faith that do not involve life commitment are unbiblical.
Effective Communicators Are Aware That Comprehension of Gospel Takes Place
Usually (But Not Always) Over Time
A.

B.

C.

VII.

The effective communicator takes seriously the fact of a multifaceted Gospel — good
news of the love of God, the Grace of God, salvation, heaven, forgiveness of sins,
reconciliation, new birth, a relationship with Christ, sonship, justification, etc.
Every jewel in the Gospel treasure cannot be shared all at once.
1. "Unloading" all at one time results in "information overload" — which repels people,
or induces superficial acceptance.
A discerning communicator will present carefully and thoroughly one facet of the Gospel at
a time.
1. The facet most relevant to the seeker's self-need is usually the most effective to begin
with.

Effective Communicators "Personalize" The Message.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Response cannot begin until a person understands that the Gospel is "for me," or "for
people like me."
"To personalize religion is to emotionalize it." (William Warren Sweet)
By helping people to identify with the message, we can engage people in such a manner to
facilitate their response.
It is not necessary to extend conspicuous "emotional appeals," for which evangelism is
criticized by secular people.

VIII. Effective Communicators Do Not "Put the Pressure On" For People To Respond.
A.
B.
C.

Many secular people are already too pressured and driven to exercise judgment.
People do not want to be pressured, pushed, or rushed.
The question is — can the communicator trust the Holy Spirit to use the Word of God?
1. If we have truly done our part in presenting accurately the claims of Christ and the
Gospel, we do not have to fret about the theatrics being just right.
2. The Holy Spirit will use the Word of God — when it has been presented properly.
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A COMPREHENSIVE MODEL OF THE
COMMUNICATION PROCESS
Following is a step-by-step approach to the identification of the dimensions involved and their
application in effective communication.
I.

Source/Sender: The Communicator.
A.
B.
C.

D.
II.

The Receiver: The Audience.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

III.

Basic to effective communication is a good understanding of the audience.
Who is the person or group we are trying to reach?
What are their needs?
Which topics are of interest?
Are we dealing with young people or the older generation?
Are they Christian or non-Christian?
Are they educated or uneducated?

The Context Of The Audience.
A.

B.
IV.

We have a message to "proclaim to the nations."
Our primary concern is that all people everywhere may hear the Gospel of Jesus Christ in
ways that are relevant and understandable.
We must begin with ourselves.
1. We must learn all we can about ourselves.
a. Our purpose.
b. Our motive.
c. Our assumptions.
d. Our limitations.
We are people chosen by God to engage in "communication."

It is not only a question of who is in the audience, but also where they are when receiving
the Message.
1. Are they alone or in a group?
2. Is the receiver in a favorable environment or a hostile environment?
The context of the sender also influences the way he or she communicates.

Research: Getting Needed Information.
A.
B.
C.

Research can be both formal and informal.
Our primary concern is to gain significant information about our audience so that our
messages can be received in understandable terms.
No one has earned the right to be heard unless they have done their part in understanding
their audience and their needs.
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1. The person that fails to learn all he can about the receiver is saying and sending out
the message that he is only interested in people or persons as "commodities" not as
persons or people.
2. Many times irreparable harm has been done to the cause of Christ and the sender
never even knew it.
3. There are areas of the world (tribes, cities, states) closed to the Gospel completely
because of cultural offenses committed by senders.
V.

Selection Of Content.
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
VI.

Identifying The Channel.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

VII.

Philosophy of ministry must be decided upon.
Primary application or content of the message may vary according to the world view of the
audience.
The Word of God must be applied to needs.
1. It should be evident that if the proclamator has not been applying the Word of God to
his own needs, he does not have a message for someone else.
2. The Word of God then has to be very real — Good News to Needs.
Notice the statements Paul made to the Elders of Ephesus. Acts 20:20, 21, 26, 27, 31,
32.
Also noteworthy is his testimony to and among the Corinthians. II Cor. 4:1-7.

Which communication approach or medium would be best suited for communication with
the chosen audience?
How can the selected content be best communicated so that the needs of the receivers will
be met?
Does the situation call for mass medium or one-on-one approach.
Can it be done in a church building or would another setting be more conducive?
Each approach will be unique and diverse as well as give new or different dimensions and
possibilities.

Reception
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

We are concerned with exposure to the message.
We are concerned with captivating the attention of the audience.
We are concerned with the understanding and comprehension of the receiver.
We are concerned with the receivers retention of the message.
We are concerned with action on the part of the receiver.
Several variables are at work throughout the communication.
1. There are diverse factors that hinder proper reception.
2. The blocking of the communication can take various forms.
3. The communicator must try as much as possible to anticipate potential block factors
and prepare alternatives and solutions.
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VIII. Formulating The Message.
A.

B.

IX.

Monitoring And Evaluation.
A.

B.

X.

Christian communicators must have some kind of monitoring facilities.
1. It is not very wise to be presumptuous in taking for granted that our proclamation of
the message is understood.
2. For the sake of the receiver and his eternal destiny, we must be sure that our message
is getting through.
3. It is also good stewardship — being certain that time, energy, and money expended is
used to the utmost.
4. For the missionary representing Churches, it is a subject of honesty.
Careful evaluation and relevant monitoring of all phases of communication should be
practiced.
1. Who listened to my program?
2. Who read the tract?
3. Did they understand my sermon?
4. Are they taking action in some way?

Response And Research.
A.
B.
C.

XI.

The message or program format will depend on the media chosen.
1. In personal communication, it will be words and body language.
2. On radio, it will be limited to sound in a combination of speech, music, and sound
effects.
3. Film uses movements and visuals.
Formulating the message is the task of translating ideas and thoughts in programs that can
be communicated by a certain medium or approach in a format and style that will be of
interest to the chosen audience.

It is important that we have response mechanisms.
Our response systems must be appropriate to all the audience.
It is important to have effective research designs that will measure the actual results.

Noise.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Noise is a technical term that describes anything that hinders good communication.
Unfortunately, it affects all aspects of the communication process.
Noise in the sender may give cause to biased programs.
Noise in the receptor may change the meaning.
Noise in the channel may give poor reception.
Noise in the reception may distract the listener or viewer.
We must do all we can to reduce noise to an acceptable level so that the message can
come through as clearly as possible.
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By mastering the topic of communication theory, the Christian communicator can have a conceptual
framework in which can be developed good ministries. From such a basis, we can proceed towards
strategy and development of comprehensive plans for reaching people with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
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THE SEARCH FOR THE BEST WAY TO WIN JAPAN
By Gioia Michelotti
When Japanese Christians build cultural bridges to the larger society by attending Buddhist funerals or
inviting unsaved families to celebrate traditional Japanese festivals at their church, does that automatically
herald the entrance of syncretism into their doctrine?
On the other hand, do Western evangelistic methods like street preaching, tent meetings, door-to-door
visitation, and tract distribution really work in an Eastern country like Japan?
Exactly where on the evangelistic continuum do God’s blessings start to flow - closer to one of the two
extremes, near the “happy medium,” or somewhere in between?
Rollin Reasoner, a recently retired missionary to Japan with SEND International, believes that part of
the answer depends on timing. When Reasoner first went to Japan 41 years ago, he used mostly
Western evangelistic methods. Given his initial struggle to master the language and the culture, Reasoner
was often astounded to see so many Japanese converted to Christ through his faltering early attempts.
But post-war disillusionment had temporarily loosened the grip of traditional beliefs, leaving the
Japanese people open to Christ's message of hope, no matter how clumsily it was presented.
Reasoner insisted that “it would be next to impossible to do that kind of street preaching now. First,
police permission. Second, where is there a place where you wouldn’t all get killed by the traffic?”
Finding places and participants for tent meetings also became increasingly difficult. “Empty lots were
filling up with homes and other buildings as the economy began to take off,” Reasoner said. “And then
came TV. For the first time, we had serious competition for the attention of people in the evening.”
TIME TO ADAPT
Reasoner urges Japanese Christians to adapt their evangelistic methods to changing social trends:
“Keep trying a little bit of everything and look for the pattern the Holy Spirit is using.”
Today, most of the evangelism done by the Japanese church Reasoner once pastored springs from the
natural contacts of members with neighbors. Since Japanese society has become infatuated with
television, videotape outreach is especially popular in that congregation.
Jonathan Junker, a TEAM missionary pastoring Azumino Family Chapel near Tokyo, spent much of his
last furlough studying the evangelistic methods of Willow Creek Community Church in the Chicago
suburbs.
“It’s just a hunch,” said Junker, “but I think the Willow Creek concept could easily be transferred to
Japan. Especially among Japanese young people there is an acceptance of anything Western. Also,
since many existing Japanese churches tend to be so authoritarian and formal, the more interactive,
informal style would create on attractive environment for most Japanese.”
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But many missiologists today seriously question the tendency of evangelists and church planters to
transplant their own Western customs and denominational forms to the mission field. They insist that
missionaries should first identify with a new culture, contextualize the gospel for each new audience, and
then allow indigenous forms and methods to develop within the new church as directed by the Holy
Spirit.
Sherwood Lingenfelter, provost and senior vice president of Biola University, asked many disturbing
questions about traditional missionary methods in his 1990 plenary session address to the Japan
Evangelical Association. His views were subsequently published in Japan Harvest.
“Are missionaries planting biblically founded indigenous churches,” asked Lingenfelter, “or are they
transferring their culture of Christianity to every nation and culture of the world?”
“Is it possible to have the gospel be truly a transforming presence,” he continued, “or are we always to
be limited to reproducing our own cultural reflection of Christianity wherever we carry the message?”
Even non-Christians are asking these questions and offering their own solutions. Shinji Kanai, a
professor of modern religion at the University of Tokyo, recently wrote an article for the Japan Times
entitled “Christians Must Japanize.”
In answer to the question “Why do Christians in Japan still comprise only 1 percent of the population?”
Kanai replied, “Christianity has failed to spread in Japan because it has been far too closed. The church
is frighteningly cut off from Japanese society.”
Because of this isolation from Japanese culture, Kanai observed that most Japanese churches produce
Christians who end up “floating about on the surface of Japanese society.
They are Japanese, but at the same time they are not Japanese. To rectify this imbalance, Kanai urged
Christians to “build a Christianity for the Japanese.”
Agreeing with Kanai on this important point, Takeshi Shiraishi, a Japanese pastor with TEAM’s Domei
Group, believes that Christians must first build cultural bridges into the larger society.
During bridge-building, which Shiraishi calls the first stage of evangelism, the concept of common grace
must be appreciated and nurtured. In this stage Christians prove that they are Christians by their love.
After warm relationships have been formed, the second stage of seed-planting can occur naturally,
because the soil of the heart has been adequately prepared. Finally, after much watering and tending by
caring Christians, soul-harvesting will come at the time ordained by the Holy Spirit.
“The direct, confrontational approach used by most Western missionaries is not the best way to win the
Japanese heart,” said Shiraishi. “Eastern culture esteems the indirect, relational approach.”
Henry Ayabe, also a retired missionary to Japan with SEND International, reiterates the importance of
relationship-building for Japanese evangelism. He points out that there are many expressions in
Japanese to describe different relationships.
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Every relationship is nanika no goen desu, or “having some significance to life’s destiny.” Even casual
relationships should not be minimized, because out of these can be formed
en n o hashi, or “bridges of relationship.”
Ayabe believes that Christians who recognize the evangelistic potential inherent in the Japanese view of
relationships can, through love and patience, eventually “bridge” their unsaved friends to the greatest
relationship of all with Jesus Christ.
Shiraishi feels that, unfortunately, most evangelical churches in Japan have withdrawn from Japanese
society because of fear of contamination by pagan elements. This attitude has often produced irrational
paranoia and pharisaical attitudes in the loves of Japanese Christians, causing them to build walls of self
protection rather than bridges of rescue.
“I believe that Christ’s power and authority are superior to that of any pagan influence,” Said Shiraishi.
“When Christians know who they are in Christ, they don’t need to be afraid to identify with the culture
of the people they serve. Decisions about which parts of the culture to adopt and which parts to reject
must be made on a case-by-case basis.”
The prevailing religion of modern Japan is already a syncretistic bled of Buddhism, Shinto, ancestor
worship, and animism. As a example of the best way to introduce Christianity into this diverse milieu,
Professor Kanai referred to the establishment of Buddhism in Japan 800 years ago.
“At that time, unlike the Japanese Christians of today,” said Kanai, “the Buddhists immersed themselves
in Japanese society. For example, they taught that until the arrival of the prime religion of Buddhism,
Shinto existed in Japan from ancient times as a preparatory stage that included some truths, albeit
imperfect. In this way, Buddhism was able to wipe away its foreignness and firmly transplant itself
within the context of Japanese culture.
“The problem is that Christianity has not made any such effort toward grafting. As a result, therefore,
Christianity has failed to put down any roots in Japan.”
However, Shiraishi views Kanai’s analogy of grafting Christianity into the existing Japanese religions as
syncretism. “Instead of grafting Christianity into Japanese religion, I wish to encourage the incarnation
of Christians into Japanese society,” says Shiraishi. “We need to meet confused or hurting people
where they actually live, like Jesus did.”
“Many Western missionaries take a negative view of Japanese culture,” said Shiraishi. “But, following
Christ’s example, there are many creative ways for Christians to become incarnated in Japanese
culture.”
At Shiraishi’s church, which is also in Tokyo area, the congregation has recently experimented with
contextualizing some of the Japanese rites of passage by transfusing the ancient cultural forms with new
Christian meaning.
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When a child is born into a Japanese family, it is customary to perform a Shinto “child blessing,” called
miya-mairi (shrine-visiting). Contextualizing this tradition as a means of outreach, Shiraishi offers a
Christian alternative by inviting unsaved families to gather for their celebration at his church, where he,
the Christian pastor, publicly prays for Christ’s blessing upon the infant and family.
Then, the whole congregation ministers to the guest family, showing them love in practical ways. The
event itself becomes a bridge to meaningful relationships between Christians and non-Christians, often
leading to conversions in the guest family later.
Shiraishi’s church has also contextualized other rites of passage, such as the shici-go-san (seven-fivethree) festivals, where children reaching those ages are given long candies to symbolize long life. On
November 15 boys who are three and five years old, and girls who are three and seven years old, are
dressed in fine clothes and taken by their parents to nearby shrines to thank guardian deities for their
healthy growth.
Instead, Shiraishi’s congregation invites unsaved families to celebrate these special days at their church,
where they read the story of Jesus’ growth and thank God for the good health of all the children.
“Almost any traditional custom could become an evangelistic bridge,” said Shiraishi.
For instance, on March 3 Japanese girls celebrate the Doll Festival by displaying shelves of dolls in
traditional dress. This custom was originally designed to prepare girls for marriage. Shiraishi thinks that
the Doll Festival can be celebrated at church, with basic instruction being given to everyone concerning
biblical marriage.
Japanese boys celebrate their festival on May 5. On that day, colorful cloth carp with long streamers
are hoisted atop tall poles and placed outside houses. The carp symbolizes strength and courage
because of its ability to swim against the stream.
Shiraishi suggests that the carp could easily be given a Christian meaning. The fish symbol was first
adopted by the early Christians, who used it to secretly represent the name of Christ to one another
while hiding from their persecutors. Stories of Christian saints or martyrs might be told at this festival, to
demonstrate the biblical qualities of strength and courage.
In some cases, displays of samurai helmets have become a part of the boys’ festival. The story of
David and Goliath, or biblical teaching about the Christian’s spiritual armor, would make appropriate
presentations at such events.
William Hinchman, an American Baptist missionary to Japan, believes that people everywhere
experience an accelerated responsiveness to the gospel during ordinary human experiences, such as
birth, marriage, and death. Because of this, Hinchman, like Shiraishi, finds ways to use the Japanese
rites of passage as bridges to the gospel. Over and over again, Hinchman has seen Japanese become
Christians through this type of outreach.
Wedding As Bridges.
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“The Christian wedding in non-Christian Japan is the most likely of all the rites of passage to become a
bridge to the gospel,” explained Hinchman. “The minister has a blessed opportunity to talk with the
young couple about the God in whose presence they are to make their vows, and in whose name they
are to be united as husband and wife.”
Excerpts of a letter to Hinchman from one groom who later became a convert express how effective the
Christian wedding can be as a cultural bridge: “My family as well as I found that the wedding according
to the Christian rite was much more understandable than that of traditional Japanese style….I was so
happy to be able to start a new life in such a solemn atmosphere.”
“We give thanks to the Lord of the harvest,” wrote Hinchman, “that he provides us with abundant
opportunities to touch the hearts of Japanese people with the love of God in all such moments when
they are tender and open.”
Tony Haug, a missionary with Pioneers to Shimonoseki City in southwestern Japan, has recently
contextualized parts of the Japanese funeral tradition as an evangelistic outreach. Christians from his
church visit the bereaved during the early parts of the three-day ceremony, when no religious rites are
being performed. They show compassion, sing hymns, read Scripture, and pray for the family.
On the anniversary of the person’s death, Haug’s congregation follows up initial contacts by holding a
memorial service at the church building for the family of the deceased. Haug takes his Bible message for
these occasions from Luke 16. Quite a few people have been saved during this outreach.
But reacting against contextualization, some missionaries and pastors continue to warn of the dangers of
syncretism when missionaries identify too closely with pagan cultures.
“While it is true that the church in Japan has become isolated,” says Junker, “there is always the danger
that, while trying to correct this fault, Japanese Christians may swing too far toward the opposite
extreme and become syncretistic.”
But Haug also cautions that “Christians can become stumbling-blocks to the gospel by going too far in
either direction.”
Lingenfelter believes there is a way to avoid both extremes. He explains that the gospel should become
“a significant powerful force in the continuous restructuring of any culture,” even the missionary’s.
Lingenfelter suggests that missionaries continually ask themselves, How does the gospel contradict what
I think, what I believe, and how I live?
“If we ask this question daily, we will certainly change the way we live,” insists Lingenfelter. “If we take
the gospel into every culture, and help others ask the same question, they too will change. The result
will not be that we all end up wearing the same gray suits. Rather, we will become transformed people,
wearing the many colored coats of the world’s diverse cultures, but living transformed lives within
them.”
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So, which method goes for evangelism in Japan?
“Perhaps one of the traps into which we have fallen is the common Christian belief that God has a
system,” said Lingenfelter.
“Watch what God blesses,” Reasoner suggested. “Try that again..”
“Despite the mistakes of some missionaries, pastors, and church members,” said Shiraishi, “God is still
redeeming Japanese souls. We Christians should continually examine our ways to be sure we
encourage, rather than hinder, what God is doing.”

*
*
*
*
*

WILL REVIVAL FOLLOW DISASTERS?
By Stan Guthrie
For the last several years, with increasing fervor and frequency, some of Japan’s Christians (2.5
percent of the population) have been praying for revival in their self-confident, affluent, and largely
Buddhist and Shinto land. So far, these petitions have been met with:
a painful four-year economic slowdown,
the January 17 Kobe earthquake when 5,090 people died and 300,000 were made homeless,
the deadly gassing of the Tokyo subway in March in which 10 died and hundreds more were
hospitalized,
the shooting of Japan’s top cop,
the new fears of mayhem as dozens of cults such as the apocalyptic Aum Shinrikyo lure away some
of Japan’s best and brightest.
Is There A Connection?
“It’s like a very windy day at the ocean,” Haruo Hayashi, a social psychologist at Kyoto University,
told the Wall Street Journal, summing up the national mood. “We’re trying to cut through one
wave, we’re concentrating on one wave, and after that we say ‘phew,’ and then another one
comes.
Speaking of the Kobe temblor, Eisuke Kanda, the executive director of Japan Food for the Hungry,
believes God may be trying to awaken both the church and the society. "The Japanese felt they
were safe because they have houses and all these kinds of material possessions,” he said. “But this
kind of earthquake shows they had nothing.”
“God did something for us,” Kanda insisted. “We are in danger, the Christian church, from too
much affluence….I pray that the church in this stage will stand strong and become a witness for
Christ to the Japanese who are shaken.”
That certainly happened in the quake’s aftermath. Japanese believers in and around Kobe were
able to reach out to their shaken neighbors. Christians from the Mukogawa Mennonite Brethren
Church in nearby Amagasaki City formed a volunteer brigade to help victims. Assisted by other
churches, they wore large signs on their chests identifying themselves as Christians and carrying the
words, “I am your feet. Please ask me for anything or any help you need.” The Reformed Church
in Japan reports that students at its Kobe Seminary witnessed freely and naturally to quake
survivors who were using the building as temporary shelter.
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The proliferation of groups such as Aum Shinrikyo (or Aum {a word used in a mantra} Supreme
Truth) are clear evidence that many Japanese are already aware of the Spiritual vacuum unfilled by
the society’s materialism. Many of the nation’s young people, skeptical of the oft-corrupt political
system’s ability to do any good, fear that their economic opportunities may be disappearing. One
student told the Journal, “Japan is a country where dreams don’t come true. I hate the
uncertainty.” Many are drawn into sects promising a better future in a resurgent Japan.
“The young people who joined Aum Shinrikyo are anxious,” a 20-year-old student at Waseda
University in Tokyo told the Chicago Tribune. “They have nothing they can rely on. I sometimes
feel like joining them.” Added John Clammer, a sociologist at Sophia University, “The air of
despair is there, but in a lot of these new religions you hear a lot about Japan as the earthly
paradise.”
Japanese prayer leaders undoubtedly will press on to prepare for a spiritual harvest. “Prayers all
over the world are now concentrated on Japan.’ Shuji Hiroaka, pastor of Hashimoto Baptist
Church, told journalist Gioia Michelotti. “We can hear the cries and prayers for Japan’s revival.
The revival for which we have been prayerfully seeking is now close at hand.”

Mavericks In Japan Bucking For Change
In 1969, after three terms working with six other couples as traditional, one-by-one church-starting
missionaries with The Evangelical Alliance Mission in Japan, Ralph and Stella Cox were dissatisfied
with what Ralph now calls their “meager results” - seven churche s with 113 attendees.
Though not spectacular, the results were certainly respectable for Japan, which today is home to
only 7,500 churches. According to Patrick Johnstone, author of Operation World, only .32
percent of Japan’s 126 million people are evangelicals, and the rate of church planting has actually
been dropping.
The temptation to play it safe was strong. “It was scary to abandon this type of church planting in
Japan,” he says. “(But) we began to see that this methodology was never really going to reach
Japan for Christ….Even if we failed, we were going to try something else.
Beginning with seven churches on the island of Shikoku in 1969, the Coxes’ fledgling movement
grew to 24 (with 357 people attending) in 1983, to 58 (with 840 attendees) last year. Their goal is
to see 100 new churches, with 2,000 believers.
“Most missionaries are still thinking of one location and one church until it’s totally finished,” Ralph
says. “Paul moved on and on and on, and Christ did the same.” He sees his role as an apostolic
pioneer.
Integral to the strategy are short-term volunteers from overseas. Working with ordinary believers
and pastors from two or three existing Japanese churches, his short-termers teach English or
provide other needed community services during their one-to two-year stints in Japan. They not
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only bring in many non-Christians to hear the gospel and be converted, their jobs help fund the new
churches while giving sponsoring local churches more credibility.
Stan Guthrie
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BAPTISM MOTIVATION SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
I.
First of all, may we ask you some
questions about your first encounter with
Christianity when you still were not an
active Christian seeker.
1.

Have you studied at any Christian
schools such as those listed below?
a. Yes
b.
No
(1) Day nursery
(2) Kindergarten
(3) Primary school
(4) Junior high or girls’ school
(5) High school or specialized school
(6) University
(7) Other

2.

Have you ever belonged to any of the
Christian institutions and organizations
listed below?
a. Yes
b.
No
(1) Boy scouts, girl scouts
(2) YMCA, YWCA
(4) Extra curricular tutoring school
(5) Student center
(6) English school
(7) Bible class
(8) Orphanage
(9) Home for mothers and children
(10) Old peoples home
(11) Other

3.

If you answered yes to either question 1
or/ and 2, did you have any interest in
Christianity while you were connected
to those institutions?
a. Yes
b.
No

4.

Before you began to attend church, did
you have close relations with any type
of persons listed below?
a. Yes
b.
No
(1) Japanese pastor
(2) Missionary

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Evangelist
Christian friend or acquaintance
Christian teacher
Christian senior
Christian superior at work
Christian neighbor

5.

Have you had any Christians in your
family or have you had family members
with a deep interest in Christianity?
Please place a circle by the applicable
categories.
a. Christians
(1) Great grandparents
(2) Grandparents
(3) Father
(4) Mother
(5) Brother or sister
(6) Husband
(7) Wife
(8) Uncle, aunt
(9) Child
(10) Grandchild
(11) Cousin
(12) Other
b. Non-Christians with interest in
Christianity
(1) Great grandparents
(2) Grandparents
(3) Father
(4) Mother
(5) Brother or sister
(6) Husband
(7) Wife
(8) Uncle, aunt
(9) Child
(10) Grandchild
(11) Cousin
(12) Other

6.

If you marked any of the above
categories, do you think that person
influenced you with regards to faith?
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a.
c.

Yes
b.
Don’t know

No

7.

Have you ever attended Church
School?
a. Yes
b.
No

8.

Have you ever belonged to a high
school group in the church?
a. Yes
b.
No

9.

If you answered “Yes” to question 7
or/ and 8, draw a line through the ages
when you attended.
Age - 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18

10.

If you answered “Yes” to 7 or/and 8,
what kind of impressions did you
receive? Please check those categories
that apply to you.
(1) Talk about Bible left a lasting
impression.
(2) Talk about Bible was not
interesting.
(3) Fellowship with Church School
teachers was enjoyable.
(4) I disliked the Church School
teachers.
(5) Church School events were
enjoyable.
(6) I liked the general atmosphere of
the church
(7) I disliked the general atmosphere
of the church.
(8) The relationships that developed
with friends at Church School
were good.
(9) I was happy to receive cards.
(10) I have no special impression.
(11) Other

11.

Before you began your religious search,
had you ever participated in any of the

church ceremonies and events listed
below?
a. Yes
b.
No
(1) Christmas
(2) Wedding
(3) Funeral
(4) Bazaar
(5) Concert
(6) Work camp
(7) Other
12.

If you answered “Yes” to 11, what
kind of feeling did you have then about
the atmosphere of the church?
(1) Was impressed greatly
(2) Had a good feeling
(3) Felt nothing especially
(4) Had a disagreeable feeling
(5) Had a terribly hostile or
antagonistic feeling.

13.

In the home where you were reared
were any of the following highly
regarded?
a. Yes
b.
No
(1) Worship of God or gods
(2) Buddhist family altar
(3) Worship at a Shinto shrine
(4) Observance for dead ancestors
(5) Power or fate beyond that of
humans
(6) Meeting of hearts
(7) Grateful heart
(8) Not inconveniencing others
(9) Nothing in particular.

14.

In the process of your acquiring an
interest in Christianity, did any of the
following play a favorable role?
(1) Radio or TV programs
(2) Lecture meetings
(3) Evangelistic meetings, crusades
(4) Religious columns in newspapers
or magazines.
(5) Bible
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(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

Christian literary works
Christian music
Christian movies
Christian pamphlets, tracts
Christian newspapers, magazines
Other
Nothing in particular

15.

Were you reading any of the following
publications?
(1) Friend of the Heart
(2) Gospel Newspaper
(3) Christian (newspaper)
(4) Gospel Notebook (Arch)
(5) Friend of the Believer
(6) Gospel for the Millions
(7) Other (for instance, magazines
published by individuals)
(8) Nothing in particular

16.

If you had a religious radio or TV
program which you often viewed or
heard, please write its title.

II.

Now we would like to ask you some
questions about the time when you
began your religious search.

17.

How old were you when you
consciously began your active
religious search?_______ years old.

18.

Please check those meetings you were
attending when you began your active
religious search.
(1) Sunday worship
(2) Evangelistic meeting
(3) Crusade
(4) Prayer meeting
(5) Bible study
(6) Seekers’ class
(7) Catechetical class
(8) Home meeting
(9) Youth meeting
(10) Women’s meeting

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Testimonial meeting
Service group
Junior high class
High scho ol class
Camp
Lecture meeting

19.

When you began your religious quest,
did you have within you the desire to
search after any of the following:
(1) The meaning of life
(2) Way to live rightly
(3) An understanding of death
(4) Who am I?
(5) Understanding the contradictions
of life.
(6) What is true love?
(7) Understanding of fate
(8) An understanding of Christianity
as a cultural benefit
(9) Escape from loneliness

20.

At the time you were beginning a
religious search, were you angry over
any of the following?
(1) In the end it’s the powerful who
win in this world.
(2) People are disregarded
(3) People’s lives are not valued
(4) In real life there is discrimination
and prejudice
(5) Morality is outmoded.
(6) Other
(7) Nothing especially

21.

When you began your religious search,
what things in the church interested
you? Check those that apply.
(1) Purity
(2) Warm fellowship
(3) Spiritual salvation
(4) Life’s meaning and purpose
(5) Peace for the soul
(6) Love
(7) Forgiveness of sin
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(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

22.

23.

Religious atmosphere
Progress toward a better life
A new way of life
Encounter with people
Association with interesting
people

At that time did you ever desire God to
understand your burdens and rescue
you from them?
a. Yes
b.
No
If you answered “Yes” to 22, what
kind of burdens were they?
(1) Failure in work or study
(2) Broken relations of trust
(3) Physical handicap
(4) Loss of a loved one through death
(5) Disappointment in love
(6) Disharmony in the home
(7) Dark past
(8) Sickness
(9) Poverty
(10) Powerlessness
(11) Reproach of sin
(12) Other

24.

Did you begin your religious search with
someone especially close (family or
friend)?
a.
Yes
b.
No

III.

Next, we want to question you about
your decision to be baptized or
confirmed.

25.

Who influenced you most to decide to
be baptized or confirmed?
(1) Japanese pastor in the church
(2) Missionary in the church
(3) Church evangelist
(4) Christian family, relative
(5) Christian friend, acquaintance
(6) Christian teacher
(7) Christian senior

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
26.

Christian superior at work
Christian neighbor
Church School teacher
Other

If any historical character or book
influenced you to be baptized or
confirmed, please list.
(

)

27.
In your coming to faith if there was
some particular Bible passage that strengthened
you, please list it.
(
)
28.

If in coming to your decision to be
baptized or confirmed there were any
groups or activities which strongly
influenced you, please write them
down.
(
)

29.

At the time of your decision to be
baptized or confirmed what kind of
feeling did you have? From among the
following descriptions choose those
closest to your own experience.
(1) Strongly felt the guidance of the
Holy Spirit.
(2) Believed in the forgiveness of my
sins.
(3) Agreed with the Christian
teachings as a whole
(4) Was strongly conscious of God’s
love.
(5) Desired to live like Christ.
(6) Believed in the promise of
salvation
(7) Was impressed by a certain
Christian’s life.
(8) Was moved by a zealous
invitation
(9) By Christ my ego was broken
(10) Sought my transformation
(11) Broke with the past
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(12) Because of the environment I was
in, baptism was convenient
(13) Sought after certainty in life
(14) Dutiful feeling
(15) Peace of soul
(16) Believed in the actual existence of
God.
(17) Sought for tranquillity and security
(18) Indefinable feeling
(19) Nothing in particular
(20) Other
30.

When you decided to be baptized or
confirmed did you have any special
religious experience?
a. Yes
b.
No

31.

If you answered “Yes” to 30, what was
it? If you don’t mind, could you briefly
describe it?
(
)

32.

Have you ever received a severe
wound in the heart?
a. Yes
b.
No

33.

Have you ever made mistakes which
you thought were irreparable?
a. Yes
b.
No

34.

Before you entered into faith, did you
ever have any of the negative attitudes
toward faith listed below?
a. Yes
b.
No
(1) The weak rely on religion
(2) Belief in religion is neither scientific
nor rational.
(3) Religion is escape from reality
(4) Believers are hypocrites.
(5) Religion always supports the
establishment
(6) Other

IV.

Now there will be some questions
about the process you went through

in deciding to be baptized or
confirmed, the preparation, and the
ceremonies.
35.

From the time you began your religious
search to the time of your decision to
be baptized how much time elapsed?
(1) Less than half a year
(2) Within one year
(3) From one to three years
(4) From three to five years
(5) From five to ten years
(6) Over ten years

36.

If the length of time between the
beginning of your religious search and
baptism was a long period, what were
the reasons for this?
(1) Change of pastor, missionary or
evangelist
(2) Because of my moving, it became
difficult to attend church
(3) Because of advancing in school or
finding employment and marriage,
I became busy
(4) Lack of confidence in becoming a
Christian
(5) I could not be convinced of a
certain part of the biblical
teaching.
(6) Desired to take time to be
convinced.
(7) Opposition in the family
(8) Other

37.

During the period from the beginning of
your religious search to baptism, did
you also have a strong interest in
another religion or/and ideology?
a. Yes
b.
No

38.

If you answered “Yes” to 37, what was
it?
(
)
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39.

At the time of your decision to be
baptized, did you have any obstacles
such as these:
(1) Shabby human relations in the
church
(2) In comparison to the teaching,
believers seemed hypocritical
(3) Gap between Christian ethics and
reality
(4) As far as possible describe
concretely any doubts about
Church or Christian history and
the way the Church has been
involved with society
(
)
(5) Other

40.

Before baptism had you ever attended
another church?
a. Yes
b.
No

41.

If you answered “Yes” to 40, please
state the name of the denomination if
you recall it.
(
)

42.

43.

If you answered “Yes” to 40, why did
you change to the church where you
were baptize?
(1) The sermons were unconvincing
(2) The shabby speech and behavior
of the pastor and members
(3) Failure to fit into the atmosphere
and fellowship of the church
(4) Moved residence
(5) Found a church nearer to home
(6) Was invited by a close friend
(7) Other
How long did you attend the baptism
preparation class?
(1) 1 month or less
(2) 2 - 3 months
(3) 4 - months
(4) 7 - 12 months

(5) over 1 year
(6) Did not attend
44.

What textbook did you use?
(1) Small Catechism
(2) God’s Way of Salvation
(3) Until Baptism
(4) Only the Bible
(5) Other
(6) Used no textbook

45.

Besides Japanese pastor, missionary or
evangelist was there anyone who
helped you to come to faith?
a. Yes
b.
No

46.

If you answered “Yes” to 45, what
relationship did that person have with
you?
(example: Church School teacher or
during high school days)
(
)

47.

Before baptism did you receive any
personalized guidance from a Japanese
pastor, missionary, or evangelist?
a. Yes
b.
No

48.

When at last you became a church
member, what was your feeling? Put a
circle by the following descriptions that
come closest to your experience.
(1) Happy finally to be truly part of
the church fellowship
(2) Could now do some responsible
work in the church
(3) As much as possible try to avoid
the duties of membership
(4) Uneasiness because still unable to
evangelize others
(5) Feeling of standing at the starting
point
(6) Feeling of being in the wrong
place
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(7) Desire to carry out church
activities as much as possible
(8) Feeling of not being qualified to be
called a Christian
(9) Joyful to be able to partake of the
Lord’s Supper
49.

Do your friends at work or school
know that you were baptized?
(1) Many know it
(2) Only a few know it
(3) No one knows

V.

May we now ask you about the
reactions of your family to your
baptism or confirmation?

50.

51.

52.

53.

Before being baptized or confirmed did
you discuss it with your family?
a. Yes
b.
No
What were the reactions of your family
to your baptism?
(1) Gladly approved
(2) Approved if would take personal
responsibility for it
(3) No particular reaction
(4) Accepted after first opposing
(5) Strongly opposed
If your family was passive or expressed
opposition, what was the reason?
(1) Family religion is different
(2) Too young
(3) Christianity is a foreign religion
(4) Hindrance to marriage etc.
(5) Loss of the ancestors’ protection
(6) Christianity is a bad religion
(7) Graves of family members will be
separated
(8) Don’t want religious connections
(9) Others
What did you think about your family’s
opinion?

(1) Oppose or disregard the family
religion
(2) Coexistence with ancestral
worship is possible
(3) Christianity alone is the true
religion
(4) One must take responsibility for
one’s own life
(5) Religion is necessary
(6) Someday the family will
understand
(7) Other
V.

Concluding Questions

54.

How old are you?
______years old

55.

What is your sex?
a. Male
b.

Female

56.

What is your marital state?
a. Married b.
Unmarried
c. Divorced
d. d. widow or Widower

57.

At the time of your baptism, what level
of school were you attending or what
was the level of the last school from
which you graduated?
(1) Did not attend school
(2) Primary school
(3) Junior high school
(4) High school
(5) Specialized school, junior college
(6) University, graduate school

58.

At the time of your baptism what was
you work and position at work?
(
)

59.

Which did you receive?
a. Baptism
b. Confirmation
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60.

Facts about your baptism or
confirmation.
Name of church_________________
Date of ceremony
(month____ day______ year______)
Name of clergyman______________

May the blessing of God rest upon you and
your family.
If there is anything else you would like to add,
please write it in the space below.

Thank you for cooperating in filling out this
questionnaire which will prove to be a great
help for the advance of the Gospel.
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Evaluation of Media for Use in Gospel Communication

Type

Local Use Overall
(high, medium, low)

Subgroup Preference
(high or low appeal to
the following groups

Suitability for
Church Use
(taboos, etc.)

Special
Considerations

1. Printed media
a. Newspaper
b. Magazines
c. Journals
d. Books
e. Pamphlets and
tracts
f. Mailings
g. Billboards
h. Others
____________
_
____________
_
2. Electronic Media
a. Radio
b. Television
c. Movies
d. Slides
e. Records
f. Cassette tapes
g. Others
____________
_
____________
_
3. Other Media
a. Drama
b. Puppets
c. Chalk talks
d. Others
____________
_
____________
_
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Methods of Gospel Communication
Target Audience: ________________
How?

To Whom

When?

Where?

1. Privately
Publicly
2. Preaching
Teaching
Witnessing
3. Monological
Dialogical
4. Proclamational and
Exhortational
5. Apologetical and Polemical
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Relevant Research
Recent research in the area of Christian communication is most revealing. Consider the
following examples:
A church of 650 members seems to be successful from all external measures. But a survey of
the congregation revealed that only 20 percent attempted to share their faith in the past month;
21 percent had family devotions; 70 percent confined their church involvement to Sunday
services; 10 percent knew their spiritual gift; and 50 percent claimed they are not being fed
spiritually in this church.
A Christian-owned radio station offers both secular and Christian programming. It was
discovered that programs designed to evangelize the non-Christian are listened to almost
entirely by Christians.
Bibles were given to every inmate in a large United States prison. A few days later it was
discovered that 90 percent of these found their way into the trash cans, thus causing the
unnecessary expenditure of more than $250,000 when this program was prematurely spread to
other prisons.
Fewer than 8 percent of the Christians in the seven largest cities of Brazil ever bother to tune in
to the many hours of teaching programs directed at them weekly by two major short-wave
missionary broadcasters.
The plan of salvation was prominently displayed in a magazine directed toward non-Christians
on the college campus. It was largely ignored, whereas several articles focusing on a Christian
perspective on pertinent issues were both read and positively evaluated.
Citing these examples, James Engel comments:
This list of examples could be extended for many more pages. Notice the common
denominator in each: a reliance on one-way communication. Messages are sent from the
pulpit, door-to-door, over the airwaves, or in print. But what is the response? Real
communication does not occur until the message is both comprehended and acted upon by the
recipient as intended. Communication, in reality, is a two-way process. All too often we
ignore the audience.
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COMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES
THAT MAKE US UNDERSTAND
I.

Signals That Form Messages.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Signal systems are the signs, signals, or symbols used by human beings to communicate.
Each signal system is like a language with its own specific vocabulary.
Rarely are they used in isolation but usually in a combination with other signals.
Twelve suggested signal systems are:
1. Verbal.
a. The use of spoken words.
(1)
Public speaking.
(2)
Talking with someone.
(3)
Drama.
2. Written.
a. A written system expresses words and ideas without the limits of time or space.
b. Most religions have written book.
c. There are limitations.
(1)
Problem of illiteracy.
(2)
Increasing numbers of non-readers.
3. Numeric.
a. Numbers by themselves can be used to transfer information.
b. Numbers are not always abstract but can be related to situations and
interpretations.
c. Numbers such as 7 and 666 have special meanings for Christians.
4. Pictorial.
a. Pictures convey information but the same picture may convey different
information to audiences of different cultures.
b. Pictures may consist of simple drawings, elaborate paintings, photographs, or
cartoons.
c. Color also can be used to communicate ideas.
5. Audio.
a. The use of sound.
b. Audio signals such as bells, whistles, laughter, tone, and intonations of the voice
communicate as well as affect the interpretation of other signals.
c. A different intonation may completely change the meaning of a message.
d. Music is a systematic use of sound.
6. Kinetics.
a. Body movements and gestures.
b. These tell much about the messenger and the message.
(1)
May contradict the spoken words.
(2)
May have greater impact than the words.
7. Artifactual.
a. Objects communicate.
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b.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

May be consciously or unconsciously used in decorations, clothing, styles,
possessions displayed — architectural styles.
(1)
It may be a wedding ring or designer clothes.
(2)
It may be a man with an earring or a person with a "Jesus Only" pin.
Tactile.
a. Touch and body contact can communicate.
(1)
Holding hands.
(2)
Shaking hands.
(3)
A hug.
(4)
A kiss.
b. Like all these symbols, communication through touch is culture bound.
Time.
a. Our attitude toward time will reveal much about us.
(1)
Is our consciousness dominated by things or people?
(2)
Is accomplishment of tasks more important than relationships with
people?
(3)
Have we made a time slot out of an event or is the event more important
than time?
b. Time is not measured the same in every culture.
(1)
Lateness is not defined the same by every culture.
(2)
Various messages can be communicated by "lateness."
(3)
For some, being "on time" is so important that others interpret it as being
more important than the event itself.
(4)
Some cultures communicate status by being late.
Spatial.
a. Personal and private physical space immediately surrounding a person varies
between peoples.
b. The use of space communicates messages.
c. This is not just personal; the use of space in homes, offices, villages, and cities
communicates messages.
d. The distance of the pulpit from the congregation can create a barrier to
communication.
e. The height of a pulpit or desk also communicates.
Olfactory.
a. Smell and taste, as in perfumes or food, tell much of attitude and intention.
(1)
Who we are is being communicated by smell.
(2)
What we want to be is communicated by smell.
Silence.
a. Pauses can indicate many things.
(1)
The print media uses blank spaces to communicate or accomplish
desired effects.
(2)
Silence can indicate acceptance or rejection.
(3)
Silence may indicate intense need or awesome respect.
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II.

The Mastery of Signal Systems within a Given Culture Context will Eventually
Influence the Results of Our Communication.
A.
B.
C.
D.

III.

"Actions speak louder than words."
Attitudes will be conveyed by signals.
Signals can commend or offend.
The understanding of signal systems in a culture can "make or break us."
1. Example: In Japan, it is a sign of maturity to be able to read another's need without
the use of words.

Non-Verbal Symbols are Used in the Bible.
A.
B.
C.

In the Old Testament, ceremonies and sacrifices communicated truth and lessons.
In the New Testament, ceremonies also communicate truth and lessons.
Our Lord also used symbols through which to communicate.
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THE CONTEXTUALIZATION OF THE GOSPEL
by Rene C. Padilla
The Gospel is the good news that God has put himself within man’s reach. To accomplish this, he has
broken into human history through the breach made by Jesus Christ in the time-space reality. Though
God had made himself known in many ways in the past, in these last days he has visited us in the person
of his own Son - The Word made man - at a particular time and in a definite place. It may be said that
God has contextualized himself in Jesus Christ.
The incarnation makes clear God’s approach to the revelation of himself and of his purposes: God does
not shout his message from the heavens; God becomes present as a man among men. The climax of
God’s revelation is Emmanuel. And Emmanuel is Jesus, a first-century Jew! The incarnation
unmistakable demonstrates God’s intention to make himself known from within the human situation.
Because of the very nature of the Gospel, we know this Gospel only as a message contextualized in
culture.
The relationship between the Gospel and the cultural context that surrounds it touches a wide variety of
subjects. Without attempting to be exhaustive, in the present study we will try to bring into focus the
problem of the contextualization of the Gospel with a view to demonstrating the need for theological
reflection in the Third World and the importance of such reflection for a full understanding of the Gospel.
In the first section we will consider the question of hermeneutics and its significance for the
communication of the Gospel from one culture to another. In the second section we will attempt to
describe the theological situation in the Third World, the result of Western missionary effort. In the third
section we will argue for the contextualization of the Gospel in terms of churches that incarnate the
Gospel in their own individual culture and generate an evangelical theology that overcomes cultural
barriers and reflects the many-sided wisdom of God.
To avoid any misunderstanding, I must state that my intention in this paper is not to detract from the
work done by Western missionary societies nor deny the benefits the Third World has received from
their efforts. I approach the subject as one whose own Christian roots spring from the missionary
movement that has its center in the West. If I refer to weaknesses in missionary work, it is because I
believe that, to the extent to which we understand the factors that conspire against the contextualization
of the Gospel in each culture, we will be in a better position to do our part so that all Christians (without
distinction of race or nationality) may come “to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of
God, to the mature manhood, to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ.” 1 My purpose is to
make a positive contribution to the consideration of matters that have profound significance for the life
and mission of the Church around the world.
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I

The Gospel and Culture

The Word became man. It was acculturized, since man is a cultural being. Thus God put himself within
man’s reach. Consequently, it is impossible either to understand or to communicate the Gospel without
referring to culture.
The Interpretation of the Gospel
The common, ordinary Christian usually assumes that in his Bible reading he can get along quite well
without hermeneutics. He believes he has direct access to the message revealed in Scripture, and he
even distrusts any effort that may be made to understand this message in the light of its original historical
context. This approach is often accompanied by a complete neglect of the history of Biblical
interpretation. Lacking a historical perspective, he feels that he is the first to face the task of
understanding the written Word. Diagram 1 illustrates this approach to Bible reading with no reference
to the historical situation in which Biblical authors wrote nor to the history of Biblical interpretation.

Diagram 1
This approach to Bible reading reflects a simplistic concept of revelation, as though revelation consisted
basically of doctrinal statements that could be easily translated from the original languages (Hebrew and
Greek) to the reader’s own language. It is assumed that on the basis of the translated Bible and with
little or no historical study the reader can easily understand the meaning of what he is reading and even
arrive at a systematization of the Biblical message, a systematization that for him is equal to Christianity
itself. According to this approach knowledge is basically rational and is communicated directly from the
mind of God to the human mind through the sacred writings. Reality is perceived by means of concepts
that are expressed in words. If any room is left for theology, it is for a type of theology whose basic
task is the systematization of the Biblical statements regarding God, man, and the relation between the
two.
When a person attempts to go beyond the mere reading of the Bible, immediately he must take into
account the problem of hermeneutics. If the central theme of the Bible is God’s action in history that
reached its culmination in the person and work of Jesus Christ, it is impossible to understand the Biblical
message apart from its original historical context. Therefore even the most elementary books on
hermeneutics point out the importance of the historical background of the Bible for the understanding of
its significance. The raw material of theology is not abstract concepts, but rather a message relative to
historical events, a message whose narration and interpretation are colored by the Semitic and GrecoRoman cultures in which the Biblical authors lived. The initial task of theology is exegetical, and
exegesis demands the construction of a bridge between the interpreter and the Biblical authors by means
of the historical method, the basic presupposition of which is that the Word of God cannot be
understood apart from the cultural and linguistic situation in which it was originally given.
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Hermeneutics, nevertheless, is not merely a problem of exegesis in which it is assumed that everything is
simply a question of analyzing the text in the light of its historical context. It is not simply a matter of
using the correct exegetical tools, as though this makes it possible to extract the Biblical message from
its original situation and transport it to the present (diagram 2) with guaranteed results.

Diagram 2
The fact that there are three additional factors that condition the understanding of the Word of God: the
interpreter’s attitude toward God, his ecclesiastical tradition, and his culture.
1.
The interpreter’s attitude toward God is decisive in his understanding of the Word.
Biblical revelation is intended to convince men of their sin and of the grace of God, so that they
will enter into a relationship of personal communion with him. Consequently, in order to
comprehend this revelation, it is not sufficient that the interpreter simply know the original
historical situation; he must appropriate for himself the perspective of the Biblical authors, the
perspective of man in communion with God. As Paul Minear has pointed out, 2 if there is an
original Sitz im Leben (a life situation) there is also a Sitz im Glauben (a faith situation) that the
interpreter must fully take into account. By its very nature, religious knowledge includes not
only the historical, but the metaphysical, the ethical and the personal—“it includes cognitive
elements that are objectively true as well as the subjective and emotive aspects of personal
involvement.” 3 There is no knowledge of God that is not accompanied by the recognition that
one has been known by God.
2.
It is very difficult for the interpreter to shake himself free from the influence of his own
ecclesiastical tradition in his understanding of the Word. The purpose of God’s revelation was
not simply the production of a book, the Bible, but the formation of a people, the Church, that
should be the bearer of the Word. It follows, therefore, that we must not neglect the history of
Biblical interpretation, which is the history of the ways in which the Church has understood the
written revelation down through the centuries. Immediately, however, it must be recognized
that too often tradition becomes (even for those who profess the principle of sola scriptura) a
factor of exegetical control that keeps the interpreter from hearing the message of Scripture.
This is the origin of many of the doctrinal characteristics that divide Christians into
“denominations,” each of which considers itself superior to the rest. 4
3.
The interpreter’s understanding of the Word is conditioned by his culture. He does not
live in a vacuum, but in a concrete historical situation, in a culture from which he derives not
only his language but also his patterns of thought and conduct, his methods of learning, his
emotional reactions, his values, interests, and goals. God’s Word reaches him in terms of his
own culture, or it does not reach him at all. The knowledge of God is possible only when the
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Word, so to say, becomes incarnate in the situation of the interpreter. In the words of James
D. Smart,
The interpretation does not begin when we sit down with the text and a number of
commentaries to weight the validity of a variety of suggested meanings. It begins before we are
conscious of doing anything other than read the words. We hear them in context, a highly
complex context, the total context of our present historical existence. We hear them as the
persons that we are, and their meaning for us is determined not only by the words but by the
character of the context in which we receive them. No man has direct access to the content of
Scripture either by the perfection of his scholarship or the power of his inspiration. Every
apprehension of the text and every statement of its meaning is an interpretation and, however
adequately it expresses the content of the text, it dare not ever be equated with the text itself. 5
The recognition of the subjective element in the interpretation of Scripture is disturbing to those
who would like to equate their own theology with the Word of God. A rationalistic mentality
would prefer to conceive of the Gospel as a system of truth at which one may arrive directly by
means of the “scientific,” “objective” method, apart from the personal element. The fact is that
absolute objectivity is impossible. The interpreter is always present in his interpretation, present
as a fallible being and as a culturally conditioned being. Naturally, every interpretation could be
subjected to controls that would ensure a closer approximation to the revealed message. This
is the function of hermeneutics as a scientific disciple. But we must not ignore the distance that
separates the revealed Gospel from every interpretation of it. Every interpretation takes the
shape given by the interpreter and therefore reflects, to a greater or lesser degree, the cultural
context by which he is conditioned. 6 In summary, the knowledge of God derived from
Scripture through exegesis is true, but not complete. 7 Consequently, no theology is absolute.
God always transcends our image of him.
Because the understanding of the Word of God is always relative to the culture of the
interpreter, theology in any culture always runs the risk of being, to some extent, a reduction of
the Gospel. No culture completely fulfills the purpose of God; in all cultures there are negative
elements, unfavorable to the understanding of the Gospel. For this reason, the Gospel never
becomes completely incarnate in any one particular culture. It always transcends any culture,
even when that culture has been deeply affected by the Gospel. What this means in practical
terms could be illustrated if space permitted. Suffice it to note here, as an example, the way in
which the individualism that characterizes Western culture has clouded the social dimension of
the gospel in the eyes of the majority of Christians in the Western world.
If in the process of interpretation any of the values or premises of the culture that are
incongruent with the Gospel are included in that interpretation in such a way as to affect its
content, the result is syncretism. In every syncretism there is the accommodation of the Gospel
to some value prevalent in the culture, an accommodation that usually stems from the desire to
make the Gospel “relevant.” As early as the second century, the Gnostics attempted to
accommodate the Christian faith to certain emphases in Greek philosophy. The history of
theology since then is full of similar attempts. In our day, the adaptation of Christianity to
Marxist premises has created a syncretism that claims to restore to the Gospel its social and
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political dimension—the “theology of liberation.” That this theology should be coming out of
Latin America—a continent characterized by revolutionary ferment—eloquently demonstrates
to what extent theology is a reflection of the historical situation.
On the other hand, every culture possesses positive elements, favorable to the understanding of
the Gospel. By this I do not mean to say that the central themes of theology are derived from
culture, nor that theology is absolutely determined by theological culture. My thesis is rather
that every culture makes possible a certain approach to the Gospel that brings to light certain
salient aspects that in other cultures my have remained less visible or even hidden. Seen from
this perspective, the same cultural differences that hinder intercultural communications turn out
to be an asset to the understanding of the many-sided wisdom of God; they serve as channels
of expression of aspects of the truth of the Gospel, aspects that a theology tied down to one
particular culture can easily overlook.
Eugene Rubingh illustrates this in his article “The African Shape of the Gospel,” 9 showing that
“the primal vision,” 10 characteristics of African culture, places the African in a privileged
position to understand that “each is part of all, and the kingdom embraces every facet, every
moment, ever act.” 11
Up to now the textbooks on Biblical hermeneutics (practically all written in the West) have very
little to say on the relationship between the interpretation of the Word of God and the cultural
context of the interpreter. Frequently they give the impression that the only culture that must be
taken into account is that of the Biblical authors; that in some way the interpreter can withdraw
from his own historical situation so as to make an “objective” analysis of the text. It may be
said that hermeneutics itself, as it is generally conceived of in these textbooks, is conditioned by
the Cartesian divorce between subject and object which characterizes Western epistemology
and which has resulted in “secular Christianity.” 12 What is urgently needed is a recovery of
the epistemology of Biblical realism, a recovery that will give the proper emphasis to the
following facts involved in the knowledge of God revealed in the Gospel. 13
1.
The knowledge of God is personal and therefore inseparable from life in community.
No one knows God in isolation from his neighbor. “He who does not love does not know
God; for God is love.” 14 The Gospel includes God’s purpose to wipe out the division between
men—the curse illustrated at Babel—and create a new man characterized by “the unity of the
faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God” 15—the new humanity prefigured in the church at
Pentecost, composed of representatives “from every nation under heaven.” 16 The fullness of
the knowledge of Jesus Christ is not the private property of one segment of the Church in any
one give culture; it belongs to the totality of the Church. As Eugene Ahner puts it, “Our
understanding of the Gospel will not be complete until people from every nation and every
culture give expression to that faith.” 17
2.
The knowledge of God is personal and therefore it takes place in the context of our
bodily existence in the world. The God whom the Gospel proclaims is a God who has entered
into human history in order to put himself within man’s reach and to participate in all the
contingencies of every-day life. The incarnation is a negation of every attempt to reach God by
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means of mysticism, asceticism, or rationalistic speculation; we know God through the Word
who takes on concrete form in our own culture.
3.
The knowledge of God is personal and therefore involves the emotions as well as
reason. Emotion also is an essential part of man made in the image of God. Therefore, if there
is a place for a warning against “the escape from reason,” there is room also for a warning
against the escape from passion. Too often Western theology is reduced to a cold, scientific,
impersonal analysis of the truth of God; it lacks the emotional note that shows that man’s love
for God must be with his whole heart. The theological contribution from other cultures in which
the dispassionate scientist has not been so idealized may provide the necessary corrective.
When we take into account the influence that the cultural context of the contemporary
interpreter exerts on his interpretation of the Gospel it becomes obvious that even in the best of
cases this interpretation is only an approximation, more or less accurate, of the revealed
message. The interpreter does not have direct access to the Gospel (diagram 1), nor can he
penetrate into the world of the Biblical writers, freeing himself of his own historical situation
(diagram 2). Nevertheless, the knowledge of God revealed in the Gospel is not withheld from
him as personal knowledge in the terms we have described, thanks to the Holy Spirit, by whose
action the Gospel is contextualized in culture.
The Communication of the Gospel
Neither the interpretation nor the communication of the Gospel can be carried out in a vacuum; they are
realized in, and conditioned by, a given cultural context.
Any one accustomed to public speaking is aware of the difficulties in communication, even when the
speaker and the audience share the same culture. The fact is that the same words do not transmit the
same message to all listeners. Each listener understands the message according to his own definitions,
prejudices, concepts and previous experiences. It is not surprising that there are so many
misunderstandings in communication!
The problem is further complicated in intercultural communication. In addition to the difficulties involved
in the simple verbal translation of a message from one language to another, there are the complexities of
the transmission of the message from one culture (with its own thought patterns and standards of
conduct, its own cognitive process and manner of learning) to another culture in which all, or almost all,
is different. Obviously, if there is to be real communication, it is not enough simply to translate the terms
from one language to more or less equivalent terms in the other language. As Eugene A. Nida has
pointed out, in order for communication to take place it is necessary for the communicator to establish
an effective relationship between the message and the total cultural context. 18 If the formal elements of
communication—circumstances, techniques and methods, and the role of participants—facilitate or
obstruct communication, how much more will the content of the communication be affected by the
epistemological approach and the symbols employed to transmit a message in a concrete situation.
Where there is no common conceptual basis between the communicator and the receiver, at best the
message given by the first will be reinterpreted by the second and integrated into his own ideological
structure. 19
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A consciousness of the critical role that culture plays in communication is of special importance for the
intercultural communication of the Gospel. There are at least three reasons for this:
1.
The incarnation is a basic element in the Gospel. Since the Word became man, the only
possible communication of the Gospel is that in which the Gospel becomes incarnate in culture
in order to put itself within the reach of man as a cultural being. Any attempt to communicate
the Gospel without a previous profound identification of the communicator with the receiving
culture is sub-Christian. The whole Bible is an eloquent witness to God’s purpose to meet man
and to converse with him in his concrete historical situation. This is indicated by the
anthropomorphic language of the Bible: God walks in the garden in the cool of the day; God
has eyes, hands, feet; God repents. It is indicated by the action of the Logos who pitched his
tent at a definite spot in time and space, as a member of the Jewish nation. It is further
indicated by the diversity of emphasis in the presentation of the apostolic message to be noted,
for example, in a comparative study of Peter’s Gospels and the Epistles. All authentic
communication of the Gospel is patterned on Biblical communication and seeks to find a point
of contact with man within his own culture.
2.
Without a translation that goes beyond the words to break into the raw material of life in
the receiving culture, the Gospel is a fantasy. The Gospel involves the proclamation of Jesus
Christ as Lord of the totality of the universe and of human existence. If this proclamation is not
directed to specific needs and problems of the hearers, how can they experience the lordship of
Christ in their concrete situation? To contextualize the Gospel is so to translate it that the
lordship of Jesus Christ is not an abstract principle or a mere doctrine, but the determining
factor of life in all its dimensions, the basic criterion by which all the cultural values that form the
very substance of human life are evaluated. Without contextualization the Gospel will
necessarily touch life only on a tangent or even be irrevelant. 20
3.
In order for the Gospel to receive an intelligent response, either positive or negative,
there must be effective communication, communication that takes into consideration to the point
of contact between the message and the culture of the bearers. There is no true evangelization
without a confrontation of the Gospel with cultural values and thought patterns. As David
Hesslegrave puts it, “Intercultural communication is as complex as the sum total of human
differences.” 21 If such is the case, evangelization cannot be reduced to the repetition of literally
translated doctrinal formula, whose success has been demonstrated in other latitudes. For
evangelization to go beyond the conscious level and for its claims to be more than an invitation
to intellectual assent, it must include the contextualization of the Gospel as one of its essential
elements. Otherwise, it will produce false conversions or negative responses that reflect faulty
communication and not a rejection of Jesus Christ.
In conclusion, without the contextualization of the Gospel there is no real communication of the
Word of God. Communication of the Gospel can be carried out only with reference to the
complexity of cultural factors involved in communication. This is not a question of a simple
literal translation, but of an interpretation that requires the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
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II.

THE GOSPEL IN THE THIRD WORLD

One of the most outstanding events of our day is that the Gospel of Jesus Christ has been preached in
practically all the nations of the earth. The missionary movement based in the West has written some of
the most glorious pages in the history of Christianity. And it is largely due to the efforts of this
missionary movement that today the Church is a world-wide community.
The question must be raised, however, to what extent the geographic expansion of the Gospel has been
accompanied by an incarnation of the Gospel in the many varied human cultures. Can it be stated that
Christians around the world are demonstrating that the Gospel is a universal message, the relevance of
which is not limited to the Western world? What is the contribution of the Church in the Third World to
the task of elaborating a theology that reflects God’s purpose “that all come to the unity of the faith and
of the knowledge of the Son of God”? In the paragraphs that follow, we will attempt a brief answer to
these questions, with special reference to the situation in Latin America.
A Church Without Theology
It happened during an international congress on the communication of the Gospel in Latin America. The
plenary session brought together several hundred Christian leaders, all active in the proclamation of the
Gospel. The relationship between theology and evangelism was one of the topics under discussion.
Someone made the observation that without theology evangelism becomes proselitism and faith
becomes an ideology. At that point a well-known evangelist spoke up to make what he undoubtedly
regarded as a “defense” of evangelism against theology. “What sense is there in spending time and
energy on theology, when the pressing need today is to preach the Gospel?” This was his response.
This episode throws into relief a fact that cannot be denied: the Church in Latin America is a church
without theology. This is a categorical statement and it is not to be expected that it will be accepted
without discussion.
(Perhaps someone will say, is not the preaching of the Gospel, in itself, a theological discourse? Yes, a
theology is always implicit in the communication of the Gospel even on the most elementary level. As
has been said, “There cannot be a Church without theology.” 22 Furthermore it must not be assumed
that the only theology that deserves the name is speculative theology. The only theology known in the
Bible is what may be called “functional theology,” a theology hammered out in the heat of the battle and
for the battle. No Biblical writer was a professional theologian!)
In stating that the Church in Latin America is a church without theology, we are not denying the
existence of an implicit theology nor are we lamenting the absence of a speculative theology. We are
simply recognizing that, as Jose Miguez Bonino has written, “The Christian Church owes a great debt to
Latin America: four and a half centuries of Roman Catholicism and one century of Protestantism have
produced a minimum of the creative thinking that their peoples have the right to expect from those who
hold that they have received the mission of announcing the Word of God to men.” 23
To be more exact, we might say that the Church in Latin America is a church with no theological
reflection of its own. Does anyone doubt the truth of this statement? Let him notice the quantity of
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Christian literature translated from English (and how poor many of these translations are!) and the
scarcity of literature we ourselves have produced. Let him notice how much of our preaching is limited
to a mere repetition of poorly assimilated doctrinal formulas, with no application to our own historical
reality. Let him observe to what extent our churches, without thinking, maintain the theological study
basically as the study of the doctrinal distinctives of the churches to which they trace their origins. Let
him examine the faculty and the curriculum of the majority of our seminaries and Bible schools. Let him
review our hymnology and “chorousology.” An examination of all these aspects of our church situation
will show him that our “theological dependence” is just as real and as serious as the economic
dependence that characterizes the countries of the Third World.
It is true that the last few years have seen in Latin America the growth of a theological movement that
has gone far beyond the boundaries of this continent. Gustavo Gutierrez, Hugo Assman, Juan Luis
Segundo, and Jose Miranda (all Roman Catholic writers) are familiar names to many readers in Europe
and North America. Without meaning to belittle their contribution, however, it is important to make the
following observations: 1) The volume of their production is still very small and their impact too limited
as to make any significant change in the picture of the Church painted above. 2) Although a sector of
the Protestant churches, for want of a theology of their own with which to face the task of
contextualizing the Gospel, has appropriated this theology, it is highly doubtful that this theology will
have any wide effect outside the small circle of its Roman Catholic adherents. 24
If the Church in Latin America—a continent traditionally “Christian”—suffers from an endemic
theological anemia, it is not surprising that the same picture is repeated in Asia and Africa. Without
ignoring the work that a few thinkers are undertaking in an effort to give expression to the Christian faith
in the context of their own culture, it must be admitted that the total panorama of the Church in the Third
World continues to be that of a church without theology. Wilbert R. Shenk does not exaggerate a bit
when he says that “in spite of some surface signs of success, the modern missionary movement has
failed at a profound level until today. The church which is the product of this historic movement suffers
seriously from spiritual and intellectual rootlessness.” 25
There is no hope that this situation will change as long as the missions’ theological responsibility is
conceived of as the exportation of theologies elaborated in the West. Especially in the fields of
theological education and Christian literature, there is urgent need for a realization of the damage caused
to the Church in the Third World by the continual bombardment of doctrinal formulations and
predigested “Christian answers.” This imposition of Western cultural molds, often supported by
economic power, 26 cannot but retard indefinitely the growth of indigenous churches, rooted in their own
culture and capable of making their own theological contribution. And as long as the Gospel does not
attain a profound contextualization in the local future, in the eyes of people in that culture it will continue
to be a “foreign religion.”
If the Western-based missionary movement is evaluated not from the perspective of its express
intentions but from the perspective of its results, the obvious conclusion is that, as far as the formation of
indigenous churches in the Third World goes, missionary practice lags far behind theory. Without taking
into consideration the important role of culture in both the interpretation and the communication of the
Gospel, missionaries generally have assumed that their task is to extract the message directly from the
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Biblical text and to transmit it directly to their hearers in “the mission field.” Their attitude fits a simplistic
pattern (diagram 3) that does not fit reality.

Diagram 3
Unable to appreciate the need to formulate an evangelical theology in Latin America, Asia or Africa,
they asked, “What’s wrong with Biblical theology? There is no need for a lot of theologies. One
theology is sufficient and adequate for the whole world.” This is the approach to theology that has
maintained the Church in the Third World in complete dependence on Western though patterns. It is
the approach that in the name of orthodoxy time and again has imposed on the young Church the
doctrinal exphases characteristic of the founders of the missions and has cut off at the roots any creative
reflection that goes deep into native cultures. It is, finally, the approach that inadvertently is extending a
“culture Christianity” in which Biblical elements are combined with elements of Greek philosophy 27 and
of the European-American heritage, 28 as we have tried to illustrate in diagram 4.

Diagram 4
The Church in the Third World needs a theology that answers to its own needs. From Western
missions it has received the Gospel reduced and wrapped in a cultural clothing that robs it of much of its
transforming power.
The Causes of this Situation
Two prominent factors from within the Third World itself have contributed to this theological deficit.
1.
The divorce between evangelism and theology. A quarter of a century has passed since
the first Latin American Evangelical Conference, when Dr. Manuel Gutierrez Marin and Dr.
Marc Boegner, outstanding representatives of the evangelical churches of Latin Europe, pointed
out the absence of theology in the declarations made by the assembly. More than a decade
later, in an attempt to justify this neglect of theology, an Argentine evangelical writer presented a
series of arguments intended to show that in our continent the most important thing for the
church is to win men and women to the Gospel and that this tradition is at least as valid as the
European Protestant tradition. 29 We are the children, he said, not of the Reformation, but
rather of the evangelical revival of the eighteenth century and its daughter movements. Thus he
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sought to defend the emphasis on evangelism versus theology or liturgy, on experience versus
creed, on lay involvement in evangelism versus the historic churches' indifference to mission, on
“segregated churches” versus “national churches.”
Since that day evident changes have taken place in every aspect of life. The numerical growth
of Protestant churches in the Third World has drawn the attention of the “Church Growth”
experts. Nevertheless, many Third World evangelical leaders continue to echo the arguments
of the author cited above. According to them, we are still in the “stage of faith and evangelistic
passion,” and their stated desire is to continue in this stage “for a long time.”
It is fitting to ask here if this one-sided emphasis on evangelism does justice either to the Word
of God or to the situation of the Church of Christ in the Third World. It may well be that
maintaining “our tradition” of “revivalist” origin is exactly the biggest obstacle in the way of
fulfilling the mission of the Church in this critical period of history! In the final analysis what
“gospel” is this that we are preaching, if our preaching is not fed by a conscientious study of the
Word of God and by serious reflection on its significance in our concrete situation? Have we
made the Christian faith really ours when we limit ourselves to repeating doctrinal formulas
worked out in other latitudes? Can there be evangelism that is really Biblical—the presentation
of the whole counsel of God—without theological reflection that seeks to understand the
relevance of the Gospel to the totality of human life in a given historical context?
2.
The concentration of evangelical work on numerical growth. In theory, no one denies
that the qualitative growth of the Church is important. An analysis of the situation however,
shows the undeniable concentration of evangelical work on the multiplication of the number of
churches and of the number of church members. This becomes the real criterion for measuring
the growth of the Church. The harm that this emphasis has caused in the Third World in
incalculable. In addition to creating a regrettable spirit of competition that is more related to the
capitalistic system than to the Word of God, it has caused almost the whole evangelistic effort in
the “mission field” to be thrown into the spread of a simplistic version of the Gospel, of a
message that perennially excludes the deeper dimensions of faith, of “culture Christianity” that
remains impervious of the need to let the Word of God speak from within the human situation.
What matters is to multiply the number of “believers,” even though in order to do this it may be
necessary to leave out everything that cannot be made to fit into a completely individualistic,
other-worldly system. Evangelism becomes little more than a technique to “win souls,” and for
this, theological reflection is unnecessary; it is enough to use canned methods and imported
formulas of salvation.
Furthermore, if numerical growth is what matters most, missionary strategy will have to give
priority to the classes of people that are most “productive” in terms of conversions. There will
not be time for the people who demand answers that are well thought out and relevant to the
historical situation, the type of answers that presuppose theological reflection. Can this be one
of the reasons why relatively little has been done among university students and intellectuals in
the Third World?
Consequences of the Theological Deficit in the Third World
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The theology that dominates the scene on the “mission field” is one that has been elaborated in other
latitudes—a collection of concepts that has little to do with the problems that the “underdeveloped
lands” put before the Christian faith. Three consequences of this theological deficit my be suggested:
1.
The lack of contextualization of the Gospel in the cultures of the Third World. In Asia
as well as in Africa, Christianity is an ethnic religion—the white man’s religion. In Latin
America, on the other hand, it serves as a cultural decoration that could easily be left out. As
Jose Miguez Bonino has said, “Neither Roman Catholicism nor Protestantism, as churches, has
rooted deeply enough in Latin American human reality to produce creative thinking. In other
words, both churches have remained on the fringe of the history of our people.” 30
Obviously, this is not to say that the message of the Gospel should be one thing here and
another one there. It has been given “once and for all” and its proclamation is faithful in the
degree to which it manifests the permanence of the revealed data. Nor is it held that there is a
need for an “indigenous theology” characterized by local folklore and completely conditioned
by the historical situation. Even less would we wish a theology that, in an effort to
“contextualize” the Gospel, superciliously ignores the results of long years of work in the field of
Biblical research carried on by theologians in Europe or North America. It would be ridiculous
to think that we in the Third World must start at the beginning, erasing the contributions that
others have made to our thinking. What is necessary, on the other hand, is a theology that,
taking advantage of that which is of value in any study, whatever its source, shows the
relevance of Biblical revelation to our culture, the relationship between the Gospel and the
problems that the Church is facing in our society.
Wherever this relevance is missing in the Third World, the Word of God is reduced to a logos
asarkos (unincarnate word), a message that touches our lives only on a tangent. The Gospel
still has a foreign sound, or no sound at all, in relation to many of the dreams and anxieties,
problems and questions, values and customs in the Third World. This is why the middle class
Latin American Protestant (and we suspect that the same is true in Asia and Africa), in the
midst of the pressing material needs of the majority of the population, can adopt without
misgivings a life-style completely out of tune with the situation. 31 This is why the African,
underneath all the doctrinal structure that he accepts at the conscious level, can maintain intact
his traditions and customs, whether or not they are congruent with Biblical faith. 32
Those who object to the contextualization of the Gospel out of fear of syncretism 33 must take
into account a greater danger: precisely when there is no conscious reflection as to the form
that obedience to the lordship of Jesus Christ must take in a given situation, conduct is most
likely to be determined by the culture instead of by the Gospel. When attention is centered on
verbal formulations or on exterior aspects of the Christian life, with a view to shutting the front
door to syncretism, it is most probable that syncretism will enter through the back door and
produce a “culture Christianity” that simply assimilates the values of the surrounding society.
Of course, every effort to communicate the Gospel doing justice to the cultural context carries
with it the danger of syncretism. The appropriate alternative, however, is not for the missionary
to communicate the message in terms of his own frame of reference (Charles Kraft has termed
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this “extractionism” 34). Rather, what is required is a new reading of the Gospel from within the
historical situation under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
2.
The inability of the Church to withstand the ideologies of the day. The Church that does
not feed its faith through reflective thinking easily falls victim to the ideologies. It lacks the
criteria to evaluate the answers given by society. The result is that the Church conforms to
contemporary circumstances and becomes a guardian of the status quo; or, on the other hand it
lets itself be conditioned by ideological propaganda in favor of change and, unconsciously, lets
itself be utilized. I believe in this area lies the greatest danger for a “church of the masses” with
no theological orientation, such as the Church in Latin America at this moment in history - the
danger of letting itself be carried away by whatever winds happen to blow, with no criteria to
discern what the Gospel demands in this situation. This is true especially in countries (Chile and
Brazil for example) where politicians might see in the Church, because of the number of its
members, a force to be exploited for their own interests. Without theology - without a fixed
point of reference from which to evaluate the ideologies - the Church becomes absorbed by the
world. Isn’t this what is so often seen, for example, in the case of young people reared in
Christian homes and churches who, when they begin to consider the application of Christian
discipleship in concrete situations, find they are unable to answer the interpretation of reality
suggested by their Marxist friends? Only a sufficient theological framework can keep the
Church from falling into the sanctification of either a rightist or a leftist ideology.
3.
The loss of second and third generation “Christians.” This is a common phenomenon; I
have seen it all over Latin America. It happens particularly with students. People who were
brought up in a Christian home will have nothing to do today with the Gospel or with the
Church. Why? To say that “they have gone into the world because they loved darkness rather
than light” isn’t enough. One of the many “sociologists” who are studying the “fabulous growth
of the Church in the Third World” could render an invaluable service to the study of missions
by including a survey, not only of those who enter the Church, but also of those who leave. We
suspect, on the basis of mere observation, that the study would show at least two facts: a) that
the number of second and third generation “Christians” who have left the Church in the last ten
or fifteen years is well up in the hundreds; b) that in very many cases the reason for leaving
was a crisis of faith due to the absence of a sound theological basis and of an understanding of
the wider dimensions of the Christian faith. The young person whose Biblical knowledge never
gets beyond Sunday School level sooner or later finds that his Christian system breaks, that his
faith does not have an adequate basis on which to sustain the weight of the objections raised by
life in contemporary society. It is not really surprising that many of the young guerrilla leaders in
some countries are from Christian homes! What the Church was unable to give them in terms
of a purpose in life and an adequate perspective from which to understand history, they have
found in a secular ideal that in the end destroys their “inherited faith.”
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III.

TOWARD A CONTEXTUALIZED GOSPEL

A Xeroxed copy of a theology made in Europe or North America can never satisfy the theological
needs of the Church in the Third World. Now that the Church has become a world community, the
time has come for it to manifest the universality of the Gospel in terms of a theology that is not bound by
a particular culture but shows the many-sided wisdom of God. If it is widely recognized that “the
European and North American cultural append ages of the Gospel have become an increasingly heavy
burden on those who feel called to carry Christ’s message to peoples of non-European traditions,” the
moment has come to do something about it. The theological task can no longer be regarded as the task
of one sector of the Church; it must be viewed as the task of the whole Church in search for “the unity
of the faith and the knowledge of the Son of God.”
Guidelines for an Evangelical Theology
This moment in history makes a demand on Christians everywhere - to delve deeply into Scripture in
order to find whatever light it will throw on today’s problems, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. If
the Gospel is to be not just intellectually accepted but also lived, it must necessarily take shape within
our cultural context. The role of theology is to interpret and clarify God’s Word for the sake of
obedience to Christ in the concrete historical situation. In other words, theology is an instrument for the
contextualization of the Gospel. And for it to fulfill its purpose it must be based on Biblical revelation, in
the life context and for obedience to Christ today. It must therefore take into account the following
guidelines:
1.
The basis of theology is the Word of God. God has spoken in Jesus Christ and what he
has said in him (including his person and word) is the central theme of Scripture. The Word of
God has been “inscripturated” and as such plays an absolutely essential normative role in
theological thinking by the action of the Holy Spirit. Without this control exercised by the
Word and the Spirit who works through the Word, theology becomes mere human wisdom - a
mere projection of man, an anthropology.
2.
The context of theology is the concrete historical situation. “Pure theology” produced in
an ivory tower, bears a closer relationship to scholasticism than to the Bible. Theological
thinking is not basically an intellectual exercise, but rather a discovery of the will of God
regarding the practice of truth. The study of the Bible is not so much a question of assimilating
information as a question of discerning the will of God in the context of specific commitment.
Jesus said, “If any man’s will is to do His will, he shall know whether the teaching is from God
or whether I am speaking on my own authority.” 36
3.
The purpose of theology is obedience to Christ. It may well be repeated that the only
theology known to the Bible is a “functional theology,” a theology elaborated for the purpose of
carrying out God’s plan through his people. For this reason evangelical theology must never
lack the pastoral touch. In a sense, it is a pastoral homily in which God makes himself known
to us as the God who uses us as the light of the world and the salt of the earth. This implies that
theology cannot focus solely on the individual and his needs, but that it must go one step further
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to discern the will of God in relation to the world in which the Church is called to live out the
Gospel.
The Church and Contextualization of the Gospel
In the final analysis, the contextualization of the Gospel is not man’s work, but God’s. It is only as the
Word of God becomes flesh in the people of God, that the Gospel takes shape within culture.
According to God’s purpose, the Gospel is never to be merely a message in words but a message
incarnate in his Church and, through it, in history. The God who always has spoken to men from within
the historical situation has appointed the Church as his instrument for the manifestation of Christ’s
presence in the midst of men. The contextualization of the Gospel can never take place apart from the
contextualization of the Church.
If the Church is to reveal Christ within culture, it must first experience the reality of Christ’s death with
regard to culture. As Hans Burki ha s put it, “The first decisive operation of the Gospel in confronting
culture-man with God is to cut him free from his cultural umbilical cord.” 37 In practical terms this means
that the totality of life (including patterns of thinking and conduct, values, habits, and roles) must be
allowed to be judged by the Word of God, so that only what is honoring to Christ remains and is
fulfilled. Dying with Christ we die to our own culture and are therefore able to recognize with greater
objectivity the ways in which we are conditioned by it as well as to appreciate the values in any culture
other than our own. We thus catch a glimpse of the relevance of the Gospel to Jews and Gentiles and
consequently of the glory of the risen Christ who transforms culture.
The truly indigenous Church is the one that through death and resurrection with Christ embodies the
Gospel within its own culture. It adopts a way of being, thinking and acting in which its own cultural
patterns are transformed and fulfilled by the Gospel. In a sense, it is the cultural embodiment of Christ,
the means through which Christ is formed within a given culture. The task of the Church is not the
extension of a culture Christianity throughout the world, but the incarnation of the Gospel in each culture.
Missionary work must therefore be oriented towards the formation of what Charles H. Kraft calls
“dynamic equivalence churches,” which he compares with the dynamic translations of the Bible. 38
Those churches in the Third World that remain tied to the Western mother church are “literal
translations,” alienated from their own culture. They reduce the Christian faith to outward conformity to
words that have been transliterated from another culture. The indigenous churches are “dynamic
translations” that produce in their own society the same kind of impact as that which was produced by
the early church in the Greco-Roman world. They use the forms of the local culture, but they transform
them into tools for the expression of the Christian faith. It is only through “dynamic equivalence
churches” that the Gospel will be contextualized. And these churches alone will be able to generate a
genuine evangelical theology in which the many-sided wisdom God will be reflected.
The contextualization of the Gospel will not consist of an adaptation of an existing theology to a given
culture. It will not be the result of an intellectual process. It will not be aided by a benevolent
missionary paternalism intended to help the young church to select those cultural elements that can be
regarded as positive. The contextualization of the Gospel can only be a gift of grace granted by God to
a church that is seeking to place the totality of life under the lordship of Christ in its historical situation.
More than a wonder of nature, the incarnation is a wonder of grace.
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NEWS CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
INTERNATIONAL
Contact:
Thomas E. Jackson
Director of Media Relations
Arrowhead Springs
San Bernardino, CA 92414
“Agape Atlanta - Model for Saturation of America with the Gospel”
A reporter for a TV station said it was as well organized as a presidential campaign…but America has
never seen anything like this!
The nation’s 11 th largest metropolitan area blanketed with one message on 122 billboards, total
saturation of TV, newspaper ads, radio spots, bumper stickers, lapel stickers, and buttons: “I Found
It!” - New Life in Jesus Christ. This was Atlanta, Georgia, last month as the movement named “Agape
Atlanta” swung into high gear.
With a desire to bring great glory to God and backed by a 24-hour prayer chain that has continued for
16 consecutive months, 4,000 Atlanta Christians are working together in an unprecedented effort to
reach out to every household in the city with the message of God’s love and forgiveness. The word
“agape” is the Greek word used in the New Testament to mean “God’s unconditional love for people.”
HOW IT BEGAN
Agape Atlanta is the combined, coordinated effort of Christians from 91 participating churches of most
denominations, representing virtually every racial and economic segment of the city.
The movement began in Atlanta in February, 1974, when Campus Crusade for Christ staff began to
share with pastors and lay people their vision for reaching all of Atlanta with the gospel. An executive
committee of lay people, pastors, and Campus Crusade staff was formed to put the vision into action.
Finances for the movement have come from churches and from many of the leading businessmen of
Atlanta. In addition, one television station donated $9,000 in free commercial time to broadcast “I
Fount It” spots and another donated 30 minutes of prime evening viewing time for an “I Found It”
Special.
“I FOUND IT”
In order to make Agape Atlanta a continuous outreach, more than 4,000 Christians have been trained in
how to clearly share their faith in Christ, how to experience the Christ-empowered life, and how to
follow up those they lead to Christ.
Training institutes sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ were held in churches throughout the city.
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A prayer chain of 1,000 women are asking God to use the Agape Atlanta movement to reach every
household with the gospel.
During the last week in April and the first three weeks of May of this year, there began an intensive
mass media campaign focusing on the theme “I Found It.”
During the suspenseful first week, only the words “I Found It” appeared on billboards, TV, radio,
newspapers, and buttons. A survey taken at the end of that week revealed that 44% of the people in
Metro Atlanta remembered seeing the “I Found It” slogan.
The TV and radio ads consisted of people telling how they had had no peace and contentment in their
lives until they “found it.”
During the last three weeks of the mass media campaign, these ads also included the fact that what the
people had found was “new life in Jesus Christ” and that anyone “can find it too!” A phone number to
call was given to those who were interested in order to receive a free booklet entitled “Here’s How
You Can Find It.” The booklet contains testimonies of Christians explaining what Christ has done in
their lives as well as a brief presentation of how to become a Christian called “The Four Spiritual
Laws.”
After a person phoned the Agape Atlanta office requesting the booklet, a trained Christian who lives in
their neighborhood was contacted to deliver the booklet. Agape Atlanta staff, using a specially
designed computer system, have divided the city into 7,000 blocks with 50 households in each block.
Simultaneously, block workers conducted telephone and door-to-door surveys in their blocks in order
to share Christ with the 50 households in the neighborhood. The “prayer target” is that by the end of
1975 every household in Atlanta will have been personally visited and presented claims of Jesus Christ
Here are a few examples of what has happened as Atlanta Christians prayed for and personally
contacted their neighbors:
• A block worker had a high rise apartment for elderly people in his block and each of the first 11
people with whom he shared the gospel prayed to receive Christ.
• A man who had never led anyone to Christ had three people pray with him over the phone to
receive Christ.
• An 11 year old boy led two people to Christ over the phone.
• A woman who saw the “I Found It” publicity called in and said “I need help. I’m dying of cancer.”
One of the Agape Atlanta staff shared the Four Spiritual Laws with her over the phone and she
prayed to receive Christ. A block worker who lives near her then went over to visit her that
afternoon.
• A man called the “I Found It” phone number saying that he was an alcoholic and desperate for
help. He then prayed to receive Christ over the phone. He called back 30 minutes later to say how
much he appreciated her talking with him about Christ and that he could already tell that his life was
changing.
• A prisoner in a Georgia State Prison saw a TV spot, called the “I Found It” phone number, and
prayed to receive Christ over the phone.
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ONLY THE BEGINNING
“The key to the success of Agape Atlanta has been the involvement of the 91 participating churches,”
said Bruce Cook, Agape Atlanta Coordinator.
“Without ongoing movements of evangelism and discipleship in these churches, the mass media
campaign would have had no one to follow up the people who wanted to know more about Christ. The
Campus Crusade “Way of Life Plan” is the strategy that these churches are using to build church
members into true disciples.”
“We want to see Agape Atlanta duplicated in cities throughout the nation.” Cook continued. “We are
calling our national strategy ‘Here’s Life, America’ and we have scheduled a ‘Here’s Life, America’
Conference to be held in Fort Collins, Colorado, July 21-24, 1975. We are trusting that pastors and
laymen from cities all across America will join us for the conference to see how their own city can be
reached for our Savior.

One of the 122 billboards that blanketed metropolitan Atlanta and helped to point an entire city to Jesus
Christ. The billboards were part of a mass media campaign that also included total saturation of TV,
newspaper ads, radio spots, bumper stickers and lapel buttons. Each person that called the posted
telephone number was visited personally by a block worker in his neighborhood and given and
opportunity to receive Christ.
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HERE’S LIFE, DENVER MIXES
MIRACLES WITH PRAYER
In a city where the churches seldom worked together, Here’s Life, Denver united 120 churches of 21
denominations to share Jesus Christ with 133,500 people.
Here’s Life, Denver looked like an impossible task. A city of divided churches whose pastors rarely
worked together, Denver hadn’t seen its congregations unite to sponsor a city-wide evangelistic effort
for more than 10 years.
Yet, as a result of prayer, 3,000 workers from 120 churches representing 21 denominations sponsored
an “I found it” campaign May 3-21. By the end of the campaign, they had contacted more than
133,500 people, and almost 7,500 had indicated they had received Jesus Christ.
When city coordinator Earl Pickard was challenged in 1975 to develop a spring ‘76 campaign, his first
reaction was that it would never happen in Denver. But he spent three days in prayer and fasting,
asking God to give him compassion and a burning desire to see all of Denver evangelized. He and his
staff team began to claim the city by faith, and one night they went to the top of a hill overlooking
Denver to pray.
Pickard recalls that time: “As I prayed and meditated on the last few verses of Matthew 9, it hit me that
Jesus was moved with compassion when He saw the people running around like sheep without a
shepherd. I began to see that this described most of the people in Denver, that they were groping for
answers.”
MOVING BY FAITH
“From there,” Pickard continued, “it was a matter of moving by faith, telling pastors what was going to
happen and when. Although people had told us about the lack of cohesiveness among the churches and
we didn’t have any of the details of the media worked out - like getting spots on the TV stations and
getting billboards - we believed God that He was going to reach Denver.”
Before Here’s Life, Denver was planned, Pickard had been conducting three-hour prayer workshops in
city churches. Pastors and laymen had responded so favorably to these workshops that he knew he
must continue to conduct them while coordinating Here’s Life, Denver. This emphasis paid off,
according to Pickard. “Prayer broke down the barriers in Denver,” he explained. “We’ve conducted
40 prayer workshops involving 1,700 people in individual churches during the last year and a half. We
felt that if anything was going to happen in Denver it had to begin with prayer. As we shared our
concern for a spiritual revival of God’s people, we saw God begin to supernaturally move among His
people in the city.”
Eight months before the “I found it’ campaign, 67 churches organized Here’s Life prayer chains in
which each church prayed one day a month for 10-12 hours. Answers to prayer included a larger
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number of involved churches, donations which exceeded the cost of the campaign and thousands whose
lives were transformed by Christ.
According to Pickard, finances were never a problem; funds steadily came in. When Here’s Life,
Denver needed to pay $12,000 for media, more than $3,00 was still lacking on the day the payment
was due. One staff member shared this need at a businessmen’s Bible study and returned to the
campaign office with $1,600. They still needed $1,800. Later that afternoon a businessman Pickard
had previously challenged to invest in the outreach called to say he couldn’t attend a meeting that
afternoon, but asked where he could send a check for $2,000.
Financial coordinator Lee Ashley, who had recently retired after 45 years as a banker, had participated
in many fund drives. This was the first time, however, that he had to go back to people who were
willing to give and tell them that their money was no longer needed. He mentioned that, although
reluctant at first to coordinate the fund raising, it was a continual joy to tell people about Here’s Life and
ask them to invest. “I presented the 12-minute film, which shows what happened during Atlanta’s “I
found it” campaign, to a very dear friend of mine, and 82-year-old widow, he said, “Though this, she
received Christ with me.”
SKEPTICAL CHURCHES
Many churches waited to see what would happen before involving themselves in Here’s Life, Denver.
However, those already involved continued to pray and move forward. As a result, Pickard said, “In
the last few weeks all kinds of churches wanted to get on board. It’s been exciting to see pastors come
from little faith to great faith.”
For example, one pastor whose church was key to reaching a certain part of the city at first declined to
participate in the “I found it” campaign because his people were busy with other activities. But the
Here’s Life workers prayed and this pastor committed his church to the campaign at the last minute. He
bought few materials for his church’s telephone volunteers, skeptical that they would use them. But he
returned to the Here’s Life office four days later and bought three to four times the original amount. He
became excited that his church had gotten involved - his members were seeing many people accept
Christ.
Businessman Brian Penner’s church, Belleview Acres Church of the Mennonite Brethren, prayed
specifically for four people to become Christians during a special service in April, one of them Penner’s
neighbor, Rod Holten. Both Penner and his pastor had talked with Holten about Jesus Christ. During
the church service Holten asked Christ to come into his life and began to spend time in Bible study with
Penner.
A couple of weeks later, Penner and other church members prayed that Holten would attend the last
Here’s Life, Denver neighborhood worker training session. Holten and his wife both attended. A
three-week-old Christian, he worked at his church’s neighborhood phone center and let three people to
Christ on his first night there.
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Nine of 12 high school students involved in Sierra Baptist Church’s youth group participated in the “I
found it” campaign. One of them, Jeff asked Pastor Merv Kramer to go with him to deliver a “Here’s
How You Can Find It, Too!” booklet.
While Jeff was going through the booklet with the high school boy who had requested it, the boy’s
mother came into the room and sat down. Kramer immediately began to wonder how he would explain
to the woman why a stranger was talking with her son about Jesus Christ. After they had gone through
the booklet, the boy received Christ through prayer. When the two boys said “amen,” the mother also
said “amen.”
Kramer discovered as the teenagers continued to talk that she had recently become a Christian and had
been praying for her husband, son and daughter, who belonged to a religious cult. ”I didn’t know how I
was going to reach my son for Christ, so I prayed,” she explained. “When I saw the “I found it” ads on
television, I encouraged him to call in and he did.
WORKERS TRANSFORMED
Not only has the “I found it” campaign brought new life in Christ to individuals, but the workers
themselves and their families have been transformed. One volunteer at the main telephone center had
been a Christian for only two months when the media campaign started. She had run away from home
at the age of 14 and returned to Denver a year ago after five years of no contact with her parents. Her
parents and friends were amazed at the changes they saw in her life after she became a Christian.
She attended a Here’s Life training session and learned how to allow the Holy Spirit to empower her
and how to share her faith in Christ with others. She immediately went home and told her parents about
Christ. Members of a religious cult who actively communicate their beliefs, her parents weren’t
interested in accepting Christ. However, the next day the mother phoned her daughter and asked her to
come and read the Four Spiritual Laws booklet to her again. After they read it, the mother asked Jesus
Christ to come into her life. She commented, “I had become disillusioned during this past year with my
beliefs and I couldn’t help noticing your changed life.”
The Rev. David Allen Jr., Pastor of Judson Memorial Baptist Church, and his wife had prayed for three
years that God would use them to reach their neighbors for Christ. They had witnessed to some of their
neighbors on several occasions, but none of them had actually become Christians. The Allen’s
telephone list assigned them to call people in their own neighborhood. During Allen’s second night of
phoning, he shared the gospel with a widow who lived two houses away. She received Jesus Christ
and attended a follow-up Bible study at Allen’s church.
MYSTIFYING RESPONSE
Judson Memorial Baptist Church hosted a Here’s Life training institute last spring, and Allen prayed that
120 of the church’s 360 active adult members would attend. Some 200 were trained and 150
participated in the “I found it” campaign. “Frankly, admitted Phil Mitchell, minister of discipleship, “we
were stunned by the response. We didn’t think God would do it. We were not only thrilled when God
gave us such a response, but we were mystified.”
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“Our people are electric in terms of what Here’s Life, Denver has done to develop boldness in their
lives”, Allen stated. “Men and women who never shared their faith have been trained and are actively
witnessing. They’ll never be the same again.”
“There is a widespread mentality infesting many churches,” Mitchell remarked. “Because we are living
in a godless age, many feel we must protect the Lord’s work and try to hold on to what we have.
Here’s Life, Denver and The Way of Life plan of discipleship and evangelism have changed the
mentality of our church to, ‘Satan had better be careful, because here we come.’ People are beginning
to realize that our church is going to grow and that we’re going to win; we’re not playing for a tie.”
Both Allen and Mitchell say that they will wait a year or two before seriously evaluating the results of
Here’s Life, Denver on their church. “It’s pretty much up to us to capitalize on it because our people
are excited about what they’re doing,” said Allen. Neither pastor was disappointed to see smaller
numbers of new Christians become involved in their church than they might expect after the media
campaign. They feel that those few people will grow and reach out for Christ to the people the know.
“As a result of their ministry and that of the laymen who are finally beginning to share their faith, we’ll
see a lot of people come to know Christ eventually,” Mitchell said.
“As people saw the results of prayers they prayed during our Here’s Life prayer chain,” noted a pastor,
“they were motivated to enlarge their prayer life with their families. The connection that prayer has had
with Here’s Life, Denver is possible one of the greatest experiences of revival that we’ve had. People
know that God hears and answers. Now they’re asking Him for a lot of things they never used to think
of asking for.”
Before the campaign the Rev. Leonard Vogt, of Belleview Acres Church of the Mennonite Brethren,
felt that telephone evangelism couldn’t work. Now he says, “I’m convinced that this is a tremendous
way to reach people with the gospel.” Forty-nine of his 51 adult church members participated in the “I
found it” campaign, and they led 174 people to Jesus Christ.
A young Christian in Vogt’s church said, “This just isn’t for me.” When he discovered his Here’s Life
training included door-to-door evangelism. However, he reluctantly participated and talked about Jesus
Christ with a man who received Christ. He invited the new Christian to church and the ma n came the
next Sunday. On the following Sunday, he brought his entire family, and the next week his nonChristian neighbors came, all impressed by his changed life. As a result of this one contact, nine new
people attended Vogt’s church.
A man who had been to Denver on a business trip phoned the main telephone center from Las Vegas
during the second week of the media campaign. He wanted to know what the “I found it” slogan
meant, so the telephone worker gladly told him. After 15 minutes, he received Christ long distance.
The worker immediately telephoned her mother, who lived in Las Vegas, and arranged for Christians
there to follow him up.
Students at nearby Denver University also participated in the “I found it” campaign. Linda, a student
who works in the campus cafeteria, wore her button to work the first morning of the campaign.
Another cafeteria worker asked her what she had found. A little nervous, Linda explained that she had
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found a personal relationship with Jesus Christ and that her friend could have it, too. “I’d really like to,”
the woman answered. “Tell me how.” Linda was speechless, but not for long. She talked with the
woman, who received Christ right there. Shortly afterward, two more women asked Linda about her
button and, as a result, also became Christians. Then one of them asked, “Hey, Linda, Where can I get
a button?”
“A button?” Linda replied.
“Yeah - I found it!”
At the Metropolitan Church of the Open Bible, 44 of 150 members participated in Here’s Life and
more than 100 received Christ with them during the first week and a half of the campaign. Assistant
pastor Jerry Romprey stated. “A few times we prayed that a specific number of people would accept
Christ with each worker. God always gave us beyond what we asked. One night we prayed that two
people would receive Christ with each of the three workers at our second phone center. Nine people
accepted Christ. There’s such an atmosphere of prayer and faith that you ask for big things.”
Maura Card
TOLEDO OHIO
The churches and Christians of this Lake Erie port city are preparing for a spiritual harvest unequaled in
the history of their city, state, or even nation. They have claimed Toledo for Christ. It will all begin with
a special six week media campaign that will intrigue, interest and encourage listeners to discover new life
in Jesus Christ. During and following this will be a growing movement of discipleship and evangelism in
the city. On the same day, November 8, that Here’s Life Toledo begins, the same movement will begin
in over 160 major cities in the country. It is truly the time for harvest. HERE’S LIFE AMERICA!
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WHO FOUND IT?
Did The Here’s Life America Blitz Work?
C. Peter Wagner
Rarely in America’s history has a nationwide evangelistic thrust attracted the attention of the American
public to the degree of “Here’s Life America.” During 1976 most of the residents of 165 American
metropolitan areas became familiar with the yellow and black bumper stickers and the blue and white
billboards and the TV spots that proclaimed, “I found it!” This year the effort is moving into at least 50
other cities. The goal of Campus Crusade’s president, Bill Bright, is to saturate no less than 265 major
metropolitan areas and 18,000 smaller communities in the U. S. and Canada.
I was reasonably sure that many of the lessons learned through somewhat disappointing saturation
evangelism programs such as Evangelism in Depth in Latin America in the 1960s and Key 73 in the
USA would not be repeated in Here’s Life America. Research showed that those saturation efforts
despite a great deal of excitement, widespread publicity, unprecedented interdenominational
cooperation, intense prayer, hefty budgets, and even larger numbers of “decisions for Christ” did not, in
fact, help churches across the board increase their rates of growth. Pastors and denominational
executives began wondering out loud whether such efforts were really worth the energy.
Then in 1975 Campus Crusade for Christ announced a new Here’s Life America program, conceived
by former Bright assistant Bruce Cook and then developed by the Russ, Reid Agency, a Pasadenabased Christian advertising firm. The plan was first tested in Atlanta, Georgia. My initial knee-jerk
reaction was, “Here we go again!” But as I became informed, as I understood more of what was being
projected, my hopes rose. It seemed to me that many of the deficiencies of Evangelism in Depth and
Key 73 were being corrected. Why did I rate the potential so high?
There are two basic reasons. The first relates to the creative use of the media for the proclamation of
the gospel. In our particular culture, television, radio, billboards, bumper stickers, telephones, and even
lapel buttons exert individually and collectively a very powerful force on public opinion. If they are
effectively used for advertising consumer goods, for interpreting the news, for political campaigns, and
other efforts to get messages across to the people, why not use them for evangelism?
The answer to that question relates directly to budget. In the major metropolitan “markets” the media
are simply too expensive to be within the reach of most church and/ or denominational budgets. True,
Southern Baptists in Texas recently put together their own media campaign designed to saturate their
state, but few if any other denominational groups could afford the million and a half dollars to duplicate
it. Perhaps the only organization in America that could serve as the necessary catalyst to bring such
resources together at this particular moment of history is Campus Crusade.
The second reason why I though that the Here’s Life program has unusually high potential is its
relationship to the local church. Whereas Campus Crusade has always perceived itself to be a servant
of the churches, none of its previous programs had developed the degree of relationship to churches and
pastors that is now being seen in the Here’s Life movement. For the first time, Campus Crusade’s
extremely considerable evangelistic resources were being channeled primarily through the local church.
Sound evangelism must begin and end in the local church.
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It seemed to me, then, that the combination of Campus Crusade, the media and the local church was a
force that the Holy Spirit would use.
How did it turn out?
Before answering that question, a word needs to be said about the measuring instrument. Once an
effort becomes primarily related to churches the measure of success or failure in evangelism ultimately
turns to membership growth. Church growth becomes the top priority expectation of churchmen when
they join a special evangelistic program.
Secondly, pastors hope that masses will be exposed to the media presentation, remember the message
they are exposed to, understand that the “it” is new life in Jesus Christ, here a presentation of the Four
Spiritual Laws by a trained worker, pray and receive Christ, and enroll in a Bible study group. They are
also glad to get their won members trained and active in witnessing for Christ. But if, as a result of all
that, new believers are not incorporated into the life and fellowship of their churches, church leaders will
tend to be disappointed.
Such an attitude reflects the basic philosophy of the Church Growth Movement, which I am associated.
When evangelistic efforts are evaluated from the Church Growth point of view, three premises must be
agreed upon:
Premise One. Commitment to Jesus Christ implies commitment to the body of Christ. The New
Testament is clear in its teaching that Christians are supposed to relate to Jesus as branches to the vine
(John 15) and also to each other as members of the same body (Ephesians 4). The usual outward sign
of incorporation into the body is baptism. So strong is this dual commitment that at one point the Bible
says, “He that believes and is baptized shall be saved” (Mark 16:16). Lone Christians unrelated tot he
fellowship and warmth of the body are not God’s ideal.
Premise Two. Throughout the history of Christianity, and no less true wherever Christianity exists
today, the ordinary tangible manifestation of the body of Christ is the local church. Again, exceptions
can be found. The form the local church takes can vary from an underground association in a
Communist land to a small house church to high church Episcopal worship. Ac church in one culture is
not supposed to be a carbon copy of churches in other cultures. Nevertheless, the body of Christ is
usually seen in churches.
Premise Three. Churches can be measured. They can be measured in many ways. Aspects of
spiritual life can be quantified. Finances lend themselves to analysis. Church diseases can be diagnosed
and compared to healthy conditions. But, particularly when evangelistic efforts are being evaluated, the
measurement that best brings together all that a church is relates to membership growth or decline.
When a church has it all together, like the Jerusalem church after Pentecost did, the normal result is that
the Lord will add daily to the church such as should be saved (Acts 2:47).
We now come to a crucial question. Is Campus Crusade willing to have its Here’s Life program
evaluated as a success or failure on these criteria?
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The answer is, Yes.
Bill Bright, when asked this question, responded, “Campus Crusade believes in full disclosure of all
facts, financial and otherwise. We are transparent. We are convinced that in God’s work the truth
never hurts the total effect of the ministry.
This is an extraordinary response. Extraordinary because to my knowledge Campus Crusade is the first
major parachurch evangelistically-oriented organization to take involvement with the local church so
seriously that it has commissioned the kind of research described above. Most other such organizations
are content with reporting the number of churches cooperating, the attendance at crusades, the number
of decisions for Christ, and the amount of the offerings. The next step is often called “follow-up” and
responsibility for that phase is relegated to the churches themselves. Thus, if churches do not grow as a
result of the evangelistic effort, the blame is passed on to the churches themselves and not to the
evangelistic organization.
But Campus Crusade has refused to take this relatively easy way out. Of course, while all realize that
churches must assume a large share of the responsibility for their own health and growth, Campus
Crusade has nevertheless been tough-minded enough to retain an independent research organization
(the Fuller Evangelistic Association Department of Church Growth in Pasadena, California) to find out
whether Here’s Life is helping churches grow or not. They asked for hard data which would enable
them to know how much Here’s Life America has contributed toward adding new members to
cooperating churches and whether it has caused their rates of growth to increase. If it was helping
substantially, they wanted to do more of the same. If it was not, they wanted to make appropriate
adjustments so that future efforts would be more productive.
The Fuller Evangelistic Association researched a set of representative cooperating churches in six major
cities where Here’s Life was considered by the Crusade staff itself to have been relatively effective.
They included Kansas City, Philadelphia, Dallas, Denver, Indianapolis, and Austin.
Simultaneously, and without the knowledge of either Campus Crusade or Fuller Evangelistic
Association, the Institute for American Church Growth of Arcadia, California, was conducting it own
research in Fresno and Indianapolis. Their results were published in an article entitled “A Church
Growth Look at Here’s Life America” by the Institute’s president, Win Arn (Church Growth: America,
February 1977). In the categories where the research overlapped, the data from the two surveys
turned out to be so similar that the findings could be combined to increase the data base.
My expectations remained high even while the research was being conducted. This was not only
because of the theoretical considerations mentioned at the beginning of the article, but also because of
the very productive involvement of my own church, Lake Avenue Congregational Church, of Pasadena,
California. Of the 74 people who made decisions for Christ during the local Here’s Life crusade, 30
have been folded into some aspect of our church life. This figures to 42%, which is, from what we
know, a pretty narrow “follow-up gap.”
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It this was happening in my church, could it be a pattern? Some favorable testimonies of individual
churches in other cities also began to surface. Such reports sounded good, but unfortunately, when the
data were collected across the board, the results did not seem to be that positive.
Before looking at the hard facts of membership growth or decline, it would be well here to indicate that
Here’s Life America did accomplish many good things apart from adding members to churches. There
is general agreement that:
1. Here’s Life provided wide visibility to the gospel and to the cause of Christ. In 1976 alone, 6.5
million persons had been contacted personally, and 536,824 persons had at least expressed a
desire to receive Christ as their Savior. These, in fact, are conservative figures, reflecting only the
reported results. Many churches as workers for differing reasons failed to report their efforts.
2. Here’s Life heightened the sense of friendship, cooperation, and brotherhood among Christian
leaders. In Salt Lake City, for example, for the first time a ministerial alliance was formed during the
Here’s Life program. Similar things have happened in many other cities.
3. Here’s Life has revitalized many churches internally. As a result of the evangelistic activity, many
people who were already church members received Christ for the first time and came into an
assurance of their salvation. Archie Parrish of Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church, for example,
reported that during their first week of calling, 40 members of their church received Christ.
4. Here’s Life has been used to touch the lives of many persons who have been truly born again, but
who, for reasons of their own, have not chosen to relate to a church.
5. Here’s Life has stimulated thousands of people nationwide to share Christ actively who had not
been sharing previously. Our data show that at least 18% of those who took Here’s Life training
are continuing to share their faith after the official program has ended.
But not for the not so good news: In terms of the magnitude of the “follow-up gap,” the following data
were collected from 178 churches in the six test cities: 26,535 gospel presentations, 4,106 decisions for
Christ, 526 in Bible studies led by church members, and 125 new church members.
In other words, of the 4,106 people who made decisions, 3% became church members. Of course
time is a factor, and it undoubtedly will take some of them longer to decide to join a church. Some may
also prefer to remain outside Christian churches in order to carry on certain specialized ministries.
Furthermore, many who made decisions were undoubtedly already members of non-cooperating
churches, and they say no reason to transfer membership to cooperating churches. How many, we do
not know.
One other thing. To what do we compare the 3% How large has the follow-up gap been in other areawide evangelistic efforts? Data on this are very scant, due largely to the lack of research across the
board on area-wide evangelism. It is hoped that this kind of measurement and accountability will be
taken seriously in the future by all who engage in this kind of evangelism.
Another way of looking at the data compares results to efforts. Chart 1 shows that each decision for
Christ required six presentations and one worker; each decision for Christ required six presentations
and one worker; each person who joined a Bible study required 50 presentations and five workers, and
each new church member required 212 presentations and 22 trained workers perhaps would have been
able to bring at least one person each, or 22 into the body of Christ instead of just one. But again, data
are not available to compare this with the results of similar efforts in America.
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Perhaps the most helpful
way of looking at the
“bottom line” of an
evangelistic effort is in terms
of rates of growth of the
churches involved. Chart 2
shows annual rates of
growth or decline of
selected examples of
churches in the six cities. In
each case, the column on
the right (1976) is the
Here’s Life year. The
expectation was that the
Here’s Life program would
lead to an increase in the
1976 growth rate over the
previous two years. Notice
that this did happen to the
churches researched in
Kansas City where the rate
jumped from 6% in 1975 to
16% in 1976. In
Philadelphia a negative
growth rate was turned
around to a positive one.
Dallas held its own. On the
other hand, a previously
decreasing rate continued in
Denver and Indianapolis
despite the Here’s Life
program, and in Austin a
previously increasing rate
took a turn for the worse.
Chart 3 summarizes the 30
churches from Chart 2. In
1974 their combined
membership increased 6%,
in 1975 it increased 12%;
but in the Here’s Life year
of 1976 it went down again
to 7%.
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Contrary to my won expectations, the deficiencies of Here’s Life in church growth are strikingly similar
to those of Evangelism in Depth. I have summarized them in my book Frontiers in Missionary
Strategy (Moody, 1971) and do not think they need repeating here. But as a diagnostician I am
intensely interested in why this should happen. A physician who has a patient with a temperature of 104
needs to go further than just temperature-taking if the patient is to be helped. Likewise in evangelism.
What can be done so that in Phase II of Here’s Life America the follow-up gap is narrowed?
It appears to me that Evangelism in Depth, Here’s Life America, and other area-wide evangelistic
efforts have developed relatively large follow-up gaps because they are typically heavy on the
evangelistic event and light on the growth process.
The unresolved problem is to be seen not so much in terms of the ripe harvest or of getting laborers into
the harvest fields as in terms of preparing the barns for the harvest. A wonderful harvest can quickly be
lost if it is not properly stored. Many people fall by the wayside between making a decision for Christ
and becoming a responsible disciple because the churches for reasons that are becoming better known,
have not been prepared to receive the new converts.
There have been some outstandingly successful cases of area-wide evangelism in recent years. The
Tommy Hicks crusade in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1954, catalyzed outstanding, measurable church
growth. So did the Stan Mooneyham crusades in Cambodia in 1972. Undoubtedly there are others,
but so few that they tend to stand out as exceptions. And the ones that have been successful have often
seen some sovereign and extraordinary working of the Spirit of God that is not readily transferable to
other situations. Is there, then, no way to plan area-wide evangelism so that the follow-up gap will be
narrowed?
A team of Church Growth specialists that I was privileged to lead went to work on this problem back in
1974. We received requests for this work from both Leighton Ford and the Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association and Luis Palau of Overseas Crusades. The Billy Graham Association was laying plans for
Vancouver, Canada, and Overseas Crusades for Rosario, Argentina. Among those who worked with
me on the project were Donald McGavran, Paul Benjamin, Edgardo Silvoso and others. The
evangelistic “events” were scheduled for November, 1976, in both cities. Together we designed a
growth process to accompany the event.
For many reasons, the process was not adopted for the Vancouver crusade. But the “Rosario Plan,”
as it was called, followed it almost to the letter. The process began 15 months before the event with a
team specialized in holding Church Growth workshops for the cooperating churches led by Vergil
Gerber of Evangelical Missions Information Services. Edgardo Silvoso of the Luis Palau team set up his
office in Rosario. Latin American Church Growth experts including Edward Murphy and Juan Carlos
Miranda were utilized. Church leaders were introduced to the principles of Church Growth, and they
set faith projections for the future. They began trusting God for expansion of their present congregations
as well as for the planting of new churches as “barns ready for the harvest.” All this in a city that, after
70 years of evangelistic efforts had gained the reputation of being very resistant to any presentations of
the gospel.
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Approximately 40 churches cooperated with the Rosario Plan. Some of the most adverse political
conditions imaginable developed in Argentina in late 1976. People were being murdered in the streets
almost daily. Public meetings were forbidden and a curfew imposed. Special government action was
needed for the services. Live television coverage of any public event was prohibited. Communication
and transportation systems had broken down. Yet, despite the handicaps, by the time Luis Palau
himself arrived on the scene, many of the cooperating churches had begun growing themselves as never
before, and, more importantly, 45 new churches had been established.
All the data are not yet in, but, remarkably, preliminary estimates of the follow-up rate run between 13
and 37%, a considerable gain over that of Here’s Life America. No one believes that the Rosario Plan
is the final answer, but it may well be a significant step in the right direction.
Campus Crusade is fully aware of the Rosario Plan and staff members have been assigned to study it
and adapt the principles to Phase II of Here’s Life America. Phase II is carefully designed around a
“Neighborhood Discipleship Strategy” which helps churches to continue telephone evangelism and plan
several steps of future leading to active church membership. Campus Crusade leaders are not
interested in perpetuating ineffective evangelistic methodologies. As I read the signs, they are fully
dedicated to fulfilling the Great Commission and they know that “making disciples” involves the careful
folding of those who pray and receive Jesus into ongoing worshipping and loving communities.
Significant new tools are already being developed. For example, Campus Crusade staffer Dan Reeves,
a graduate of Fuller Seminary’s School of World Mission and Institute of Church Growth, has written a
workbook for a new diagnostic clinic for churches, has designed a creative model for building church
growth dynamics into a local church, and is currently working on a handbook for training pastors in
effective leadership for evangelism and church growth. These tools should greatly contribute to the
growth of many of America’s churches.
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GREAT COMMISSION OR GREAT COMMOTION?
James F. Engel
•
•
•
•

3500 find new life in Christ.
TV program reaches 30 million.
Tract distribution plan brings gospel to every home in the city.
Satellite enables whole world to hear the gospel.

Such reports and claims flood the mailboxes of concerned Christians. But most of us wonder, “What is
really happening?”
To evaluate any type of evangelism I have concluded that there are four essential que stions:
When are people “reached with the gospel?
Communication requires more than exposure; the message must be both understood and retained.
1.

Our Wheaton research studies disclosed that almost 80% of Upper Arlington, Ohio (a suburb of
Columbus), was aware of the “I Found It” campaign. But only 40% correctly understood the message
and at least half of those were already Christian or Christian-oriented. Others screened out the message
entirely.
In another instance, all inmates in a particular prison were given a Bible, but 90% threw them away. In
still another, all tracts distributed to homes in a certain foreign city found their way into trash cans.
So it takes more than putting the message out. Any communicator must understand the spiritual
background, needs and lifestyle of the audience if the gospel is to have relevance.
It must also be recognized that people usually don’t come to Christ all at once. The decision is the end
result of many influences. Anything we do to help a person come to this understanding is effective
evangelism, even though it does not result in a decision.
When has a vital decision been made?
Usually a report on an evangelistic campaign lists the number who have come forward or “prayed to
receive Christ.” But recitation of a prayer can mean many things other than salvation, and some very
misleading conclusions can be drawn.
2.

As a graduate school project, we tried to contact at least 200 who reportedly prayed to receive Christ
over the telephone in the Chicago Here’s Life America campaign. Only 55 names proved usable.
Addresses or names were wrong, incorrect phone numbers were given, or no response was indicated.
A 26-item questionnaire was used by trained phone interviewers. When “I Found It” was mentioned,
17 people refused to cooperate further. One does not expect this response from an excited new
convert. Nearly 90% of the rest remembered the initial phone call and 85% recalled a follow-up
attempt, usually of an impersonal nature.
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But the shock to us was that all but three claimed to be Christian prior to the call. And no one
participated in follow up Bible studies.
These results may not be typical of the whole nation. Wagner reports of more positive results
elsewhere. Yet, undeniably, something is amiss.
Have we used both mass media and interpersonal media effectively?
Mass media (radio, TV, books, etc.) are most useful in early stages of stimulating interest in Jesus
Christ. But face-to-face witness is usually the means used by God to bring about the decision leading to
conversion. Both types of media should be part of a common strategy. Here’s Life America is a most
notable effort in this direction, and we should learn lessons from it.
3.

What is the role of the local church in this effort?
In the Problem of Wineskins, (Inter Varsity) Howard Snyder effectively states that God has established
the church as the primary means of world evangelization. All other agencies (referred to as parachurch
organizations) exists only as an adjunct with a temporary role of help and assistance. A real problem
arises when a parachurch organization designs a grand strategy and then enlists church support. At
times, it seems that the Arm of the church (the parachurch organization) is controlling the Body.
4.

In the final analysis, lasting results occur when initiative is taken by the church itself, hopefully in
cooperation with others. The parachurch organization may be used by God to play a useful role in this
process, but its goal should be to equip the church for the work of the kingdom.
No analysis of Here’s Life into facts and figures can capture the divine “grace notes” that were heard in
many cities. For example:
• The several near-suicides averted by random visits from Here’s Life team members, with the
subsequent conversions.
• The schoolboy who was asked to tell his class what his “I Found It” button meant.
• The alcoholic workman converted while servicing a soft drink machine in a Here’s Life office in
Lima, Ohio.
“One thing the church can’t stand is disillusionment. You get 1000 people believing you’ve got the
formula for evangelization and they take down everything you say. Then if it doesn’t come off exactly as
described, you’re in trouble.
If I would fault Campus Crusade for Christ for anything, it’s that the promotional ballyhoo leads to
disillusionment. One piece of literature promised that “Here’s Life” would be “just the beginning of a
movement that will sweep across America, revolutionizing the lives of tens of millions…” At the end of
the Here’s Life program for Southern California, Bill Bright stated that “here in the United States the
Great Commission will be fulfilled by the end of this year.”
--A USA evangelist and administrator
“Although we did not reach many people numerically, our downtown church has also tried many other
things here with no greater results, so it’s not the fault of Here’s Life, I think it did a lot for our own
people in learning about witnessing and about how God is working today. They liked the approach.
They didn’t feel it was high pressure. I didn’t hear anything negative from our people.
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I think the principle of Here’s Life is right. God used Here’s Life to give our church more of an
emphasis on Bible study and more of a stress on the spiritual instead of merely the social ministry of the
church. I cannot say anything negative about it. As a downtown church we are struggling and we don’t
expect overnight success. Here’s Life is one of the things God is using to help renew us and reach the
city.”
--Dan Olander, Christian education director
Mount Vernon Place Methodist Church
Washington D. C.
“Here’s Life needs to be studied as a classic case in which parachurch organizations try to make an end
run around the church and literally become the church. I think the long-range implications of Here’s Life
will be more destructive than constructive. I would wish that it was possible to statistically analyze not
only how many people did come to Christ in each particular area, but how many people were turned
against Christ and will be closed toward all other milder or more realistic evangelistic efforts in the
coming years. It’s that negative factor that constantly troubles me and I rarely hear anyone talk about it.
The old argument that if one person comes to Christ it’s all worth it is a very poor argument because it
needs to be balanced with the thought that when the one person came, how many other people were
irrevocably turned away by shabby techniques or human need?
I think Here’s Life needs to be studied from a critical perspective because it’s the ultimate example of
how evangelism in the contemporary vein denies the gospel in much of its meaningful punch. It so
oversimplifies the meaning of the Gospel that the kind of Christians it produces, as far as I can see, are
really hardly Christians at all in terms of conviction, relationships, or awareness of the world and God’s
plan of history. I am very disturbed about things like Here’s Life and am petrified that such movements
like this may arise again in the coming years if the church as not developed a better screening mechanism
and a way of creating its own evangelistic strategies.”
--a Baptist pastor
HERE’S LIVING PROOF
Nobody ever believed in a philosophy stronger than I did. My name is Eldrige Cleaver. I exiled myself from
America for 7 years, only to find that the communist philosophy I had faith in, doesn’t work in practice. The people
I trusted didn’t even trust themselves. I didn’t know what to believe anymore. Then I met a different kind of
revolutionary, Jesus Christ.
Can He be trusted to untangle a messed up life? I’m living proof of it!

In February of this year the Southern Baptists of Texas began a $1.5 million four-week media campaign
blitz to sell Jesus Christ to their fellow Texans. Under the direction of the Bloom Advertising Agency of
Dallas, the campaign was designed to reach every Texan over the age of two 40 times during the four
weeks. The program was called “Living Proof.”
Featuring such Christian personalities as Eldridge Cleaver, Dean Jones, Jeannie C. Riley and Billy
“White Shoes” Johnson, the spot commercials appeared on television, radio, and billboards and in
newspapers throughout Texas. A special effort was made to reach the Hispanic and black communities
with particular emphasis on radio commercials in those areas. The Texas Baptists paid the same
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commercial rates as they would selling soap or coffee through some stations ran a number of the
commercials as public service announcements.
Media chairman Lloyd Elder emphasized that the “Living Proof” media campaign was not the total
effort in evangelism for the 4400 Southern Baptist churches and missions in Texas, but instead was the
opening thrust in a year-long witness and evangelism effort. Local church follow-up is scheduled to
include direct mail, saturation door-to-door witnessing, local church revivals, and witness and
discipleship materials classes.
A survey of Texans indicated that 4.7 million state that they do not have a personal relationship with
Christ. It was the hope of the two million Baptists in Texas to reach many of this group. According to
the 1970 census, the state had 11.2 million citizens.
The executive board and missions team accepted the challenge of Good News Texas, the year-long
effort, and the “Living Proof” media campaign in December of 1975. Research projects were initiated,
which helped determine what the unchurched of Texas perceived as their major problems. Those
frequently listed included hopelessness, lack of peace of mind and purposelessness. Alternative
commercials were planned pointing to Christ as the solution and tested. A testimonial presentation
featuring Eldridge Cleaver was the clear choice, particularly among the unsaved, the main target group.
An effort was made to choose well-known Christians from diverse backgrounds whose lives had
definitely been changed by the power of Jesus Christ. Those chosen were asked to send in their
testimony and then were given professional assistance in trimming it to 30 seconds. Each one doing a
commercial was paid a talent fee, but many returned the money to the Good News Texas effort.
The Good News Texas committee determined that the most effective way of asking viewers to respond
was by writing. This was favored over a telephone response because the writer feels safer revealing
himself through the written word, the answer can be more careful and helpful, and it will provide for
continuing contact.
Each person writing the Good News Texas received a letter, appropriate material and an invitation to
write again. His name was then given to a local congregation and a trained Christian makes a personal
visit.
To evaluate the “Living Proof” campaign, a Dallas research firm conducted a telephone survey before
and after each four-week blitz. Louis, Bowles and Grove, Inc. reached these conclusions by late June:
• More than half (56%) of all Texas adults saw the commercials.
• Among those who saw them, 63% could remember the themes without prompting.
• The purpose of the advertising was perceived as encouraging people to “turn to God” and “accept
Jesus Christ.”
• Nine out of ten who recalled the personalities used in the testimonies said they were “believable”
and 66% said they were “very believable.”
The survey did not pursue church membership decisions, baptisms or actual conversions as a result of
the advertising. Based on the above coverage, the campaign cost Texas Southern Baptists a dollar per
person reached.
--Lynn Holman
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GLOSSARY
Biculturalism - an ability to move between two cultures (home and adopted) and to live in either
without experiencing culture shock.
Bonding - that initial process that produces acceptance of a foreigner into another culture.
Chauvinism - unreasoning devotion to one’s role, sex, etc. and contemptuous of all others.
Commonality - a sharing as of common features or characteristics.
Contextualization - the sustained effort to present the Christian message in such a way that it becomes
a part of the cultural context of the “receptor” people. Cultural “vehicles,” cultural appropriate
parables, and cultural illustrations to communicate Bible Truths without distortion of the
message.
Cultural Relativism - the practice of perceiving and understanding any element or aspect of a culture
by relating it to its own cultural context.
Culture - the sum total of the knowledge, attitudes, and habitual behavior patterns shared and
transmitted by the members of a particular society.
Culture Christianity - a Christian message that is distorted by the materialistic, consumer culture of the
western world.
Culture Shock - a person’s reaction to a new culture; the emotional disturbance which results from
contacting environmental and cultural differences.
Cumulative - increasing in effect, size, quantity, etc., by successive additions; law designating additional
evidence that gives support to earlier evidence.
Decode - the process of receiving the message from some source and translating it into the receptor or
respondents frame of reference.
Deism - belief in the existence of a God on purely rational grounds without reliance on revelation or
authority. Belief that God created the world and its natural laws, but takes no further part in its
functioning.
Deist - a believer in deism.
Dissonance - any lack of harmony or agreement.
Egocentric - viewing everything in relation to oneself; self-centered.
Encode - putting the message into some kind of “coded” system for the benefit of the respondent.
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Enculturation - process through which a culture becomes, or is made by a people, uniquely their own;
born and reared into a culture.
Ethnocentricism - the emotional attitude that one’s own race, nation, or culture is superior to all
others.
Fatalism - belief that all events are determined by fate and hence are inevitable.
Form Adaptation - the process by which missionaries adopt aspects of their lifestyle (dress, eating,
etc.) and Christian worship to conform to the lifestyle and culture of the target group.
Form and Meaning - the building blocks of a society consists of forms functioning in certain ways with
specific meanings attached.
Global Christian - a believer, having gone as far as God wants him to go, interceding, interested, and
locally involved in reaching the world.
Hedonism - the ethical doctrine that pleasure, variously conceived of in terms of happiness of the
individual or of society, is the principal good and proper aim of action. The self-indulgent
pursuit of pleasure as a way of life.
Holistic - all the interrelationships within a cultural system.
Incarnational Identification - the identification of missionaries with the culture and way of life of the
people being targeted.
Indigenization of the Gospel - presenting the Gospel in such a way that it is consistent with the
principles and assumptions of the indigenous culture while at the same time true to Biblical
foundations and principles.
Kinetics - body language.
Monocultural - the view that the way things are done in one’s cultural setting is the correct way to do
the same things in all cultures.
Monotheism - the belief of doctrine that there is only one God.
Myopic - short-sighted or near-sighted.
Objective - without bias or prejudice; detached. Being the aim or goal.
Pantheism - the doctrine that God is not a personality, but that all laws, forces, manifestations, etc., of
the self-existing universe are God. The worship, or toleration of worship, of all gods of various
cults.
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Redemptive Analogies - catalyzing elements within a culture that anticipate aspects of the Gospel.
Their God-ordained purpose is to precondition the mind to recognize Jesus Christ as Savior.
Respondents - persons who respond.
Role - a culturally accepted behavior.
Semantics - the branch of linguistics concerned with the nature, the structure, and the development and
changes of the meanings of speech forms, or with contextual meaning. The relationships
between signs and symbols and the concepts, feelings, etc., associated with them in the minds of
their interpreters.
Social Structure - the way in which statuses and roles are organized together to form a society.
Status - a position in a social system occupied by an individual, e.g., teacher, father, mother, student,
etc.
Symbols - the labels we use to identify concepts. They reflect the values of a culture’s system - the
culture and language grid.
Syncretism - the mixture of old meanings (from the receiving culture) with the new (from the Gospel)
so that the essential nature of each is lost. Harmful carry-overs from the old way of life.
Tertiary - of the third rank, order, formation, stage, etc.
World View - the way a group views the word around them.
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Spiritual Life Rating Scale
No or
Yes or
My Relationship with God
Never
Always
1. I am a Christian and am fully assured of my salvation
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
in Christ Jesus (1 John 1).
2. I acknowledge the Lordship of Jesus Christ in my
life through word and deed (Phil 3:7-14).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. I am experiencing the fullness of the Holy Spirit (Eph
5:18-20).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4. I am guided by the Holy Spirit (John 16:13-15).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. My convictions about truth and reality are based on
the Bible and its teachings (2 Tim 3:14-17).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. I demonstrate Christian character (Gal 5:22-26).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. I have a regular quiet time.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8. I am experiencing the significance of corporate life
and worship.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10

My Relationship With Others
1. I conduct myself with maturity and humility towards
others (Phil 2:1-8).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Witnessing to others is a way of life for me (2 Tim
4:1-5).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. I know my spiritual gift and am serving the church
with it (Rom 12:1-8).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. I am helping nurture other young Christians in their
spiritual growth (2 Tim 2:1-2).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. I am helping others with their physical and financial
needs (Jam 2:14-18).

1 2 3

6. I am demonstrating leadership qualities (1 Tim 3:113)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Personal Qualities Rating Scale
No or
Weak

Yes or
Strong

1. Emotional maturity. Able to handle stress. Having no hidden
strongholds or resentments.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. General flexibility. Socially and culturally tolerant, especially of
others’ doctrinal views. Able to switch rapidly from one activity
to another. Sensitive to environmental factors and able to adapt
accordingly. (Culture shock and stress can be severe for an
inflexible person.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Physical and emotional capacity. Having no acute or chronic
disorders which require constant medical attention. (Stresses on
the field are demanding, and fatigue sets in even for the strong.)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
4. Sensitivity. Able to understand both verbal and nonverbal cues
which communicate how other people are feeling and what they
are really saying or thinking. (This quality usually stems from a
strong identity in Christ.)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
5. Social adaptability. Reasonably comfortable with people or
social changes. Able to relate to all kinds of people.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
6. Friendliness. Genuine and sincere in building relationships.
Keen in developing new relationships.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
7. Language aptitude. Committed to gaining appropriate level of
fluency in the host language. Determined to understand the
cultural conditioning of the gospel and to learn ways of
communicating the message in the cultural context. (Having an
“ear” for tones in the language is advantageous.)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

(Continued on next page)
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Personal Qualities Rating Scale (cont.
No or
Weak

Yes or
Strong

8. Vocational Flexibility. Determined to choose the job
opportunity which is the most strategic in relation to one’s
mission in the country. Willing to adapt as needed.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9. Good stewardship of resources. Ultimately dependent upon
the Lord for financial resources, whether they should come
totally through secular employment and self-support, or partially
through friends, a church, or a mission agency.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10. Humility and teachableness. Having the mind of Christ and
being a servant for His sake. Being a keen learner with a
teachable and gracious attitude. (Humility is a quality prized
highly in most cultures.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11. Love for others. Having a strong manifestation of Christ’s love
in one’s life. Accepting other people and their culture. Having
no racial prejudice or pride. Showing love for co-workers so
others may know the unity that exists in Christ.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

12. Good Marriage and family relationships. Committed to
spouse and children, in Christ. Stable as a couple before leaving
for the field, since wives face similar pressure on the field as their
husbands. Having a strong enough family unit so that the family
will not become a hindrance to the ministry.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Bivocational Skills and Experience Rating Scale
No or
Weak

Yes or
Strong

1. Commitment to God’s calling and gifting. Having a
conviction of one’s role in the total ministry of the church and
fulfilling the Great Commission. Viewing a cross-cultural ministry
as a vital component of this calling.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Ability to witness to others. Exhibiting spontaneity and
creativity in sharing the gospel and one’s own testimony.
Trained to reach people in a variety of situations.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Ability to follow up individuals in the basics of discipleship.
Practicing the same disciplines oneself. Continuously learning in
order to be proficient in the use of Scriptures. Able to
communicate Bible truth.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Gifts/strengths which contribute to the team and its
equipping of others. Committed to the team concept of
ministry. Able to discern with initiative where one can fit.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. Ability to work harmoniously with others. Possessing a
sober assessment of one’s own strengths and weaknesses.
Aware of strengths and weaknesses in others. Having a strong
sense of assurance and identity in Christ. Committed to working
as a team.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Adequate professional or academic qualifications to match
openings in the host country. Possessing the necessary
qualifications (background experience, training, and expertise) to
contribute effectively in the work openings related to one’s
background.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

(Continued on next page)
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Bivocational Skills and Experience (cont.)
No or
Weak
7. Mindset of application to the host culture. Ready to transfer
one’s knowledge and skills within the language and culture, using
the resources of the host country. Having a vision of developing
and enabling local leaders to continue the work in the lay
ministry.

Yes or
Strong

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8. Sense of time management. Knowing how to maximize one’s
time with initiative and creativity to achieve personal goals.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
9. Accountability in relationships. Holding oneself accountable
to the Lord. Having a healthy respect and accountability with
the civil authority of both passport and visa governments, with
other team members and supporting agencies, with employers or
teachers, with one’s home church and the local church, and with
professional colleagues.
10. Adequate training for cross-cultural ministry. Possessing
relevant professional expertise and Bible or theological
competency. Able to communicate and adapt cross-culturally.
Able to handle ethical and security situations and manage stress.
(Family members should also get involved in the training
process.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11. Biblical perspective on work and ethics. Having a biblical
view on key issues relating to work, working relationships,
wealth, and possessions. Having convictions concerning ethical
and moral values in order to handle situations in which
compromises may be expected.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Negative Factors Rating Scale
Major
Problem

Not a
Problem

1. Unresolved relationship problems:
• With parents and family.
• With present and past leaders.
• With others.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Overbearing leadership style (usually an indicator of hidden
insecurities.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Excessive dependence on spouse or others (another indicator
of hidden insecurities.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Serious health problems (good medical facilities are rare on
the field.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. Obligations to elderly parents or other family at home (a
source of ongoing concern and stress).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Financial obligations (another source of worry).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. Besetting sin patterns (a stronghold for the enemy; Satan can
really take advantage of these on the field).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Bible Knowledge Rating Scale
Not
at All

Very
Well

1. I know the books of the Bible, their authors, and what grouping
they belong to (historical, poetic, etc.).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. I know how to study the Bible using sound Bible study
principles.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. I can accurately explain a Scripture passage to someone else.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. I understand who God is, His character, and His purposes as
expressed in Scripture.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. I understand the life and work of Jesus Christ.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. I understand the role of the Holy Spirit in my life.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. I understand the scriptural basis of the church and its role in the
world.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8. I understand sin, death, and salvation and how these apply to
men everywhere.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Action Plan Assignment
1. How well have you been discipled? Think about the people, programs, and
circumstances that have most helped you to become a disciple of Christ. List
the most important elements for helping a new Christian grow in Christ.
Determine to begin discipling at least one person/
2. Is there a program in your church which trains people in how to share their
faith? What process should be used to best learn these elements of
evangelism?
3. The modeling aspect of discipling cannot be overemphasized. Rate yourself
on how well you model the items listed in the rating scale below (for an
explanation of each item, refer to pages 8-9 and 8-10). Then determine how
you will improve in the areas in which you are weakest.

Discipleship Modeling Rating Scale
Poor

Excellent

How well do you model each of the following?
1. The Lordship of Christ

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. The intake of the Scriptures

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Prayer and devotion to God

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Fellowship and the church

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. Christian character

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Relationships

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. Witnessing

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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APPENDIX B
A checklist for gathering basic factual information about your host country. The se are the areas for
which you will need to gather information. It is not essential, however, that you follow the exact
sequence given here. If you’re vitally interested in Section F, for example, start there.
A.

Symbols
Symbolism of flag
National anthem
National flower, etc.

B.

Human and natural resources
Geography and topography
Regional characteristics
Major cities
Natural resources (flora, fauna, minerals)

C.

D.

E.

F.

Family and social structure
Family structure and family life
Family roles
Social classes

Myths and legends of
ethnic group(s)
National holidays
Traditional costumes

Climate
Demographic information
Transportation systems
Communication systems
Mass communication media

Social organizations
Social welfare
Customs (re: birth, marriage, death, etc.)
and courtesies

Religion and philosophy
Religious beliefs
(indigenous and borrowed)

Proverbs
Superstitions

Education
General approach (e.g., rote
memorization vs. Problemsolving approach)

School system
Colleges and universities
Vocational training

Fine arts and cultural achievements
Painting
Sculpture
Crafts
Folk arts
Architecture
Music

Dance
Drama
Literature
Poetry
Cinema
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G.

H.

I.

J.

Economics and industry
Principal industries
Exports/imports
Foreign investment
Cottage industries (if any)
Industrial development

Urban and rural conditions
Agriculture (crops and animal husbandry)
Fishing (if it is a major activity)
Marketing systems

Politics and Government
System of Government
Political parties
Government organization (national and
local)

Current political figure
Police system
Military

Science
Inventions and achievements
(throughout history)
Sorts and games
Native sports (unique to the country)

K.

National foods

L.

National language
Local dialects/languages

Science
Medicine

Modern world sports
Traditional children’s games
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FOOTNOTES
For the Contextualization of the Gospel
1

Eph. 4:13

2

Eyes of Faith, Lutterworth Press, London, 1948, p. 181.

3

Eerdmans, Grand

4

On the problem of tradition as a form of “worldliness in the Church,” sees F.F. Bruce, Tradition Old and New, The
Paternoster Press, Exeter, Devon, 1970, pp. 163 ff. In spite of the statement made above, it is important to
remember Richard Niebuhr’s argument that in the development of denominationalism theological factors are
secondary to ethnic, social, economic and cultural factors. Cf. The Social Sources of Denominationalism, The
Shoe String Press, Hamden (Conn.), 1954.

5

The Strange Silence of the Bible in the Church: A Study in Hermeneutics, SCM Press, London, 1970,

6

Even the use of “scientific” tools in exegesis is conditioned by the cultural context of the interpreter. For example,
the middle voice of the Greek can be translated directly into Spanish, but not into English.

7

Cf. Berkeley A. Mickelsen, Interpreting the Bible, Wm. B. Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, 1963, pp. 65 ff.

9

HIS, Vol. 33, No. 1 (October, 1972), pp. 9 ff.

10

This expression belongs to John V. Taylor and serves as the title of his book The Primal Vision: Christian
Presence amid African Religion, Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1963, in which the author shows that for the African
the universe and human life form a whole, the harmony of which must be preserved at any price.

11

Op. Cit., p. 13.

12

Cf. Robert J. Blaikie, Secular Christianity and the God Who Acts, Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1970.

13

The following theses are taken from the discussion of the nature of personal knowledge by Arthur F. Holmes, op.
Cit., pp. 125 ff.

14

I Jn. 4:8

15

Eph. 4:13.

16

Acts 2:5.

17

Reaction to Pierce Beaver’s paper on “The Missionary Image Today,” in Mission in the 70’s, ed. By John T.
Boberg and James A. Scherer, Chicago Cluster of Theological Schools, Chicago, 1972, p. 47.

18

Message and Mission: The Communication of the Christian Faith, Harper and Brothers, New York, 1960, pp. 171
ff. David J. Hesselgrave (“Dimensions of Crosscultural communication,” Practical Anthropology, Vol. 19, No. 1
(January-February, 1972), pp. 1 ff.) lists seven aspects of culture in the context of which every message is
“codified” and interpreted: the concept of the world, the cognitive process, linguistic form, behavior patterns,
means of communication, social structure, and motivations.

19

Cf. Charles Kraft, “Ideological Factors in Intercultural Communication,” Missiology: An International Review,
Vol. II, No. 3 (July, 1974), pp. 295 ff.

20

Jacob A. Loewen agrees that in order for the message to be relevant it must speak to specific needs in the culture,
but he correctly observes that “the truly relevant message speaks not only to an immediate need, but to a range
of basic problems. As a true message from God it will provide a new and renewed reason to be for both individual

Arthur F. Holmes, Faith Seeks Understanding: A Christian Approach to Knowledge, Wm. B.
Rapids, p. 135.

p. 53.
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and society” (“The Church: Indigenous and Ecumenical,” Practical Anthropology, Vol. II, No. 6 (NovemberDecember, 1964), p. 244).
21

Op. Cit., p. 1.

22

Lumberto Schuurman, El cristiano, la Iglesia y la revolucion, Editorial La Aurora, Buenos Aires, 1970, p.87.

23

Prologue to Ruben Alves, Religion: Opio o instrumento de liberacion, Tierra Neuva, Montevideo, 1968, p. i.
English translation: A Theology of Human Hope , Corpus Books, Washington-Cleveland, 1969.

24

It should be clarified here that before the theology of liberation, in Protestant circles there came into being a
related “theology” which could be called the first attempt to theologize taking as its starting point the Latin
American situation. I am referring to the works of various thinkers related to Church and Society in Latin America
(Iglesia y Sociedad en America Latin, ISAL), among whom Rueben Alves and Julio de Santa Ana stand out. Their
influence has been very limited and has practically disappeared in the last few years. For a critique of this
theology, see my essay “Church and Society in Latin America,” in Fe cristiana y Latinoamericano hoy, ed. By C.
Rene Padilla, Ediciones Certeza, Buenos Aires, 1974, pp. 119 ff.

25

“Theology and the Missionary Task,” Missiology: An International Review, Vol. 1, No. 3 (July, 1973), p. 295.

26

The tie between the missionary movement and Western “power” goes beyond the limits of this study. Suffice it
to mention here that too frequently missions have used their economic power to impose programs of theological
education and literature and, consequently, to impose their theology. As long as the power of decision is in the
hands of missionaries or (which is worse) mission executives, there is no chance that the churches of the Third
World will develop as truly indigenous churches. Their needs will continue to be defined from outside their own
situation and missionary work will continue
to be conducted as big business companies. Obviously, the
theological problem is inseparable from the question of power. As Paul Verghese says, “The basic mistake of
Western missions is not so much cultural aggression as missionary colonialism.” On the relationship between
missions and Western colonial domination, see Jacob Loewen’s chapter “Evangelism and Culture,” in The New
Face of Evangelicalism, ed. By C. Rene Padilla, soon to be published by Hodder and Stoughton, London.

27

On the question of the immortality of the soul as an example of elements of Greek philosophy that entered
Western Christian theology at an early period in Church history, see Oscar Cullmann, Immortality of the Soul or
Resurrection of the Dead?-- The Witness of the New Testament, The Epworth Press, London, 1958. Another
example is given in the dualism between spirit and matter (which is assumed in the doctrine of the immortality of
the soul). It is a fact that the very theological methodology that the Western missionary has taken with him to the
rest of the world is not derived from the structure of the Christian faith itself, closely tied to the Hebrew tradition,
but rather from Greek philosophy.

28

Rationalistic epistemology, individualism, pragmatism, materialism and the atomization of reality are
characteristics frequently reflected in the theology and missionary work that have their home base in the West.

29

Adam F. Sosa, “Some Considerations on the Theological Positions of Evangelicals in Latin America,”
Pensamiento Cristiano, Vol. VIII, No. 31 (March, 1961), pp. 2. The same divorce between evangelization and
theology that can be detected in this article underlies the observation that “the crucial issues” that concern the
Church in Latin America are related to “the effective communication of the Gospel” and not to “European and
North American theological emphases concerning secularized Christianity,” (Latin American Church Growth, W.
R. Read, V. M. Monterosso and H. A. Johnson; Wm. B. Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, 1969, p. 351). It is paradoxical
that such an observation should not appear in a theological study of the communication of the Gospel written
from the Latin
American perspective, but in a pragmatic study representative of North American
missiology.

30

Prologue to Ruben Alves, Op. Cit., pp. I ff. On the foreign nature of Christianity in Africa, after many years of
missionary labor, see Dean S. Gilliland’s article, “The Indigenous Concept in Africa, “Missiology: An
International Review, Vol. 1, No. 3, July 1973.
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31

Cf. Charles Denton, “The Protestant Mentality: a sociological approach,” Fe cristiana y Latinoamerica hoy, ed.
By C. Rene Padilla, Ediciones Certeza, Buenos Aires, 1974, pp. 67 ff. The problem of the lack of assimilation of the
Gospel in life, of course, is not limited to the middle class. In their study of characteristic attitudes of the
Protestant community in Mexico City, William L. Wonderly and Jorge Lara-Brand consider that one of their most
significant findings was “the differences with regard to basic moral and social attitudes between Protestants and
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32
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33

On the distinction between contextualization and syncretism, see Eugene Nida, Op. Cit., pp. 185 ff.

34
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36

John 7:17

37

“The Gospel in Human Culture,” The Gospel Today, soon to be published by the International Fellowship of
Evangelical Students.

38

“Dynamic Equivalence Churches,” Missiology: An International Review, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Jan., 1973),

p. 39.
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